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Dear Councillor,
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Yours faithfully,
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MEETING CALENDAR
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MEETING CALENDAR
MINUTE NO 1316

Ordinary Meetings

TIME

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

7.00 pm

5

5

2

7

4

#19

19

23

#21

18

12

12

9

14

25

Extraordinary
Meeting
Policy Review
Committee

7.00 pm

Council has two Ordinary Meetings per month where practicable. Extraordinary Meetings are held as required.
Policy Review Meetings are held monthly.
Members of the public are invited to observe at meetings of the Council. Should you wish to address Council, please contact
Terri Treglown on 4732 7983 or Dianne Richards on 4732 7706.
# Meetings at which the Management Plan quarterly review is tabled and discussed.

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

OTHER COUNCIL ACTIVITIES
Works Inspection
Economic Development & Employment

23

27

22

13

8

Strategic Planning Review Workshop
(To Be Determined)
Management Planning Special Workshop
Local Traffic Committee Meetings

5

21

11

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

Olympic Involvement
(see on next page)
WSROC Board Meeting

15

WSROC EMC Meeting

1

19
15

21
17

Local Government Week

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

POLICY FORUMS
National General Assembly - (Canberra)
(ALGA)
Local Government Association Conference (Gosford) (LGA)
Australian Local Government Women's
Association Conference

TBA

Flood Plain Management Conference
TBA
State Assembly of Local Government (Sydney)

1

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FORUMS
AND CONFERENCES
IPWEA Conference & Field Days

TBA

Institute of Municipal Management (National
Congress) (Melbourne)

TBA

Institute of Municipal Management (NSW
Conference) (Coffs Harbour)
Institute of Municipal Management (Forum - 1
day only) (Sydney)
Urban Development Institute of Australia (UDIA)

TBA

TBA

Royal Australian Planning Institute - (RAPI)
National Conference (Sydney)
Australian Institute of Environmental Health
(NSW) Annual Conference

TBA
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REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE POLICY REVIEW COMMITTEE MEETING OF PENRITH CITY
COUNCIL HELD IN THE PASSADENA ROOM, CIVIC CENTRE PENRITH
ON MONDAY 27 NOVEMBER 2000 AT 7.10 PM

PRESENT
His Worship the Mayor Councillor D Bradbury, Councillors J Aitken, D Bailey,
J Bateman, G Davies, G Evans, R Fowler, J Greenow, C O’Neill, P Sheehy, and J Thain
Councillors K Paluzzano (from 7.12PM) and Councillor C O’Toole (from 7.20PM)
APOLOGIES
PR33 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Davies seconded Councillor O’Neill that
apologies be received and accepted from Councillors A Khan, C O’Toole and S Simat.
Councillor Paluzzano arrived the time being 7.12PM
CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Policy Review Meeting – 16 October 2000
PR34 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Davies seconded Councillor Evans that
the minutes of the Policy Review Committee Meeting of 16 October 2000 be confirmed.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
No declarations of interest.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS
PR35 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor Thain that
Standing Orders be suspended to allow Mr David Roberts to address the meeting, the time
being 7.15PM.
Mr David Roberts, President of Emu Landcare addressed the meeting on behalf of Emu
Landcare.
Mr Roberts said that Emu Landcare had a membership of over 75 people that worked 6 hour
days usually on the last Sunday of each month.
Mr Roberts said that Emu Landcare provided work for community service people for which
Emu Landcare has received a grant of $2,500.
David also said that Emu Landcare had received a grant of $5,000 from NHT for the
revegetation of Hollier reserve and asked that Council match this grant.
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Mr Roberts said that the training of 16 hours offered to Council outdoor staff was insufficient
and encouraged Council to offer the TAFE course conducted at Richmond TAFE to outdoor
staff.
David asked when the Stormwater Management Plan was going to be introduced and also
asked what the current situation was toward the introduction of an Environmental Levy.
Mr Roberts asked when the work programme for Knapsack creek at Huntington Reserve was
going to be finalised.
David also asked for clarification of the availability of tools, and if there had been
consideration of a Christmas party for Landcare volunteers.
Councillor Aitken requested a copy of Mr Roberts address be made available.
Councillor O’Toole arrived at the meeting the time being 7.20PM.
RESUMPTION OF STANDING ORDERS
PR36 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor O’Neill seconded Councillor Paluzzano
that Standing Orders be resumed the time being 7.27PM
THE CITY IN ITS REGION
1

Werrington Arterial

(9022/7)

The Technical Services Manager introduced the report and said that the report confirmed that
Gipps Street link was the preferred site for the Werrington Arterial.
His Worship the Mayor Councillor D Bradbury asked for clarification on the road alignment
of the Arterial as shown in the report.
The Technical Services Manager gave more precise information on the alignment of the
Arterial.
Councillor O’Toole asked that a map be provided indicating more precise information on the
position of the Arterial in relation to other roads in the area.
The Technical Services Manager said that a map would be provided.
Councillor Thain asked for clarification on the Arterial Road alignment at the St Marys end
of the Arterial.
The Technical Services Manager detailed the alignment of the Arterial at the St Marys end.
PR37 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Davies seconded Councillor Aitken that:
1. Council note the information on lobbying for the early construction of the Werrington
Arterial;
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2. Council’s Environmental Planning Manager initiate rezoning of the road corridor for the
project.
3. Council seek approval for a meeting with the Minister for Roads and that the delegation
comprise of Councillors, Council officers and representatives from UWS.
4. Council write to the State Members for Londonderry and Mulgoa thanking them for
support for this project.
5. A further report be provided on the naming of Gipps Street.
THE CITY IN ITS ENVIRONMENT
2

Bushcare/Landcare Presentation

xxx

The Parks and Reserves Manager introduced the report. He then introduced Mike Dine , PeriUrban Landcare Co-Ordinator and Louise Brodie, Bushcare Facilitator with National Parks
and Wildlife Service who made a presentation to the meeting.
Louise Brodie said that she was employed by the Federal Bushcare program through the
National Heritage Trust.
The program was aimed at natural bushcare management and Louise outlined the Goals of
Bushcare.
Louise said that the Bushcare Program worked with all tiers of Government and the
community and went on to explain the key result areas of the program.
Mike Dine explained what the term Landcare is, who lancarers were and what their activities
are. He went on to outline the organisational structure of Landcare in NSW.
Mike then explained how the various Landcare groups are lobbying for additional funding.
Councillor Davies asked how much support was being provided by State and Federal
Governments.
Louise detailed the funding provided by State and Federal Government which was
approximately a 50-50 ratio.
His Worship the Mayor Councillor D Bradbury asked if the $6M of the Heritage Trust Fund
reported as administration costs was correct.
Louise said that the Administration of the fund was becoming more efficient and being
streamlined.
Councillor Davies asked if the training outlined in the report was sufficient.
Louise detailed the training and the issues to be addressed by the training.
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PR38 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor Davies that:
1.

the report on Bushcare/Landcare be received.

2.

Mike Dine and Louise Brodie be thanked for their presentation and for their
contribution to increasing Council’s understanding of Bushcare.

THE CITY AS A SOCIAL PLACE
3

Community Safety Workshops and Progress
Development of the Penrith Community Safety Plan

on

the
1117/31

The Safety Emergency and Waste Management Manager introduced the report and outlined
its purpose. He then introduced Yvonne Perkins the Community Safety Officer, who made a
presentation to the Committee of the information contained in the report and the Community
Safety Plan.
Councillor Davies left the meeting the time being 8.08PM.
Councillor Davies returned to the meeting the time being 8.12PM.
Councillor Paluzzano asked if a representative of a Womens Group could be included in the
sunset working group.
The Community Safety Officer said that a representative of a Womens group would be
included in the sunset working group.
Councillor Aitken congratulated staff involved in the formation of the Community Safety
Plan.
Councillor O’Toole asked if there were sufficient funds available for the current year.
The Safety Emergency and Waste Management Manager said that there were sufficient funds
for the current year and that a project evaluation bid would be lodged for next year.
Councillor Paluzzano asked if the plan was being trialled in older areas.
The Safety Emergency and Waste Management Manager said that areas were being targetted
as issues arise.
Councillor Davies congratulated the author of the report.
The Director,City Operations spoke about the purpose of the report and the aims of the
Community Safety Plan.
PR39 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Aitken seconded Councillor Paluzzano
that:
1.

the information contained in this report on the Community Safety Workshops
and Progress of the Penrith Valley Community Safety Plan be received;
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5

2.

a sunset working party be formed from interested Councillors and staff to
progress the formation of a Penrith Valley Community Safety Partnership as
outlined in this report.

3.

Staff be congratulated for their input and activities outlined in the report.

The Return of Investment In Early Childhood Towards Social
Capital

1300/88, 1300/2

The Childrens Services Manager introduced the report, made a short presentation and handed
out a Project Summary of the Early Childhood Services for Local Government.
Councillor O’Toole congratulated the author of the report.
PR40 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor O’Toole seconded Councillor Sheehy
that Council:
1.

Adopt the Statement of Purpose to support programmes for children and
families in the Penrith LGA:
“Penrith City Council believes that quality early childhood experiences have a
profound and lasting impact on outcomes for children and their potential to
develop into the citizens who form the Social Capital of the community of
Penrith. Council is committed to the provision of Children’s Services
programmes for the benefit of families and children across the City. Council
will itself plan and provide quality services, and support and work in
partnerships with others to do that.”

2.

Adopt the following objectives:

•

Penrith City Council will contribute to National, State and Local Government planning
for the provision of programmes to support families and children. Planning information
will be made available to internal and external customers.

•

Penrith City Council will facilitate support projects to assist services to work in
partnership with parents to foster children’s development.

•

Penrith City Council will provide best practice, quality children’s services that support
workforce participation, families and children, and, will facilitate provision by others.

•

Penrith City Council will support the development of partnerships and networks to work
together to support children and their families.

•

Penrith City Council will represent its community’s interests and needs for programmes
for children by contributing to the evaluation and development of State and Federal
policy and directions.
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•

Penrith City Council will advocate for standards of care and education to protect and
foster young children’s health, safety and education.
3
copies of the report be made available to Local Members, other childcare and
education groups, the Library as a study document, be placed on the Internet, Child Care
Unions and other interested parties.

COUNCIL’S OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
6

School Project Website

16/107

The Information Technology Manager introduced the report and made a short presentation.
Councillor Paluzzano spoke on the background of the website and the reasons for the request
for the report.
Councillor Bailey asked what progress was being made to connect Councillors to Council’s
e-mail system.
The Information Technology Manager said that this was contained in the next report before
the Committee.
Councillor Thain left the meeting the time being 8.45PM.
PR41 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Paluzzano seconded Councillor Sheehy
that:
1.

Council provides a link to those schools requesting Internet school projects

2.

Council’s required protocols be followed.

7

Project Evaluation Process for 2001/2002 Management Plan

36/29

The Acting Corporate Development Manager introduced the report and explained the use of
the forms and outlined the process to be followed for project Evaluations for 2001/2002.
Councillor Thain returned to the meeting the time being 8.50PM.
Councillor Davies asked if the true cost to Council could be shown on the projects listed as
unfunded as many were offset by income received.
The Director- City Strategy said that Councillors would only be required to nominate projects
and that the forms to be used will be completed by Managers
PR42 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Bateman seconded Councillor Paluzzano
that;
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1. the information concerning the Project Evaluation Process for the 2001/2001
Management Plan be received.
2. the Project Evaluation Process Timetable (for Development of the 2001-2002
Management Plan) be adopted.
8

Corporate Annual Report

10/46Pt3

PR43 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Bateman seconded Councillor Paluzzano
that Council endorse the 1999/2000 Corporate Annual Report.
9

Debt Recovery Policy

102/14

The Chief Financial Officer introduced the report. Hank Noort, the Chief Rates Clerk then
made a short presentation that included statistics of recovery action taken over the last
Financial year.
Councillor Davies asked if a breakup of the recovery action could be provided seperating
residential from commercial land.
The Chief Rates Clerk said that these statistics would be provided and went on to outline the
process of recovery action in respect of commercial land.
Councillor Aitken asked if the interest on overdue rates and other recovery costs were
included in the budget.
The Chief Financial Officer said that these costs were included in the Annual Budget.
PR44 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor Fowler that:

10

1.

The procedures outlined in this report be formalised as Council’s Debt
Recovery Policy.

2.

Council’s Legal Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Rates Clerk, Rates
Administration Officer and Senior Collections Clerk be given delegated
authority to take the necessary action to procure payment of rates and charges,
and sundry debtors.

Council's On-line and Internet Initiatives

16/107

The Information Technology Manager introduced the report.
Councillor Bailey asked why the e-mail system to Councillors was taking so long.
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The Information and Technology Manager said that the e-mail system was the largest system
to be introduced into Council and that it involved a considerable amount of work to
implement and needed to be controlled carefully.
Councillor Davies asked if a schematic diagram of Councils Internet sites with anticipated
dates for completion could be provided.
The Director-City Services informed Councillors of the Information Technology Audit and
its progress. He also explained the nexus between the audit and issues raised in the report and
also informed Councillors of the Corporate Systems and Strategy Team and its purpose.
Councillor Davies left the meeting the time being 9.32PM.
Councillor Thain left the meeting the time being 9.36PM.
Councillor Evans asked if the Business Paper could be e-mailed to him.
The Information Technology Manager said that the Business Paper can be e-mailed to
Councillors.
The Director-City Strategy said that care was needed with security of systems. He went on to
say that we need some order in how Council presents itself and how Council projects itself
and the City through the Internet.
The Director-City Strategy said that the organisation must embrace Councillors into its
systems without violating the security of the systems.
Councillor Davies returned to the meeting the time being 9.37PM.
Councillor Thain returned to the meeting the time being 9.40PM.
PR45 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Paluzzano seconded Councillor O’Toole
that:1. This report on Internet and e-mail funding potential and Council’s on-line and Internet
initiatives be received.
2. A review be conducted through the Customer Service Review Working Party to
clearly define those services which will promote Council programs and provide
funding opportunity through the use of e-mail and the Internet.
3. A business case be prepared using the findings of the review.
4. A further report be provided on the issues raised by the Committee such as Electronic
Business Paper and e-mail connections for Councillors.
5. a report be provided on the registering of names that are derivatives of Councils Smart
City Internet site
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11

GWSEDB Report: Strategic Planning and Transport - A
Vision and Directions Statement for Greater Western Sydney

4100/68

The Strategic Planning and Research Co-ordinator made a short presentation based on the
report.
Councillors Bateman and Bailey left the meeting the time being 9.42PM.
Councillor Bailey returned to the meeting the time being 9.46PM.
Councillor Aitken left the meeting the time being 9.48PM.
PR46 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor Bailey that:
1. advice be sought from the NSW Government on the status of the GWSEDB Report
2. a submission be prepared to the GWSEDB, WSROC, DUAP and other relevant agencies
incorporating the comments outlined in the attachment, and
3. Council representatives advance the submission at the forthcoming TeamWest Regional
Conference.
4. Discussions be sought with representatives of Blacktown City Council to discuss the
recommendations of the report.

12

Council's Organisation Review Implementation Progress

909/91

Councillor Paluzzano asked if the qualifications required for the new positions outlined in the
report were being considered when filling those positions.
The General Manager said that all jobs that were redesigned and advertised have required
qualifications.
Councillor Davies asked if the JCC had endorsed the restructure.
The General Manager said that the JCC was happy with the outcome and that this was
reported in the last issue of the Network Magazine.
Councillor Davies asked if the JCC was working OK.
The General Manager said that there had been problems but the JCC was now working OK.
Councillor Davies asked if he could be updated on the JCC and that Council be provided with
a report on its progress.
The Workforce Development Manager outlined the current status of the JCC.
Councillors Bateman and Aitken returned to the meeting the time being 9.55PM.
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Councillor Fowler left the meeting the time being 9.56PM.
.
Councillor Davies asked that the report contain information about the dissemination of
information from the JCC.
Councillor Fowler returned to the meeting the time being 9.56PM
PR47 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Davies seconded Councillor Bailey that
the information concerning Council’s organisation review progress be received.
His Worship The Mayor Councillor D Bradbury then tabled a proposed late motion for the
National Assembly of Local Government conference.
Councillor Paluzzano left the meeting the time being 9.59PM.
Councillor Paluzzano returned to the meeting the time being 10.01PM.
PRQWN1 - RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Bateman seconded Councillor
Sheehy that the following motion be put at the National Assembly of Local Government.

“The Draft Environmental Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 2) which proposes to
amend the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and repeal the
Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975 (to implement the heritage reforms flowing from
the 1997 COAG Heads of Agreement on Commonwealth/State roles and responsibilities for
the environment) be made available for public consideration and comment prior to
consideration by the Parliament.”
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
PR48 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor Greenow
that the meeting adjourn to the Committee of the Whole to deal with the following matters,
the time being 10.11PM.
Councillor Bailey left the meeting and did not return the time being 10.13PM.
1

Presence of the Public

PRCW1
RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor
Greenow that the press and public be excluded from Committee of the Whole to deal with the
following matters
The City as an Economy
2

Property Matter

4100/67
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This item has been referred to Committee of the Whole as the report refers to
commercial information regarding possible rezoning of and acquisition of land by
Council and is of a confidential nature at this time and therefore discussion of the
matter in open meeting would be, on balance, contrary to the public interest.
The meeting resumed at 10.59PM and the General Manager reported that the Committee of
the Whole met at 10.11PM on Monday 27 November 2000 , the following being present
His Worship the Mayor Councillor D Bradbury, Councillors J Aitken, J Bateman, G Davies,
G Evans, R Fowler, J Greenow, C O’Neill, K Paluzzano, P Sheehy, and J Thain and the
Committee of the Whole excluded the press and public from the meeting for the reasons set
out in CW1 and that the Committee of the Whole submitted the following recommendations
to Council.

CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS
2

Property Matter

4100/67

RECOMMENDATION
PRCW2 - RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Bateman seconded Councillor Sheehy
that:
1. The presentation by DEM-Planning and Design on the development of the master plan for
the Carpenter site, be received.
2. Council consider the options and determine those to be further developed but excluding
development on the eastern side of the site.
3. Considerations of the options contained in the report be dealt with at a Councillor
workshop.

ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
PR49 RESOLVED on the MO TION of Councillor, .Paluzzano seconded Councillor O’Neill
that the recommendation contained in the Committee of the Whole and shown as CW1 to
CW2 be adopted.
There being no further business the Chairperson declared the meeting closed the time being
.11.00PM.
Confirmed
Chairperson
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Policy Review Committee Meeting
The City in Its Region

12 February 2001

The City in Its Region
1

ADI Site St Marys – Update on Regional Environmental Plan

Compiled by:

Glenn Allen, Senior Environmental Planner

Authorised by:

Roger Nethercote, Environmental Planning Manager

4130/2

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 10):
Greenfield development is sustainable
and preserves the natural environment.
00/01 Critical Action: Lobby for the inclusion of AHC listed land not already included in
the proposed Regional Park on the former ADI Site.
Introduction
Council at its meeting of the 5th February 2001 considered a report on the need to continue
lobbying the Federal Government to secure the best biodiversity outcomes for the site. The
actions emerging from Council’s decision are being pursued.
The purpose of this report is to provide advice to Council on the recently gazetted Regional
Environmental Plan for the site. The opportunity is also taken to provide Council with an
update on related actions to secure the National Estate listed bushland on the ADI site as an
addition to the proposed regional park.
Gazettal of Regional Environmental Plan
Council would be aware that Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (REP) No. 30 – St Marys
was gazetted on 19 January 2001. We are greatly disappointed with the decision made by the
Minister for Urban and Affairs and Planning to make the plan, and in particular the lack of
amendments made to the plan following Council’s submission to the Department.
It had been hoped that we would be in a position to provide a more detailed advice to Council
on the REP inclusions and the manner in which DUAP considered the issues raised in
Council’s submission. A further copy of Council’s submission is included in the
attachments. Unfortunately, at the time of writing this report, Council had still not received
any formal written advice from DUAP advising of the gazettal of the REP or addressment of
Council’s concerns.
We met recently with John Collins, Executive Director, DUAP Metropolitan Planning
Branch and Ron Mason, Director DUAP Sydney Region West, who, in broad terms provided
us with an overview of the Ministers decision and the likely process from this point which is
intended to be reviewed with the principal stakeholders. It was indicated, amongst other
things, that a revised version of the proposed Development Agreement would be forwarded to
Council shortly. That document has not yet been received either, however we understand that
there has been little change to the substantive issues Council identified, particularly the issue
regarding greater clarity and certainty around the commitments proposed by various State
Government agencies in delivering key infrastructure and facilities.
It is understood that the Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning will soon advise Council of
his declaration of the first release area. This is likely to be the western precinct, within
Penrith. Council will then have 40 days to provide comments to the Minister on this
proposal. The declaration of the first release area will also trigger the detailed precinct
planning phase of the project in which Council will have a key role in considering the manner
in which development within the first precinct will be structured.
Continuing Growth
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From our initial review, it is evident that that no significant amendments to the REP have
been made following Council’s submission to the Minister on the Draft REP. The key
requests included within Council’s submission were:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All lands listed on the Register of the National Estate within the City of Penrith be
included in the Regional Park.
Should the Minister be of the view to advance the draft REP, then the National Estate
listed lands which sit outside the proposed Regional Park zone be deferred in order to
permit a more thorough examination of their potential for preservation, and the Plan
not be made prior to the financial modelling of the implications of reducing the scale
of the proposed development to correspond to the National Estate listed areas.
No filling be undertaken within the floodplains of both South Creek and Ropes Creek
on the site.
The Draft REP incorporate corridor locations to accommodate strategic regional
transport connections between the Werrington Arterial and the M2 Extension.
The Draft REP adopt the advancement of the Werrington Arterial south of the ADI
Site, in lieu of the Forrester Road/Glossop Street Route.
That the plan ensure that the Minister will not release an area for development until
there is a complete sign-off in relation to all site contamination.
That further consideration be given to the inclusion of the South Creek and Ropes
Creek corridors in the proposed Regional Park
The Catholic Education Office School site be incorporated into the precinct planning
process, and the site be relocated to a more central location.
That a clear list of criteria by which the Minister is to judge release area declarations
be incorporated, such list to include the REP performance objectives and provisions
and the requirements of the EPS, as well as the Development Agreement.
The provisions relating to draft precinct plans be amended to provide Council
autonomy in their determination and adoption.
The zoning map in the REP be amended to reduce the Northern Road frontage of the
proposed employment zone. Also a buffer (setback) strip be included along the full
frontage of The Northern Road.
The impact of the proposed road links on the natural values of the bushland in the
Regional Park be re-examined.
The retail centre for the western precinct be moved easterly to a more central location.
Appropriate buffer areas be included between the urban development precincts and
the proposed Regional Park.

The major differences which we have been able to determine between the Draft REP as
exhibited and the gazetted REP are:
•
•
•

A “Deferred Matter” has been included. This applies to a section of the Regional Park
adjoining the rear boundaries of properties on the northern side of Summerfield
Circuit and Newham Drive, Cambridge Gardens (south-west corner of the site).
An area has been set aside in the north western sector of the site for an educational
establishment. This site has been excluded from the precinct planning process and
has been granted access to Ninth Avenue (previously prohibited).
Council had also requested that the REP and EPS ensure the establishment of retail
services and baseline community facilities in the first stage of development. An
additional clause has been incorporated within the REP regarding early establishment
of community facilities.

We will bring back a further detailed report for Council’s consideration once we have
received the requested information from DUAP, and the revised Development Agreement.
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Appeal to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
Council resolved at its meeting on 11 December 2000 to assist ADIRAG in the groups appeal
to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal on the refusal by the Commonwealth to grant access
under the FOI Act to any deeds of agreement between the Commonwealth and Lend Lease,
regarding the ADI site.
The Appeal was heard over two days in December 2000. A Council officer attended the
hearing as observer. Council has recently been advised that the findings of the hearing have
been handed down. Unfortunately, the appeal was not upheld as the presiding member found
that there was a commercial in-confidence agreement on the grounds that action against the
Commonwealth would be available if the documents were to be released. This Section in the
FOI Act allows for no public interest override, one of the key arguments raised by ADIRAG.
In this regard, the points of law raised by Mr Harvey QC, the barrister acting on behalf of the
group, have not been discussed in detail in the findings.
Review of the Australian Heritage Commission Act
In giving consideration to a report on this matter on 11 December Council resolved to make a
submission to the Commonwealth Government seeking that:
(a)

The Draft Environmental Legislation Amendment Bill (No 2) which proposes to
amend the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and repeal
the Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975 (to implement the heritage reforms
flowing from the 1997 COAG Heads of Agreement on Commonwealth/ State roles
and responsibilities for the environment) be made available for public consideration
and comment prior to consideration by the Parliament.
That the Draft Bill include transitional provisions which will ensure that all items
currently listed on the Register of the National Estate are afforded the same protection
as currently exists under Section 30 of the Australian Heritage Commission Act.
That the Draft Bill include provisions which will ensure that all items currently listed
on the Register of the National Estate are included within or protected by either the
new National Heritage List, the new Commonwealth Heritage List, or existing State
and/or Local Heritage Lists.

(b)
(c)

In regard to Council’s request for the Draft Bills to be made available for public
consideration and comment prior to consideration by the Parliament, Council has recently
been advised that the draft bills have been referred to the Environment, Communications,
Information Technology and the Arts References Committee for consideration and report by
28 March 2001. The relevant bills are:
•
•
•

Environment and Heritage Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 2) 2000
Australian Heritage Council Bill 2000
Australian Heritage Council (Consequential and Transitional Provisions) Bill 2000.

The Committee has invited persons and organisations to express views on these matters to
lodge written submissions by 2 February 2001. In view of the time constraints, we made a
submission to the Committee and may be invited to give evidence at a forthcoming hearing.
The concerns raised by Council in its submission included:
•

•

the Draft Bill should include transitional provisions which will ensure that
all items currently listed on the Register of the National Estate are afforded the same
protection as currently exists under Section 30 of the Australian Heritage Commission
Act.
the Draft Bill should include provisions which will ensure that all items
currently listed on the Register of the National Estate are included within or protected
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by either the new National Heritage List, the new Commonwealth Heritage List, or
existing State and/or Local Heritage Lists.
Autonomy should be given to the new Heritage Council in determining
items for inclusion on the National Heritage List.

State Heritage Nomination
Council also resolved on the 11 December 2000 to nominate that part of the ADI site
included on the Register of the National Estate for inclusion on the NSW State Heritage
Register.
A nomination has been made to the NSW Heritage Office to include that part of the ADI site
listed on the Register of the National Estate for inclusion on the NSW State Heritage
Register. We are currently awaiting advice on the proposal.
Commonwealth Position
On the 15 December 2000 Council received advice from the Minister for Environment and
Heritage, the Hon Senator Robert Hill regarding Council’s Natural Heritage Trust (NHT)
application. At that time Senator Hill advised Council that an environmental assessment was
being undertaken under the Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act 1974 (EPIP
Act) in relation to the ADI site, and Council’s NHT application was to be determined
following that assessment. A copy of that letter is included in the attachments.
In response Council sought advice from Senator Hill as to when that assessment would be
completed. To date we have not received any further advice. Our enquiries to Environment
Australia representatives indicate, however, that their assessment report is presently being
finalised. Council also requested that the Minister for Finance and Administration, the Hon
John Fahey await the outcome of that environmental assessment prior to consummating any
arrangements for the development and/or sale of the ADI site.
At that time Council also requested that the Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning continue
to press Senator Hill, as Council is, for the Commonwealth Government to take a position on
the future of this significant site before any decision on the draft REP was made. Clearly this
did not occur.
The report to Council’s meeting of 5th February 2001 put forward a set of actions which focus
on pressing the Commonwealth Government to exclude development actions from the
disputed 178 hectare bushland area and favourably determining Council’s Natural Heritage
Trust application. The meetings outlined in that report are currently being sought.
Conclusion
It is extremely disappointing that there has not been a greater recognition by the Minister for
Urban Affairs and Planning, and his Department, of the relevance and significance of the
matters raised to him by Council. That disregard has resulted in the gazettal of the plan
which without the intervention of the Commonwealth Government, will lead to the
destruction of a significant component of a National Estate listed endangered ecological
community.
Given the State Government’s determination, it is clear that the future of the ADI site now
rests with both the Minister for Environment and Heritage, the Hon Senator Robert Hill, and
responsible action Minister, the Minister for Finance and Administration, the Hon John
Fahey. Council’s efforts must turn to the Commonwealth Government to ensure its
environmental obligations are effectively met, and that actions to develop the site are
modified to ensure that the National Estate listed bushland is conserved.
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RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

the information contained in the Environmental Planning Manager’s Report, be
noted;

2.

Council request advice from the Department of Urban Affairs and Planning
addressing each of the key concerns raised in Council’s submission outlining the
reasons for which those concerns have not been incorporated within the REP.
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Cities for Climate Protection

7018/14

Compiled by:
Elham Monavari, Environmental Planner and Louise Petchell,
Senior Environmental Planner
Authorised by:

Roger Nethercote, Environmental Planning Manager

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 28):
Sustainable Penrith Strategy adopted
and being implemented.
00/01 Critical Action: Investigate emerging environmental management approaches
including greenhouse credits and environmental accounting, and implement agreed
responses.
Introduction
In early 2000, Council joined the Cities for Climate Protection™ (CCP) Program. This was
reported to Council at its Ordinary Meeting of 7 February 2000. The initial stage of the
program involved the establishment of an inventory, and the forecasting of key sources of
greenhouse gas emissions within Council and the community (residential, commercial,
industrial sectors).
Council has now completed this stage and formal confirmation of the achievement, from the
Australian Greenhouse Office, was received on 30 October 2000. Council also recently
received an award, at the Australian Local Government Association General Assembly, for
completing Milestone 1.
On joining the CCP Program, Council committed to a five step milestone process (outlined in
Appendix 1 to this report). This report outlines the findings of the greenhouse inventory
(Milestone 1). It also seeks Council’s endorsement of an Emissions Reduction Goal
(Milestone 2), and agreement to the associated Local Action Plan (Milestone 3).
Background
Council has continued to recognise the principles of ESD in the development of the Council’s
Strategic Plan Penrith City Council 2000+. ESD is a term which generally means:
using, conserving and enhancing the community’s resources so that ecological
processes, on which life depends, are maintained, and the total quality of life,
now and in the future, can be improved.
The Strategic Plan, which is the principal policy document and defines Council’s four year
program, highlights a full range of environmental, social and economic issues affecting the
life and well-being of the City and its communities.
As identified in the Strategic Plan, Council will undertake a number of key initiatives over
the next four years in the areas of the environment, social justice, and economic management.
Existing initiatives such as Penrith Food Project, the Rural Lands Study, and Management
Planning Consultation forums, are setting new benchmarks and leading the way in quality
management and integration of sustainability.
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All initiatives identified in the Strategic Plan are directed at moving Council towards greater
sustainability in the provision of services, and in the undertaking of its business. CCP is a
key initiative currently being progressed as part of the strategy for a Sustainable Penrith.
The CCP program is delivered through a partnership between the International Council for
Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI) and the Australian Greenhouse Office (AGO),
which has provided funding for its programs and activities of $180 million over five years.
CCP is a key program managed by the AGO with an allocation of $13 million over the fiveyear period. After three years of building the foundations for local government greenhouse
action in Australia the CCP program is at a pivotal point. The AGO is moving beyond a
generic approach, to one that more specifically targets support to individual Council needs as
they proceed through the different Milestones.
There are approximately 100 councils in the program. A funding program is available
through the AGO to assist local governments that have achieved Milestone 3. The present
initiative is the Emissions Reduction Incentive Program (ERIP) which provides capital works
funding for Council led projects which, aim primarily reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Council is in a good position to access available funds with the endorsement of this report, as
(at September 2000) –
♦ 61 councils have achieved Milestone 1 (developing an inventory)
♦ 27 councils have completed Milestone 2 (setting a reduction target), and
♦ only 12 councils have reached Milestone 3 (a Local Action Plan to reduce emissions).
Last year, Council accessed support through the Federal Government funded ‘Green Jobs
Unit’, when it engaged University of Western Sydney student, Shirley Moroka, to assist in
achieving Milestone 1 of the program, and Elham Monavari, a graduate from Macquarie
University to finalise Milestone 1, and progress Milestones 2 and 3.
Greenhouse Gas Inventory and Forecast (Milestone 1)
The inventory is an audit of both the Council’s and the community’s activities and provides a
powerful picture of the sources and scale of energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions
across the City. The methodology used for forecasting energy usage and greenhouse gas
emissions is an internationally adopted standard, developed specifically for the CCP program.
The program is based upon an inventory of past energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions,
forming a baseline from which future emissions are forecast under a ‘business as usual’
scenario.
The inventory of energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions shows that the City’s
community sectors, which include the residential, commercial, industrial, transport and waste
sectors, released 2,478,551 tonnes of CO2 in the audit of the base year of 1995 - the annual
equivalent of 516,365 cars on the road. By 2010, the community sector is expected to emit
3,263,946 tonnes of CO2 annually into the atmosphere - the annual equivalent of 679,989 cars
on the road.
Most of the CO2 emissions will come from the industrial sector (56%) with the residential
sector contributing 18% of CO2 emissions in Penrith City. The majority of the CO2
emissions result from the burning of fossil fuels for electricity. Future strategies will need to
encourage business owners, residents and the industrial sectors to look at ‘cleaner’ energy
sources, such as solar and wind.
The energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions from Council’s operations includes CO2
emissions from Council’s buildings, vehicle fleet, and streetlights. A study of Council’s
energy bills showed that in 1995, Council released 15,081 tonnes of CO2 into the atmosphere
(the annual equivalent of 3,142 cars on the road). There is an expected rise to 18,336 tonnes
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of CO2 - the annual equivalent of 3,820 cars on the road. Council buildings and streetlights
account for most of the Council CO2 emissions. The Civic Centre accounts for 23% of the
CO2 emissions.
The methodology for the inventory and the results, for both the community sectors and
Council, are further detailed in Appendix 2.
Reduction Goal and Local Action Plan
The level of greenhouse gases, from the forecast or baseline year, that a Council is committed
to reducing, is described as the ‘reduction goal’. It is a quantitative objective for the Local
Action Plan (LAP). Implementation of energy efficient measures can also achieve financial
savings for Council and will be investigated further in the development of the LAP.
1.

Purpose of a ‘Reduction Goal’

A greenhouse gas emissions reduction goal provides a tangible target for the City, including
Council, to work towards and enables priority to be given for actions detailed in the Local
Action Plan and the performance measured. This is consistent with the approach adopted by
Council for its Strategic Plan and Management Plan.
The establishment of a ‘reduction goal’ also demonstrates Council’s commitment to the
principles of ESD, assists in raising community awareness about greenhouse issues, and
guides our strategies for minimising future energy usage. The benefits of this approach can
be demonstrated by examining Council’s energy usage and expenditure as an example ♦ Council spent approximately $3.2 million on energy for its operations in 1995, and it is
expected that by 2010 Council will spend almost $3.9 million per annum, which shows a
rise of 22%. Streetlighting and Council buildings are most costly to Council - the Civic
Centre costs Council approximately $500,000 per annum.
♦ The 2010 predictions are at 1995 and 1996 energy prices - if electricity prices rise, as
anticipated, the cost to Council will also rise. In addition, these figures do not include the
maintenance costs to Council. If Council puts in place a reduction goal of 25%, not only
will Council’s CO2 emissions be reduced through the introduction of specific energy
saving measures, but it will also result in financial savings.
2.

Establishing our ‘Reduction Goal’

Given the different local contexts, reduction goals vary between councils. Of the councils
that have completed Milestone 2, 18 have chosen a reduction goal of 20%, 1 of 15%, 1 of
10%, and 2 have elected to remain at their base year level (stabilise). Six councils have
chosen a reduction goal higher than 20% Manly Council
Mosman Council
Vincent Council
Brisbane City Council
Willoughby City Council
Hobart City Council

25% below 1996 levels by 2010
25% below 1995 levels by 2010
30% below 1995 levels by 2010
45% below 1990 levels by 2010
at least 50% below 1999 levels by 2010
70% below 1996 levels by 2010

Based on the inventory results and projections, a 25% reduction goal is achievable for
Penrith.
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There are many actions currently in place that require quantification, but support the
achievement of a 25% reduction goal. These measures include ♦ notable achievements in the reduction of electricity consumption in the Civic Centre due
to a change in the operating hours of the air conditioner
♦ the development and implementation of the Residential DCP which requires all new
houses, and for all applications involving existing dwellings, to have a minimum 3.5 star
energy rating under the NatHers system (developed by SEDA)
♦ the capacity to enable an energy saving function (‘Energy Star’) on Council’s computers,
and the purchase of ‘Energy Star’ compliant office equipment such as printers, fax
machines and photocopiers
♦ sustainable planning for urban release areas through the integration of public transport
and communication technology into initial designs (such as North Penrith Urban Area)
♦ development of employment areas, that aim to minimise the need to travel outside the
local government area for work opportunities.
The CCP goal is a flexible, rather than mandatory, goal and can be further considered by
Council as information is received through the progression of the remaining Milestones.
A reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of 25% (below the 1995 levels) by 2010 is
recommended for the following reasons ♦ Leadership –endorsing a greenhouse gas reduction goal greater than the standard
20% will demonstrate Council’s commitment to greenhouse gas reduction and
provide a target for undertaking initiatives to empower and influence staff, the
community, business and industry. The 25% target has been arrived at with due
consideration of the City’s urban growth opportunities up to 2010, particularly the
range of new residential areas that will be released by that time. Whilst this
represents perhaps a bigger challenge than many of the councils participating in the
program, it is nonetheless an achievable goal to strive for in our view.
♦ Environmental Improvement - to make an impact on the CO2 levels in the
atmosphere, we need to reduce our CO2 emissions by greater than 20%. A study by
Phillip Sutton (“Green Innovations”- www.green-innovations.asn.au ) shows that if
the current levels of CO2 persist in the atmosphere for the next 50 to 70 years, all of
the coral reefs around the world will die. Currently the CO2 levels in the atmosphere
are 364 ppmv. This is 30% higher that the pre-industrial age (EPA, State of the
Environment Report 1997). As a result we need to make a greater commitment to
reducing CO2 emissions by setting higher reduction targets.
♦ Commitment – a 25% reduction goal provides Council with a tangible target that
enables clear action planning and measures for performance to be established. It
further complements currently implemented reduction strategies through the
Residential DCP that enforce a minimum 3.5 star rating for homes, and 3.5 star rating
minimum for hot water systems; ‘Controls for the Management and Minimisation of
Waste’ DCP, and waste recycling services for all residential properties.
♦ Quality of Life – Many greenhouse actions will have substantial flow-on benefits for
the city and surrounding areas. The liveability of our cities and the enhanced quality
of life for residents will be realised with less reliance on fossil fuels and private
vehicles and the associated improvement to local air quality and measures put in place
to increase public transport, as well as more cycling and walking areas. Several CCP
councils have also experienced a ‘green jobs’ boom in their communities as they
apply the principles of greenhouse abatement (CCP Australia Program Report 19992000).
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Local Action Plan

If Council chooses a reduction goal of 25% (below 1995 levels) by 2010, then CO2 emission
levels for its own operations need to be reduced by 7,025 tonnes and 989,392 tonnes is
needed for the community sector. Possible reduction strategies for both Council and the
community are explored more fully in the Local Action Plan (attached to this report), and are
summarised below.

High Priority Actions
Council
♦

Energy Performance
Contracting

Provides a way by which current facilities can be
upgraded to become energy efficient. A third party pays
for the upgrades and is paid back through the energy
cost savings. The savings are guaranteed as part of the
contract, which is arranged by entering a financial
agreement with an Efficiency Contractor to implement
efficiency measures and energy development
opportunities in customer leasing arrangements, power
purchase agreements and marketing opportunities.

♦

Local Air Quality Initiatives

A range of initiatives addressing vegetation
management, education, energy efficiency, land use and
transport planning, vehicle emissions and source control
are being developed as part of a Local Air Quality
Management Plan which if implemented could have a
significant impact on the reduction in CO2 levels.

♦

Purchasing Green Power for
Streetlights

Green Power involves purchasing of renewable energy
from an accredited renewable energy source.

♦

Integrated Land Use and
Transport Plan

To reduce private car use by improving public transport
and bicycle facilities.

♦

Revolving sustainability
initiatives fund

A financial mechanism, whereby a proportion of the
savings that are made as a result of energy efficiency
measures are diverted into the fund for future
sustainability initiatives and energy efficiency actions.

♦

Greenhouse Education Kit for
Residents

A community education and awareness program is
essential for raising awareness regarding energy
efficiency and greenhouse gas issues and would
complement existing initiatives such as the the energy
smart homes policy adopted by Council as part of the
Residential DCP

♦

Greenhouse Education Kit for
Local Businesses

This is essential in raising awareness regarding energy
efficiency and greenhouse gas issues. It would provide
an opportunity to showcase existing measures currently
undertaken by business.
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♦

Staff Education

This is essential for raising awareness regarding energy
efficiency and greenhouse gas issues and would assist
with the implementation of existing initiatives such as
the energy smart homes policy adopted by Council as
part of the Residential DCP

♦

Power Factor Correction Units

Ensures that the electricity supplied to a building is
utilised effectively. Improving the factor can reduce
energy costs by reducing the peak demand of electricity.
eg as already installed in the Penrith Whitewater
Stadium

♦

Public Transport
Reimbursement Program

To support staff in using public transport to travel to and
from work meetings outside the LGA where practicable.

♦

Energy Efficient Streetlights

A measure that has recently been developed is the use of
energy efficient globes. The luminaire that is being
developed, is an alternative to the 80watt mercury globe
used commonly in residential streetlights

♦

Energy Star Office Equipment

Office equipment is often let on when there is no user.
During this “stand by” times, it is using as much energy
as when it is being used. Office equipment that has
Energy Star can power manage itself.

♦

Natural Gas and Renewable
Energy Promotion

Council can encourage residents and business owners to
use natural gas or subscribe to Green Power rather than
using electricity, which is derived from burning coal.

Community
♦

Energy Smart Homes Program

Council adopted a Residential Development Control
Plan (DCP) integrating an Energy Smart Homes policy.
This DCP will apply to all new dwelling houses, dual
occupancies, residential flat buildings and all major
renovations.

♦

Promotion of AGO and SEDA
Photovoltaic Rebates for
Residents

PV systems over 5 kW receive a rebate of $8,250 from
the AGO and $8,400 from SEDA.

Business/Industry
Actions outlined above which are also relevant opportunities for Business/Industry to
participate in the greenhouse gas reductions program are listed below.
♦

Energy Performance Contracting

♦

Revolving sustainability initiatives fund

♦

Greenhouse Education Kit for Local Businesses
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♦

Power Factor Correction Units

♦

Public Transport Reimbursement Program

♦

Energy Star Office Equipment

Medium Priority Actions
Council
♦

Purchasing Green Power

Green Power involves purchasing of renewable energy
from an accredited renewable energy source.

♦

Greenfleet

An initiative that is run by the Foster Foundation and is
available to car owners on an annual membership,
which is $25 per car, per year. The money is used to
plant and care for at least 7 native trees (approximately
absorbing the same amount of CO2 that the vehicle will
release) per membership. The trees are planted in the
same state or territory as the memberships and
Greenfleet is happy to work with Councils on planting
to support biodiversity or other initiatives.

♦

Alternative Fuels for Council’s
Vehicles

The Commonwealth government has provided funding
of up to 50% of the cost needed to convert vehicles to
low polluting alternatives such as CNG (Compressed
Natural Gas) or LPG (Liquefied Petroleum Gas),
upgrading fuel systems for vehicles currently using
CNG and LPG and the price difference between
conventionally fuelled vehicles and new CNG or LPG
vehicles. A LPG passenger vehicle is currently on trial
by Council.

♦

Carbon sinks, tree planting and
open space management

Establishes areas for the protection of bushland and
fauna habitats by linking vegetation corridors, and
planting vegetation to sequester CO 2 . Other benefits
include, the provision of open space to be used for
health, educational or recreation purposes, water
catchment management and prevention of flooding and
soil erosion and air and water quality remediation.

♦

Photovoltaic Cells and
Cogeneration on Council
Buildings

Photovoltaic cells (solar cells) use solar energy that is
harnessed by solar panels to produce electricity.
Cogeneration is a high-efficiency energy system that
produces both electricity and valuable heat from the one
fuel source.

♦

Waste Reduction Strategies in
Council’s Operations

Council has been actively working to reduce waste
going to landfill and therefore reducing the CO2
emissions from the waste sector
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♦

Redevelopment of Community
Buildings

To incorporate Ecologically Sustainable Development
(ESD) principles in the redevelopment of community
buildings for example Londonderry Community Centre.
This will include energy efficiency measures and CO2
reduction actions.

♦

Waste
Plan

To reduce waste going to landfill and improve recycling
and waste recovery from new developments and from
current industrial and commercial businesses.

Development

Control

Business/Industry
♦

Industrial Energy Parks

Reducing energy consumption, water usage,
transportation requirements, waste production and the
promotion of cleaner production of goods in industrial
areas.

Community, Business / Industry
♦

Purchasing Green Power

♦

Waste Reduction

A broad range of opportunities to reduce waste to
landfill.

Community Participation / Partnerships
Sustainability is best achieved through collaboration amongst a range of stakeholders individuals, businesses, community groups, institutions and government.
To be successful in progressing the CCP program Council’s role should be one of a catalyst,
fostering public and private partnerships, stimulating interest and communicating the
importance of achieving sustainable development. Council has a strong leadership role in
fostering that collaboration through its own actions, organisational response and way of doing
things.
Consultation with the community is proposed to continue throughout the life of the plan and
educational material will be made available to raise awareness and stimulate discussion on
greenhouse issues and energy efficiency measures.
Active participation in community forums and consultation addressing specific actions within
the plan will seek to promote a greater understanding of issues relating to greenhouse such as
energy efficiency, air pollution and land clearing and to promote initiatives undertaken.
Council recognises the achievements and initiatives of industry, the community and research
organisations and that the CCP program provides an opportunity for it to act as a catalyst to
engender interaction amongst stakeholders and to form strategic alliances aimed at promoting
sustainability initiatives and demonstrating positive ways of moving forward.
As a first step, a Greenhouse Strategy Group is proposed to be established, incorporating
representatives across the community, business, environmental groups, education, and
government agencies is proposed. The group would provide a valuable forum for discussing
and promoting issues relating to energy efficiency and greenhouse issues, evolving
opportunities for advancing projects incorporating sustainability principles.
Environmental Management
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It is acknowledged that for the initiatives outlined in the Local Action Plan to be successful, it
will be important to achieve broad ownership of the approach by business/industry and the
community. To achieve the high level of community support needed, it is intended that the
Greenhouse Strategy Group as a first task review the range of actions suggested in the Plan to
ensure there acceptability and to seek input into other actions and initiatives that could also
be advanced at the community level and the most effective means of achieving that outcome.
It is envisaged that a workshop to establish the Greenhouse Strategy Group will be scheduled
in April/May.
Future Actions
To build on the information received to date, and clarify Council’s approach for the future
reduction of emissions, the following actions are recommended 1. Enhance our existing partnerships and create further opportunities for working
relationships. The early establishment of the Greenhouse Strategy Group will provide
a key forum to gain community and business acceptance of the initiative outlined in
the Local Action Plan. The CCP program also provides Council with an opportunity
to more widely promote the principles of sustainability, including other strategies
incorporated in our Sustainable Penrith program.
2. Implement the Local Action Plan - a strategic document that outlines the broad
approaches that Council will take to reduce emissions
3. Assess the implementation costs, potential savings and payback periods and the
potential emission reductions for priority actions
4. Identify key indicators for the success of the program and establish a monitoring
system related to the Local Action Plan
5. Establish a revolving sustainability initiatives fund - the savings that are achieved, as
a result of the efficiency measures put in place, will be used to fund future sustainability
initiatives and energy efficiency actions

6. Promote successes and establish Penrith City Council as one of the leading Councils
in New South Wales, building on Council’s recent achievement of being the first
Western Sydney Council to adopt and implement the SEDA ‘Smart Homes’ policy
7. Build on opportunities for the City by also joining the SEDA ‘Smart Business’
program, which supports energy efficiency measures in Council’s activities as an
organisation, and may open new paths for funding opportunities.
Further reports will be presented to Council as we achieve each Milestone, and implement
other initiatives.
Summary
The undertaking of an inventory (Milestone 1), setting of a reduction goal (Milestone 2) and
development of a Local Action Plan (Milestone 3) are significant accomplishments and
contribute to the international effort of reducing CO2 emissions and the greenhouse effect.
The program consolidates and integrates much of the work already undertaken by Council
with regard to energy efficiency and ecologically sustainable development. There is a direct
link between CCP and other Council based programs such as the Strategic Plan, Sustainable
Penrith, and provides another avenue to promote and recognise our Residential Policy. This
program also directly links to the key outcomes and strategies for ‘Sustainable Penrith’ and
the Annual State of the Environment Report.
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It is important for Council to proceed with this initiative, recognising that Council can:
♦ through its own actions, organisational response and way of doing things, act as a role
model for others
♦ engage the community and act as a catalyst to engender interaction amongst stakeholders
and to form strategic alliances aimed at promoting sustainability initiatives and
demonstrating positive ways of moving forward
♦ play a fundamental role in educating the community and other stakeholders in the long
term benefits of ESD and sound environmental management practices.
♦ seize the opportunity presented under the CCP program to commence an action plan
aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the knowledge that Penrith will be a
significant contributor to urban growth in the region and the challenge provided by
managing that growth responsibly.
The Emissions Reduction Incentive Program (ERIP) which is currently being offered by the
AGO is only available to councils that have achieved Milestone 3 of the CCP program.
Importantly, the closing date for applications under this program is 16 February 2001.
Although this has meant that we have, of necessity, developed a range of initiatives to
incorporate in a Local Action Plan. It is intended that we establish the Greenhouse Strategy
Group as a key stakeholder forum to ensure that the community and business/industry sectors
are able to review the initiatives and take ownership of those actions which need to be
pursued outside of Council.
With the endorsement of the recommendations made in this report, Council will also be able
to take advantage of these funding opportunities offered through the Australian Greenhouse
Office (AGO).
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

Council receive and note the results of the Milestone 1 audit, and support
Council’s continuing involvement to complete the remaining Milestones.

2.

Council adopt a Greenhouse Gas Reduction Goal for Council’s and the
community sectors’ emissions of 25% (below 1995 levels) by 2010.

3.

Council endorse the attached Greenhouse Gas Reduction Local Action Plan
for implementation.

4.

Council form a Greenhouse Strategy Group comprising a broad representation
of community, business/industry, environmental groups, education and
government representatives to provide a forum for the ongoing review,
development and monitoring of the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Local Action
Plan.

5.

In relation to the implementation of the Local Action Plan, Council also
pursue the following key actions (a) continue to assess the implementation costs, potential savings and
payback periods, and the potential emission reductions for priority
actions
(b) identify key indicators for the success of the program, and establish a
monitoring system related to the Local Action Plan
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establish a revolving Sustainability Initiatives Fund, using a proportion
of the savings that are achieved through greenhouse gas reduction
initiatives to fund future sustainability initiatives and energy efficiency
actions

(d)
(e)
6.

promote successes, and establish Penrith as a leading Council in the
implementation of sustainable strategies.
seek funding for selected projects in the Local Action Plan.

Council promote the Local Action Plan and foster community involvement.

7
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Appendix 1
The five stages in the CCP Milestone Process
Milestone 1: Conducting an emissions inventory of both council and community
activities and preparing a forecast of emissions growth in the future.
The emissions audit for both the Council’s and the community’s activities provide a powerful
picture of the sources and scale of greenhouse gas emissions. The audit acts as a yardstick of
greenhouse gas emissions for a specified baseline year (1995/96).
The emissions forecast is an aid to understanding the impacts of current activities in the
future. It involves detailing where, and by how much, greenhouse gases will increase if a
council was to adopt a ‘business as usual approach’ and take no additional actions aimed at
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Milestone 2: Establishing an emissions reduction goal
In consultation with their community, each council establishes a greenhouse reduction goal,
which is the amount of greenhouse gases the council is committed to reducing from the
forecast or baseline year.
Given the different contexts within which they are set, the reduction goals vary between
councils, taking into account such issues as population density and growth and the balance
between industrial, commercial and residential sectors.
Milestone 3: Developing and adopting a Local Action Plan
The Local Action Plan documents the types of measures that a council will undertake to
reduce the total municipal-wide greenhouse gas emissions. The Local Action Plan sets the
strategic direction, from the type of approach, to the costs and benefits, responsible agents,
method of measurement and the timing of activities.
It has another important role as an educational document, offering clear explanations as to
identified actions, and reporting back to the community on the baseline inventory, the
emissions forecast and the reduction goal.
Milestone 4: Implementing the Local Action Plan
Implementation of the Local Action Plan forms the highly visible outcome of the strategic
planning process undertaken in the previous milestones. Where councils forge creative
partnerships with other sectors of the community, they increase the resources available for
implementation.
Milestone 5: Monitoring and reporting on implementation of the Local Action Plan
Continual monitoring gives the ability to learn from success and failure, and to adjust a
strategic direction accordingly. Reporting to local communities, other levels of government
and to the Australian and global campaign, keeps everyone informed and active.
CCP Australia Program Report 98-99
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Appendix 2
Energy Usage and Greenhouse Gas Emissions - Community and Council

1.

Community Sectors’ Energy Usage and Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Methodology
Due to the difficulty in obtaining data for fuel and electricity use by the community,
commercial, industrial and transport sectors, information has been derived from the
Australian Bureau of Statistics on the Penrith City Council Local Government Area. Where
possible this information has been supplemented from other sources to establish the 1995
baseline data. Energy for the residential and commercial sectors includes electricity, natural
gas, heating oil and LPG. For the industrial sector, energy from coal, diesel and kerosene are
also included.
CO2 emissions from the transport sector were calculated by gathering data on the amount of
fuel used by cars, buses and trucks. Greenhouse gas emissions from waste was calculated by
measuring the tonnes of waste going to landfill and the percentage breakdown of waste into
paper, food, vegetation, plastics and glass. As waste breaks down it releases methane,
another greenhouse gas, which is then converted into equivalent CO2 .
To forecast the CO2 emissions in 2010, the ‘business as usual’ scenario has been used. The
aim is to predict the level of CO2 in the atmosphere if no reduction strategies are
implemented. To achieve the 2010 forecast, predicted population growth rates and an
increase in energy consumption per capita have been used.
Inventory Results
The community sectors of Penrith, which include the residential, commercial, industrial,
transport and waste sectors, released 2,478,551 tonnes of CO2 - the annual equivalent of
516,365 cars on the road (see Table 1). By 2010, the community sector is expected to emit
3,263,946 tonnes of CO2 into the atmosphere - the annual equivalent of 679,989 cars on the
road (see Table 2 and Figure 1).
Most of the CO2 emissions will come from the industrial sector (56%) with the residential
sector contributing 18% of CO2 emissions in Penrith City. The majority of the CO2
emissions result from the burning of fossil fuels for electricity. Future strategies will need to
encourage business owners, residents and the industrial sectors to look at ‘cleaner’ energy
sources, such as solar and wind.
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Table 1

Sector
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transport
Waste
Total

12 February 2001

Community Sector CO2 emissions in 1995

Equiv. CO2 Tonnes
440,539
256,712
1,389,304
389,780
2,216
2,478,551

Equiv. CO2 %
17.7
10.4
56.1
15.7
0.1
100.0

Energy Consumed GJ
2,111,779
1,314,536
12,633,801
5,826,576
Nil
21,886,692

The industrial sector is the biggest emitter of CO2 making up 56% of the total emissions in the City.
The ‘energy consumed’ column describes the amount of energy that is used by the different sectors.
The industrial and transport sectors use the most energy. The waste sector does not use energy, it
releases methane that is then converted to equivalent CO2 , and hence it has no data.

Table 2

Sector
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transport
Waste
Total

Forecasted Community Sector CO2 emissions in 2010

Equiv. CO2 Tonnes
535,044
309,851
1,847,615
568,853
2,583
3,263,446

Equiv. CO2 %
16.4
9.5
56.6
17.4
0.1
100

Energy Consumed GJ
2,564,798
1,586,645
16,806,887
8,503,417
Nil
29,461,747

The industrial sector is forecasted to dominate the CO2 emissions in 2010, making up 57% of
total CO2 emissions.
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Figure 1

12 February 2001

Comparison of CO2 emissions for the Community Sector (1995 and 2010)

Figure 1 illustrates the increase of CO2 emissions in the City’s community sector
between 1995 and the forecast year of 2010.
2.

Council’s Energy Usage and Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Methodology
The Council’s CO2 emissions were calculated by gathering data on Council’s energy use
through gas and electricity bills for 1995. Integral Energy provided Council with figures
regarding the electricity consumption by streetlights, as the streetlights are not metered. The
streetlights are included in the Corporate (Council’s) sector emissions because Council is
responsible for maintaining and paying for them. Information regarding Council’s vehicle
fleet was derived from fuel card records and invoices.
The forecast of Council’s emissions was done by collecting data on energy and fuel used for
Council’s operations for 1996. The growth rate between the two years along with the
projected growth of Council’s operations was used to predict the energy consumption of
Council in 2010.
Inventory Results
The energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions from Council’s operations includes CO2
emissions from Council’s buildings, vehicle fleet, and streetlights. A study of Council’s
energy bills showed that in 1995 Council released 15,081 tonnes of CO2 into the atmosphere
(the annual equivalent of 3,142 cars on the road), with an expected rise to 18,336 tonnes of
CO2 - the annual equivalent of 3,820 cars on the road (see Tables 3 and 4, and Figure 2).
Council buildings and streetlights account for most of the Council CO2 emissions. The Civic
Centre accounts for 23% of the CO2 emissions.
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Table 3

12 February 2001

Council CO2 emissions in 1995

Sector
Equiv. CO2 Tonnes
Buildings
6,431
Vehicle Fleet
2,432
Streetlights
6,177
Water/ Sewage
41
Total
15,081

Equiv. CO2 %
42.6
16.1
41.0
0.3
100.0

Energy used GJ
251,156
35,824
24,150
162
85,292

Cost $
751,661
659,869
1,792,814
5,776
3,210,120

The building sector is the biggest contributor to Councils CO2 emissions, making up approximately
43% of Council’s CO2 emissions.

Table 4

Forecasted Council CO2 emissions for 2010

Sector
Equiv. CO2 Tonnes
Buildings
7,671
Vehicle Fleet
2,782
Streetlights
7,867
Water/ Sewage
45
Total
18,336

Equiv. CO2 %
41.7
15.2
42.9
0.2
100

Energy used GJ
29,888
41,038
30,758
178
101,863

Cost $
826,575
754,660
2,282,748
6,221
3,870,203

The 2010 forecast of Council’s CO2 emissions shows that streetlights will emit more CO2 than all
other sectors. This is mainly due to an increase in the housing in the residential sector with most of
the expansion occurring outwards rather than upwards, thus requiring more streetlights.

Figure 2

Comparison of Council’s CO2 Emissions Between 1995 and 2010
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(i) Council’s Buildings
The Civic Centre dominated the CO2 emissions for Council buildings in 1995 and 2010.
Other major emitters of CO2 for Council buildings were the Penrith Memorial Swimming
Pool and the Penrith Regional Gallery (see Table 5).
Table 5

Building Type
Administration
Childcare Centre
Cultural Buildings
Depot
Information Kiosk
Market Buildings
Other
Parking Station
Recreation Centre
Sheds, Toilets, etc
Total

Council’s buildings - CO2 emissions for 1995 and 2010

1995 CO2
4,277
7
608
386
11
20
310
211
447
55
6,431

% CO2 1995
67.5
0.2
9.6
6.1
0.2
0.3
4.8
3.3
7.1
0.9
100

2010 CO2
4,561
11
746
402
11
134
532
217
891
166
7,671

% CO2 2010
59.5
0.1
9.7
5.2
0.1
1.8
6.9
2.8
11.6
2.3
100

% Increase
7.0
57.0
23.0
4.0
0.0
570.0
72.0
3.0
99.0
202.0
NA

The administration buildings account for over half of Council’s CO 2 emissions. This highlights where
CO2 reduction strategies should be focused. Table 5 also shows the percentage increase between the
tonnes of CO 2 released in 1995 and the forecast to 2010.

(ii) Council’s Fleet
Council’s vehicle fleet includes 128 passenger vehicles, 40 light vans and utilities, and 135
specialised equipment and heavy machinery. The passenger vehicles account for most of the
CO2 emissions from the vehicle group, followed by heavy machinery. Council spent
approximately $659,869 on fuel for its vehicle fleet (this figures does not include vehicle
maintenance costs) and the expenditure on Council’s vehicle fleet is expected to reach
$754,660. The 2010 expenditure is based on petrol prices in 1996, and as the current petrol
prices indicate the actual cost to Council is expected to grow significantly, possibly reaching
over $1 million (see Table 6).
Table 6

Council’s fleet - CO2 emissions for 1995 and 2010

Vehicle Type
1995 CO2
Passenger vehicles
963
Specialised/heavy equip’t
934
Light van or truck
413
Heavy truck
123
Total
2,432

Environmental Management

% CO2 1995
6.4
6.2
2.7
0.8
16.1

2010 CO2
1,182
1,010
468
121
2,782

% CO2 2010 % Increase
6.4
23.0
5.5
8.0
2.6
13.0
0.7
-0.1
15.2
14.0
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(iii) Sources of Council’s CO2 emissions
The greenhouse gas inventory also showed that electricity accounts for 84% of the CO2
emissions from Council. This is due to it being the only energy source used in Council
buildings and for streetlights (see Figure 3). Diesel and petrol account for the remainder of the
CO2 emissions.

Figure 3

Sources of Council’s CO2 Emissions

(iv) Council’s Energy Expenditure
Council spent approximately $3.2 million on energy for its operations in 1995, and it is
expected that by 2010 Council will spend almost $3.9 million, which shows a rise of 22%
(see Table 7). As the table illustrates, streetlighting and Council buildings are most costly to
Council. The Civic Centre costs Council approximately $500,000 per annum.
The 2010 predictions are at 1995 and 1996 energy prices and if electricity prices rise, as
anticipated, the cost to Council will also rise. These figures do not include the maintenance
costs to Council. This illustrates the importance of putting in place energy reductions
strategies now, as they not only reduce Council’s CO2 emissions, but will also result in
financial savings. It is recommended that these savings be placed into a revolving
sustainability initiatives fund, which will pay for future energy efficiency initiatives.

Table 7

Council expenditure on energy in 1995 and forecasted expenditure for 2010

Sector
Buildings
Vehicle Fleet
Streetlights
Water/ Sewage
Total

1995 Expenditure
751,661
659,869
1,792,814
5,776
$3,210,120

Environmental Management

2010 Expenditure
826,575
754,660
2,282,748
6,221
$3,870,203

% Increase
10
14
27
8
21
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The City in Its Environment
3

Presentation by the Western Sydney Waste Board

19/103

Compiled by:

Geoff Brown, Waste Management Supervisor

Authorised by:

Garry Rumble, Safety, Emergency & Waste Services Manager

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 32):
Resident and business waste to landfill
is reduced.
00/01 Critical Action: Advocate for the City in the activities of the Western Sydney Waste
Board.
Correspondence has been received from the Western Sydney Waste Board requesting
permission to address Council in relation to their progress in establishing pre-treatment
facilities for the processing of domestic waste.
The Board’s last presentation to Council was in November 1999. It is now opportune for the
Board to provide an update on the establishment of facilities that will directly involve
Council.
The Board’s program is to develop five pre-treatment facilities for the region. Outputs from
pre-treatment can be used for fuel (energy recovery), industrial chemicals, soil additives,
mixed plastic reuse and fibre recovery.
Tenders have been called for the first facility to be located at the South Windsor Landfill
Depot. It is expected that this facility will be operational by December 2002.
A portion (approximately 17,000 tonnes per annum) of Council’s domestic waste generated
from the northern region of Penrith will be required for processing at the South Windsor
facility. Pre-treatment of domestic waste from north Penrith together with the current
recycling service will bring the diversion of total waste to landfill to approximately 45%.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receive the presentation from the Western Sydney Waste Board.
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The City in Its Environment
4

Domestic Waste Service - Multi Unit Housing

7015/1

Compiled by:

Geoff Brown, Waste Management Supervisor

Authorised by:

Garry Rumble, Safety, Emergency and Waste Services Manager

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 32):
Resident and business waste to landfill
is reduced.
00/01 Critical Action: Manage waste contracts to ensure best practice outcomes.
Background
Council has for sometime raised concerns about the domestic mobile garbage bins (MGB’s)
causing congestion on footways during collection. The purpose of this report is to examine
available options of providing domestic waste services for multi unit housing developments
and to recommend a preferred option which operates without the need to present MGB’s on
the footpath. A selection of photographs will be presented to the meeting.
Present System
Domestic waste services are provided to multi unit housing in the following manner:
(i)

Presentation of bins on the footway for collection.

(ii)

On site collection (for new developments where this system permits) bins are placed
in specific locations throughout the development and garbage vehicles enter and exit
the site in a forward direction.

The major issues with the services currently provided for multi unit housing are:
•

Bin congestion on footway

•

Bins left on footway permanently

•

Unsightly conditions

•

Dangerous conditions for pedestrians
and vehicular traffic
• Residents showing a lack of
responsibility in taking bins back on site
• Bin theft/vandalism

Options
Two alternative methods of service are on site collection using bulk bins or collect and return
of MGB’s to the site after emptying.
Option 1 Bulk Bins
Bulk bins (1.1m3 or 1.5m3 ) are exchanged for the MGB’s presently in use. The exchange rate
would be at about 6-8 MGB’s for a 1.5m3 bulk bin. This however would vary from site to
site depending on waste output. The bulk bin would be increased in number and/or serviced
at greater frequencies depending on the nature and size of the development. For example a
40 unit development would require 5 – 1.5m3 bins emptied weekly or 1 bin emptied daily or 2
bins emptied three times per week for garbage and a lessor number of bins for recycling.
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Advantages
•
•

Eliminates off site collection.
Reduces the number of MGB’s.

Disadvantages
• Cost increase.
• Requires drive thru or Entry/Exit in a forward direction by garbage vehicles.
• Requires Council/Contractor to be indemnified against public/ property risk
liability.
• Reduces development potential.
• Bins used to dispose of non domestic waste.
• No provision to house bins (existing development).
• Encourages indiscriminate dumping by tenants and others.
• Potential visual pollution of street frontage and building set back.
• Driveway design may not be sufficient for 26 tonne garbage vehicles (existing
development).
• Requires different bins and different trucks (than currently used).
• Discourages recycling/increases recycling contamination.
This method of service is provided in other Local Government areas eg Fairfield and
Liverpool without great success. The main problems associated with bulk bin
collections at other areas include:
• Bins are actually wheeled off site to the street frontage for collection. This is to
avoid public/property liability risk to property residents.
• Existing development does not have provision for Entry/Exit in forward direction
for garbage vehicles.
• Bin storage facilities are a dumping ground for bulky waste and other waste.
• Bins left on the footway and not returned on site.
• Only used for garbage and not for recycling.
One Council currently using this method of service is reverting back to MGB’s and
the other Council only uses bulk bins for large or difficult sites.
Option 2 Collect and Return
‘Collect and return’ MGB’s – this method of service uses the current bin stock. The
contractor (when servicing MGB’s) either drives onto the site or parks at the kerb and
retrieves bins from storage area and returns bins when emptied. This method of service in
Penrith’s case eliminates the presentation of bins on the footway, does not require different
garbage trucks and has the potential to reduce bin numbers on site.
Advantages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminates bins on naturestrip.
Uses the same type of garbage vehicle presently used.
Uses current MGB’s.
Reduces bulky waste disposal/indiscriminate dumping in bin bays.
Increases recycling output and reduces contamination.
Reduces the number of bins required.
On site public risk/damage eliminated.
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Disadvantages
• Increased service cost (from current system).
• Potential increase in service frequency (2-3 times per week).
• May require additional recycling vehicle (recycling only).
This method of service is currently used at Hornsby Shire and Warringah Councils.
Bins are stored at the front of each property in buildings designed to complement the
development.
Current Contractual Agreement
Council’s contract with both Rethmann and Cleanaway is for the contractors to provide
vehicles that complement the MGB’s currently in use. Each contractor is responsible to
manage and increase the garbage/recycling vehicle fleet in accordance with service expansion
and enterprise bargaining agreements negotiated between employees and the TWU.
Rethmann provide MGB’s for the garbage service while Council provide the recycling
MGB’s.
The contractor is required to empty bins presented at the kerb for collection. Council may
direct the contractor to perform services in a different manner to that specified in the tender
on a permanent or temporary basis.
The contractor must advise Council of the effect the variation to services may have on his
costs and may apply for an increase or decrease where applicable.
The options of service outlined in this report are considered to be a variation of the contract
and would result in a submission by Council’s contractors.
Preliminary discussions with Rethmann and Cleanaway indicate an increase in cost per
service for garbage collections and also an increase for recycling to perform a ‘collect and
return service’. Bulk bins service costs would be higher again. Cost increases result from
increased labour (2 employees required), purchase or lease of bulk bins and provision of a
different garbage truck for bulk bin collections.
Implementing New Methods of Collection
Implementation of a alternative method of collection for new developments should not be
difficult as design criteria for the service would be included in development or building
consents issued by Council. Alternative methods of collection may however require
amendment to the Management and Minimisation of Waste DCP 2000.
The major concern with implementing new service methods will be integrating the service
into existing developments.
Existing multi unit housing can be categorised as follows:
•

Developments containing common garbage bin storage facilities – mostly walk up flats
with storage bays at the front of the development.

•

Developments containing individual bin storage facilities – usually town house/villa
development. Bins usually stored within the bounds of each unit property.
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Implementation of a ‘collect and return’ service should not be difficult where developments
have existing common garbage bin storage areas, however developments with individual
storage areas may present difficulties.
Implementation of a collect and return service will require a common storage space close to
the front boundary of the development for this method of service to work. The concept
normally requires bin sharing, however this may not be possible where storage facilities do
not exist.
Some town houses/villa developments have community housing title which generally means
the only common space is the access driveway within the development. This makes it very
difficult to provide space to store garbage/recycle bins for collection. Other Strata and non
strata development generally have space in the frontage setback (with no storage bay),
however requesting residents to store bins in this space may prove difficult as the Council
does not have powers to enforce this. Retrospective conditions cannot be applied, however
Council could assist with finding a solution.
Implementation of a bulk bin service to multi housing developments presents additional
problems. The issues are:
•
•
•
•
•

Minimal suitable space to locate bins
No provision for entry/exit in a forward direction for garbage trucks
Internal driveways not designed to support 26 tonne garbage vehicles
Provision for screening of bins
Public liability and safety concerns using large trucks in confined areas

Summary
Bulk Bin Service - it is not desirable to implement a bulk bin service because of the
following reasons :•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher service cost
Requires on site collection
Increases people/property injury/damage risk
Requires different bins and trucks to the current service method
Discourages recycling and increases recycling contamination
Reduces development potential due to space required for bin storage and onsite
truck manoeuvrability
Encourages indiscriminate dumping and misuse of the bin

Collect and Return Service – this method of service is the desired option that will be
pursued provided Council is agreeable.
The ‘collect and return’ method uses the existing bins and garbage/recycling vehicle fleet (an
additional recycling truck may be required). In fact a reduction of bins will be achieved.
This method will not require trucks to enter sites therefore eliminating public and property
liability concerns. A number of existing developments have common garbage storage areas
which complements the collect and return method of service. The main issue however with
the collect and return service method relates to existing developments where there is no
common garbage storage area and no shared bin arrangement.
The introduction of a new method of service will operate more effectively if it is similar to
the current method of collection. It eliminates the need for more bins, different types of bins,
special trucks and on site collections. It also eliminates the need to provide a new education
program for recycling and also minimises recycling contamination.
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Therefore it will be recommended that the ‘collect and return’ method of service be the
preferred service for multi unit housing. If Council is agreeable to this approach formal
negotiations will commence with the contractors with a view to commencing this method of
service form 1 July 2001.
Further a resident communication/education plan would have to be implemented to ensure the
new service commences smoothly and effectively.
It is proposed to introduce the new system on an area by area basis targeting premises that
can commence the new operation without change to current circumstances; i.e., premises
with existing garbage bin storage areas located at the front of premises. Other developments
without storage facilities will be considered separately due to the problems associated with
bin storage and bin sharing previously mentioned in this report.
It is not known at this stage the number of premises with or without common storage
facilities therefore we are unable to determine the extent of the task at hand and whether or
not a complete service change is possible.
It is expected however that the new service approach would be adopted for multi unit housing
developments containing seven or more home units. It is also expected that bins will be
provided on a shared basis. Garbage and recycling bins would be provided at the rate of
1 bin/2 units and 1 bin/4 units respectively and serviced twice a week Bin quantities and
service frequency can however be altered to suit the need of individual developments.
The Building Approvals and Environment Protection Manager has considered this report and
is satisfied with the proposal.
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1. the Domestic Waste Service – Multi Unit Housing report be received;
2. the preferred method of waste collection service for new and existing multi unit
housing be the ‘collect and return method’;
3. the Safety, Emergency and Waste Services Manager be authorised to commence
negotiations with Rethmann and Cleanaway to vary the current contract
arrangements for the implementation of a ‘collect and return’ service to new and
existing multi unit housing developments;
4. a further report be provided to Council detailing the outcome of the negotiations
with Council’s Garbage and Recycling contractors and budgetary adjustments
required to implement the proposal for 2001/2002.
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The City in Its Environment
5

Introduction of 120 litre Mobile Garbage Bins

7015/1

Compiled by:

Geoff Brown, Waste Management Supervisor

Authorised by:

Garry Rumble, Safety, Emergency and Waste Services Manager

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 32):
Resident and business waste to landfill
is reduced.
00/01 Critical Action: Develop initiatives to encourage and promote recycling and waste
minimisation.
The purpose of this report is to examine and recommend a flexible pricing structure for
domestic waste services.
Background
Council’s responsibilities under the regional waste plan require the implementation of a
pricing policy for domestic waste services. The expected outcome of this requirement is for
the development and implementation of a flexible pricing structure for residential services
and for Council to promote, facilitate and/or reward waste avoidance over waste disposal.
The 2000/2001 management plan requires the investigation of options to offer smaller
garbage bins. Options of smaller garbage bins complement waste avoidance and allow the
development of variable pricing structures for domestic waste management services.
Current Situation
Since the introduction of the new recycling service in 1997 some residents have requested the
provision of smaller garbage bins or less frequent garbage collections. These requests were
made because a weekly 240 litre MGB garbage service now exceeds the garbage needs of
some residents. Residents can also see that there is potential for reduced garbage service
charge and requests of this nature have been made.
A number of residents also found the recycling bin did not have sufficient capacity for their
recyclables. As a result Council introduced a reduced charge for a second recycle bin to
encourage residents to recycle more products (only applicable when one (1) garbage bin is
supplied). This option has been taken up by a small number of residents throughout the City.
Introduction of Smaller Garbage Bins (120 MGBs)
A number of councils are currently using smaller bins (120 litre MGBs) as a mandatory
component of their domestic waste services. In most circumstances the smaller bin is
provided where recycle and green waste bins form part of the service.
Some councils provide smaller garbage bins on a voluntary basis. This option is normally
taken up by residents who do not generate large amounts of waste and those residents who
actively practise waste avoidance and minimisation.
Council has the opportunity to introduce a smaller bin on a voluntary basis and also impose a
variable charge for this service. Rethmann Australia provides the current stock of MGBs for
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the domestic waste contract. Rethmann have advised that they can stock smaller bins and
deliver these bins to residents on a request basis. There will be no additional cost to Council
to stock, deliver and empty the smaller bins.
The smaller MGBs are cheaper in price than the larger bins. Rethmann have indicated that
the difference in price will be transferred to Council in the form of additional MGBs to be
used in the performance of the current contract.
It may not be practical however to offer the option of smaller bins under certain
circumstances. For instance, where multi-unit housing developments are provided with a
service on a bin sharing arrangement and the bins are serviced by the contractor by the collect
and return method (provided Council agrees to the collect and return method which is subject
to a separate report at tonight's meeting).
Blacktown City Council offers a smaller bin with a deferential charge. Approximately 3,000
residents have availed themselves of this service.
Domestic Waste Management Charge
Section 496(l) of the Local Government Act 1993 provides that Council must make and levy
an annual charge for the provision of domestic waste management services for each parcel of
ratable land for which the service is available.
The 2000/2001 annual charges are as follows. Domestic garbage and recycling services $187.72. Domestic garbage and two recycling services - $232.67. The charge for the second
recycle bin does not recover any of the administration costs associated with the domestic
waste management charge. This has been adopted to encourage residents to take up this
option and recycle more in lieu of applying for a second garbage bin.
It is proposed to introduce a charge that will reflect a truer cost for those residents who
generate less waste by using a smaller garbage bin. The reduced cost will be based on the
tipping component cost of a 120 litre MGB proportional to the average annual tipping cost
for a 240 litre MGB.
The average annual weight of waste collected from one 240 litre MGB is 907 kg, which
equates to $48.84 per annum in tipping fees per bin.
Assuming a 120 litre MGB has an annual average weight half that of the 240 litre MGB then
the tipping fee would be $24.45.
Using the current 2000/2001 fees and charges, for example, the annual charge for a 240 litre
MGB compared to a 120 litre MGB would be $187.72 and $163.27 respectively.
Currently, residents who generate little waste are subsidising those who fill their bins. As
smaller bins come into use the lesser fee for the 120 litre MGB will require the 240 litre
MGB charge to be increased by a small amount because it is expected that the initial total
annual tonnage will be approximately the same. The impact is estimated to be 40 cents per
annum in the first year if the take up is 1,000, 120 litre bins.
Therefore an indicative range of services offering flexible pricing structures to encourage
waste avoidance and waste minimisation for the 2000/2001 year might be as follows:-
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Garbage

Recycling

Charge

1/120 MGB and
1/240 MGB and
1/120MGB and
1/240 MGB and

1/240 MGB
1/240 MGB
2/240 MGBs
2/240MGBs

$163.27
$188.12
$208.22
$233.07

The difference between the cost for the small and large bin service is approximately $25.00.
This amount may or may not be an incentive for residents to take up the offer of a smaller
bin.
Chief Financial Officer’s Comment
The Domestic Waste Charges are required to cover the cost of the Domestic Waste
Management function and cannot subsidise or be subsidised by Councils other operations.
The financial impact of this proposal depends on the extent of cross subsidisation that
presently exists (i.e. how many households create only a small amount of waste), the extent
of the new small MGB being chosen by individuals, and the extent of waste reduction that
accompanies this take-up. The estimates in this report are based on the underlying
assumptions and experiences of other Councils including an estimated take-up of around
1,000 bins in the first year.
As noted above, ratepayers who presently put little in their bin are subsidising those who fill
their bins. The extent to which this is happening is unknown. As the 120L MGBs come into
use, this subsidy will be lost and those utilising the 240L bins will need to be charged a price
that more accurately reflects the cost of those bins. The price rises necessary to recoup this
lost subsidy is based on a total of 59,000 services:
No. bins converted to 120L
500
1,000
2,000
5,000
10,000

Price increase for 240L
0.21 per year
0.43 per year
0.88 per year
2.31 per year
5.10 per year

The impact of the 120 litre MGBs on pricing is therefore low unless the extent of take-up is
significantly higher. Council’s contractor has provided verbal advice that a significant
increase in the number of bins required to be delivered may incur delivery costs estimated at
around $5 per MGB. The lost cross-subsidy and any increase in costs could be funded from
the domestic waste reserve in first instance but would need to be recouped in future years.
This report envisages a gradual take-up of the 120 litre MGBs utilising the existing education
budget to inform the community of this new option. If Council intends a major drive with a
large and fast conversion to 120 litre MGBs, the pricing may need to be re-examined.
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

the report concerning the Introduction of 120 litre Mobile Garbage Bins be
received;
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2.

Council endorses the introduction of 120 litre MGBs on a voluntary basis
commencing 1 July 2001;

3.

the appropriate domestic waste management charges be developed for 2001/2002.
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Council's Operating Environment
6

Draft 2001/2002 Management Plan

36/33

Compiled by:
Mark Andrews, Strategic Planning and Research Coordinator
and Peter Browne, Senior Corporate Accountant
Authorised by:
Helen Lowndes, Corporate Development Manager and Brian
Jenkins, Chief Financial Officer
Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 108): Effective corporate governance has
been maintained.
00/01 Critical Action: Prepare, implement and review strategic and management plans
and processes.
Background
Preparation of the 2001/2002 Management Plan is underway.
instalment of Council’s Penrith City 2000+ Strategic Plan.

It represents the second

The timetable for developing the Management Plan was reported to Council on 27 November
2000 and is attached for information.
This report:
i. outlines suggested key focus areas for the next Management Plan consistent with
Council’s Strategy including relevant matters arising from the quarterly reviews of the
current Management Plan;
ii. sets out the financial parameters for the draft Management Plan; and
iii. provides the opportunity for Councillors to identify any other matters they wish to be
considered in the preparation of the draft Management Plan.
Key Focus Areas
The following key focus areas for the forthcoming plan have been drawn from the policy
settings of Penrith City 2000+, the quarterly reviews of the 2000/2001 Management Plan,
issues identified by Directors and from priorities or imperatives that Council has discussed.
•

Maintaining Existing Services
When preparing the current Management Plan in March 2000 Council was advised that
the bulk of the Management Plan is directed to the continuation of activities remaining
quite similar in scope and type from year to year. The Council’s charter and the
functions it must discharge dictate that.
The composition of the budget is such that major shifts in expenditure are constrained.
Therefore in making the annual management plan the bulk of Council’s resources are
directed to continuing the provision of core services and discharging statutory functions
at or near contemporary service levels. The discretion lies in the emphasis it gives to
tasks carried out by the organisation and the selection of new initiatives or projects at
the margins of expenditure.
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Any significant shift in the allocation of resources would need to consider the impact
on existing service levels.
•

Organisational Review
The implementation of the outcomes of the organisation review continues. It is
anticipated that any necessary recruitment and adjustment to positions will be
completed by June 2001.

•

Continuous improvement
The issues here are firstly front-end investment in research and investigation as a
prelude to relevant program choices; secondly a focussed corporate development
program to install contemporary best practices into our systems, procedures, workforce
development, communications and financial processes
The current year has seen a large corporate effort involved in the selection,
development and training for new financial, property and human resources management
information systems. The coming year will see their implementation. This should
allow a renewed focus on research and investigation and further systems and
procedures improvements.
Council has been seeking for some time to improve the organisation’s customer service.
A comprehensive address of customer service including the development of an online
service delivery strategy will be a key focus for the coming year. The alignment of
information related functions have also been improved. It is clearly Council’s desire
that with the advances in information technology as much information as possible be
publicly accessible consistent with privacy protection requirements.
Workforce and skills development will need to continue together with the development
of specifications for council services and a focus on corporate marketing.

•

City Planning
Both the Federal and State governments have taken decisions in recent months
regarding a number of key issues affecting the City. These include:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Acceleration of planning for the future development of Penrith Lakes
Deferral of construction of the Badgerys Creek Airport for the time being pending a
further review in 2005
Commence construction of the Western Sydney Orbital in 2002 subject to the
determination of the EIS
Gazettal of Sydney Regional Environmental Plan no. 30 –St Marys (former ADI
site)

These decisions resolve to some extent the uncertainty facing planning for the City. The
challenge now is to get the best outcomes from those decisions for the City.
The State Government will shortly be releasing the white paper on proposed reforms to
the plan making (Part 3) provisions of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act. This could be as significant to the organisation as the integrated development
assessment reforms to Part 4 of the Act.
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previously agreed by Council consideration will need to be given to reinstating a fiveyear capital works improvement program for the Penrith and St Marys Town Centres.
Financial Parameters
In order to prepare the budget, it is proposed that the following process (similar to that
utilised for the 2000/2001 Management Plan) be followed:
1. Non-discretionary costs and charges will be estimated.
2. Labour costs will be estimated. Continuation of the same level of service provision will
form the base to which Council directives for changed service levels will be added, in
order to determine costs.
3. Funding which has a particular purpose, such as grants or s94 contributions will be
directed towards that purpose
4. Established replacement and renewal programs will be continued in accordance with the
relevant Council resolutions
5. Rating and other general revenues will be estimated.
6. Fees will be calculated in accordance with existing principles, which link each individual
fee to a particular pricing mechanism. Income will be estimated from the fee.
7. Further analysis and discussion of any unallocated revenue will take place to consider
project evaluation bids, major projects, debt management, Council reserves and available
funds. Workshops are currently scheduled for 21 March and 11 April 2001 for Council to
consider its priorities for these items.
Further details outlining factors which are known today in respect of these steps follows.
1. Non-Discretionary Costs
a. Electricity Supply
Council has contracted with Energy Australia for the supply of electricity to its larger
premises until 30 June 2001. Since the deregulation of the industry, prices to large
consumers such as Council have been quite volatile however this risk has been
removed by the two-year contract. At this point, a reduction in costs is anticipated.
b. Loan Repayments
The cost of interest and of capital repayments will be estimated. As an indication of
costs, in 1999/2000 $4.3M of capital was repaid, $0.6M transferred to sinking funds
and $4.7M of interest was charged.
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2. Labour Costs
a. Award increase and Enterprise Agreements
The extent of any changes in wage costs due to changes in the Local Government
(State) Award or the Council Agreement will need to be estimated. The award will
expire in October 2001 and the Council Agreement is due for renegotiation.
b. New Salary System
The new salary system is in its infancy and impacts are expected until the system has
been operational for a few years. The initial impact of the system is likely to be an
increase in wage costs as some staff progress through the various steps within their
band and level. The initial evaluation of staff and allocation to steps within each Band
and Level will be backdated to 1 July 2000. It was proposed to fund any movements
that may occur from the salary administration reserve in the current year. As these
payments have not been made it will be necessary to carry this funding forward.
Additional provision will be required for 2001/02 and future years.
c. Superannuation
The minimum level of superannuation for employees who are not members of the
LGSS defined benefit scheme will remain at 8% of wages for 2001/02 and then
increases to 9% from 1 July 2002.
The size of the levy for employees who are in the defined benefit scheme has varied
over recent years. At this time the most likely outcome appears to be that no Council
contribution will be required (i.e. the employee entitlements would be funded from
the accumulated surpluses earned by the superannuation scheme).
It is proposed that the total provision for superannuation be calculated on the basis of
8% of estimated total wages for members of the accumulation scheme.
d. Workers Compensation
Workers Compensation premiums increase and decrease significantly with claims
history. Estimates are made as late as possible so that the impact of any changes in
claims can be factored in. No significant change to 2000/01 rates is expected at this
time.
3. Specific Purpose funding
a. Developer Contributions and s94
S94 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act allows Council to require a
contribution if the subject of a development application or of an application for a
complying development certificate, is likely to require the provision of, or increase
the demand for, public amenities and public services.
In order to obtain s94 contributions Council must first prepare a plan detailing the
additional infrastructure that will be required. The developers can then be levied.
Council has little control over when the income is received as it is linked to
developers actions. Council does control the timing of the expenditures but is
restricted in scope to the items in the plan. Both the income and the expenditure must
be estimated in the budget.
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Developing the capacity to maintain policy influence over the large city-planning
program facing Council now and into the foreseeable future remains a key issue. We
continue to be under pressure to commit resources to the extensive urban development
program which includes the former ADI site, Penrith Lakes, Claremont Meadows,
Werrington Signals site, Caddens Road, Erskine Park Employment Area, Glenmore
Park extension and North Penrith. In addition reviews of the Penrith CBD and major
roads and transport are needed. The Rural Lands Study and Plan will also be a major
focus for the coming year.
•

Organisational Capacity
The current management plan contains an extensive capital works program together
with a number of significant operating projects. The organisational effort required to
meet the City’s role in the Olympics and the timing of urban development in some
cases is resulting in a need to reschedule a number of projects. Some areas of Council’s
operations have experienced steadily increasing workloads over a number of years. An
examination of the need to recruit additional resources is due.

•

Council Assets
An identification and examination of potentially underutilised Council will be advanced
in the coming year for their potential to add to Council’s capacity.
Council currently holds significant reserves set aside for future purposes. Along with all
other assets, reserves are to be reviewed and will be specifically addressed during the
Management Plan preparation process.

•

Asset Management
Council has made asset management a focus in its strategic plan and in the current
management plan committing funds in the first instance for increased road maintenance
and the development of an asset management strategy. That work is proceeding and
will need to be accelerated in the coming year including making provision for the
Federal Government’s ‘Roads to Recovery’ program. The Olympics period saw a lift
in the appearance of the City. Council will need to consider its preparedness to
resource maintaining those standards into the future.

•

Established Neighbourhoods
Council has made the older established areas of the City a focus in its strategy. The
current year has seen a concentration on graffiti management, the development of
community safety plans and an expanded path-paving program. A model for a pilot
Neighbourhood Improvement Program has been developed and will shortly be reported
to Council for consideration as part of the project evaluation process.

•

Advocacy and building partnerships
The development of more structured partnerships based on specific outcomes will be a
focus for the coming year including Sustainable Penrith, the Neighbourhood
Improvement Program referred to previously, local economic development partnerships
and the Penrith Community Safety Partnership.

•

Major Projects Model
Council has continued the strategic approach to advancing major projects. This
approach allows significant projects to be funded and delivered over a longer time
frame. Council will again need to consider what provision is to be made this year to
support the major projects model and what other projects need to be included. As
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b. Domestic Waste
The Domestic Waste function is required to be self-funding. For Penrith, this means
waste charges are required to cover the costs of garbage, sullage, recycling and the
rehabilitation of Gipps Street tip. Recycling and effluent charges have historically
been set below full cost recovery in order to encourage environmentally sound
practices. The standard 240L bin fee has then been set to raise sufficient funds to
cover all annual costs and to generate a surplus towards the rehabilitation of Gipps
Street.
The State Government has a policy in increasing tipping fees and taxes in order to
encourage recycling. The likely rise will need to be estimated and included in the
budget calculations.
The funds collected to date for the rehabilitation of Gipps Street are not sufficient to
complete the project. Consideration of the project and potential funding has been
included in Council’s major project considerations. Options such as debt funding or
deferring some of the works will need to be considered
4. Replacement and Renewal Programs
Council currently has a number of continuing multi-year programs in place.
programs include:
•

Routine plant and vehicle replacement.

•

Buildings asset replacement.

•

Roads and drainage program.

•

Footpath program.

•

Parks improvement program.

•

Look of the City.

•

Environmental Planning studies.

•

Computer replacement program.

These

Consideration will be given to the changes in the cost of operating Councils plant and
Vehicle Fleet. Recent fuel price rises as well as increased changeover costs indicate an
increase in the operating costs of these items.
5. Rating Revenue
The State Government controls the total rate revenue of Council. Council may decide
how this total is shared between business, residential and rural sectors and may also
reduce the total rate revenue.
While it is an oversimplification, the maximum rate revenue is essentially calculated by:
a. Taking last years revenue and adding an inflation adjustment announced by the
Minister and,
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b. Adding rates on new properties created by subdivision and on new strata-titles.
Council may request the Minister to allow an increase in the above amount. The outlook
for additional rate revenue from new development is positive.
A separate report to tonight’s meeting examines the revaluation of land in the Penrith
area.
6. Fees and Charges
a. General Policy
Section 404 of the Local Government Act lists a number of requirements for the draft
management plan. The plan must include “a statement of the types of fees proposed to
be charged by the council and the amounts of each such fee” and “a statement of the
council's pricing policy with respect to the goods and services provided by it”. The
draft fees and charges volume of the management plan will comply with this
requirement by showing each fee and the price structure beside each fee or group of
fees.
The pricing structures currently used are:
Rate of Return Pricing

Full cost Recovery

Direct Cost Recovery

Subsidised

Recovers all costs plus a margin.
This margin may be considered to compensate for lost
interest income. (If the assets were sold the proceeds could
be invested to earn interest.)
All costs are recovered including those of support services.
This means that information technology, finance and
insurance, administration, payroll, building and
accommodation, personnel and other support costs must
first be allocated to the activities they support.
Only those costs that relate directly to the activity are
included. Where a cost is directly related to the staff
working on this function (e.g. entitlement to leave) it is
charged. Where a decision on how to allocate would be
required (e.g. a share of the cost of payroll processing), no
cost is charged.
The fee or charge is not sufficient to cover all the costs of
the service.

As well as these costs based pricing categories, Council also uses two other pricing
systems:
Reference Pricing

Statutory Pricing

The fee has been set with regard to the prices set by others.
In most cases the “referenced” price is that being charged
by other Councils.
Legislation or other imposed systems set the prices.

Each Manager will recommend revised fees for their area of operation.
When a fee is originally set, and when a full review is conducted, the following issues
are examined:
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•

The Cost of the service or operation.

•

Laws and regulations which require particular outcomes or certain issues to be
included / excluded (e.g. Activities classified as business activities under
National Competition Policy are subject to detailed policies).

•

Other revenues intended to fund the service.

•

Ability of the persons / groups to pay.

•

Benefit to the community of providing the service and social factors, which
suggest a subsidy should be provided.

•

Prices charged/likely to be charged by others providing similar services
including pricing mechanisms (is the fee normally a flat fee or fee per
hour/unit? Is a minimum appropriate? Will the item be available only in fixed
amounts?).

Subsequent reviews are conducted as part of the annual Management Plan process to
ensure that the original intent adopted by Council is maintained. Annual reviews may
be as simple as applying an appropriate index or may extend to a full costing or
community benefit exercise. The extent of the review is determined by the degree of
change that has occurred. As the method of providing the service will usually be the
same, the fee applicable will normally increase a small amount to reflect the impact of
inflation (or wage rises) on the cost of providing the service. The level of subsidy
will remain for those services that are subsidised.
A full costing exercise on any particular service requires extensive work. This is in
part due to the capacity of Councils existing financial system and in part to the
complexity of local government. Council does not have the capacity to review all
costs on an annual basis. The replacement of Council’s financial management system
will reduce the difficulty and cost associated with systematic across the board costing
exercises. A cyclical approach to costing of services may however continue to be the
most efficient strategy.
It must be remembered that in the end, Council services will generally be paid for by
the Penrith Community. The choice is between payment by those using the service
(which may include some who have difficulty meeting payment) or payment from rate
income (which may likewise include some who have difficulty meeting payment).
b. GST
Fees and Charges included GST (where applicable) for the first time in 2000/01. As
part of that exercise it was necessary to estimate any cost savings that may have
benefited Council with the introduction of GST and the elimination of other taxes.
Quality control aimed at ensuring no fee would be over estimated was undertaken and
fees were also rounded down in many instances to arrive at sensible amounts.
Managers will be asked to consider if any of the adjustments has, in hindsight, led to a
change in the original pricing policy and to correct any anomalies in the 2001/02
setting of fees.
c. Statutory Fees and Charges
Some fees charged by Council are subject to direction through regulations and other
state government controls. Information from the various controlling authorities will
be requested however information is generally not available at this time.
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7. Borrowings
Council presently has a five year borrowing program in place. The five year program
targets a borrowing level of $2.8m for 2000/01 through to 2003/04. The program is
reviewable by Council and is part of Council’s debt reduction strategy. It should be
noted however, that ministerial approval is required for all loans.
Borrowing levels for the past few years are shown in the following table. The original
budget represents the loan program determined in each annual Management Plan. The
actual figure shows the final borrowings for the year based on Council’s decision to
increase the program during the year. The additional projects have been included in
accordance with a practice of using additional loan funds only where there is a positive
net cash flow achieved. In 1996/97 additional funds were borrowed for recycling bins
and in 1997/98 funds were for the Whitewater Stadium. The original figures for
borrowings include the Hydrotherapy Centre for $0.8m in 1998/99 and $0.6m in
2000/01.
New Money Borrowings
1996/97

1997/98

1998/99

1999/00

2000/01

Original Budget

$4.4m

$3.7m

$4.1m

$3.2m

$3.4m

Actual

$7.0m

$5.2m

$4.1m

$3.2m

N/A

Options available for the 2001/02 program will be further considered in the evaluation
of the Management Plan during March 2001.
Further Budget Considerations
The above details reflect the procedural aspects of preparing the budget based on existing
practice. These items are intended to create the base position from which Councilor input is
required in order to prepare a budget that accords with Councils priorities. The issues that
are proposed to be addressed at future meetings include:
• Rating Policy which determines the relative share that will be contributed by Residential,
Commercial and Rural properties is proposed for the Policy Review Meeting of 12 March
2001
• Analysis of reserves which will indicate proposed programs and/or excess capacity to
fund from reserves is proposed for the Council Workshop of 21 March 2001
• Current debt position and policy on debt funding and debt reduction reserves is proposed
for the Council Workshop of 21 March 2001
• Major projects and their funding requirements is proposed for the Council Workshop on
21 March 2001
• Draft Fees and charges are proposed to be presented to the second Council Workshop on
11 April 2001
The budget creation process should proceed on the above criteria. This will allow draft
documents to be created which facilitate decisions on Council’s capacity to perform it’s tasks
and on any trade-offs which may be needed.
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Councillor Identified Issues
The principal vehicle for capturing Councillor priorities is the Project Evaluation process and
Councillors have previously been asked to submit their project nominations by 16 February
2001. Tonight’s meeting and the management plan workshops provide an opportunity for
Councillors to identify any other matters they wish to be considered or emphasis they wish to
see reflected in the preparation of the draft Management Plan.
A listing of Council resolutions relevant to the project evaluation process previously
circulated to Councillors is attached for information.
Discussion of draft tasks and projects will take place at the Council Workshops on 21 March
and 11 April 2001.
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1. The information concerning the Draft 2001/2002 Management Plan be received.
2. The 2001/2001 draft budget and associated fees be prepared on the basis set out in this
report and included in the draft Management Plan
3. Council identify other issues for consideration in the preparation of the Draft 2001/2002
Management Plan.

3
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Attachement 1

Timetable for Developing the 2001-2002 Management Plan
Step/Action
•
•

•

Project Evaluation process
Report to Council
Report/Discussion of :
(i) Key focus areas and broad financial settings
(ii) Councillor identified issues
2001/02 Man Plan
Councillor Project Nomination cut-off
2001/02 Man Plan
Report/Discussion of Rating Policy

1st Council Workshop 2001/02 Man Plan
• Consideration of :
(i)
Draft tasks
(ii)
Draft projects
(iii)
Debt Policy
(iv)
Draft budgetary information
including reserves and major
projects
2nd Council Workshop 2001/02 Man Plan
• Revenue Policy (draft Fees and Charges
distributed)
• Amended Tasks and Project Priorities from
1st Workshop
• Final Revenue Policy (including Children’s
Services) & any alterations to Budget and
Revenue Policy
• Consideration of final Draft 2001/02 Man Plan for
endorsement to exhibit
• Public consultation 2001/02 Man Plan
∼ Exhibition
∼ Consultative Group Forums
∼ Public meeting
• Presentation of 2001/2002 Management Plan for
adoption

Management of the Organisation

Proposed Dates
Policy Review Meeting
27/11/2000
Policy Review Meeting
12/2/2001
Friday 16/2/2001
Policy Review Meeting
12/3/2001

1st Workshop
Wednesday 21/3/2001

2nd Workshop
Wednesday 11/4/2001

Ordinary Meeting
23/4/2001

~ 7/5-4/6/2001 (28 days)
~ (within) 14/5-25/5/2001
~ Thursday 17/5/2001
Ordinary Meeting
18/6/2001
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Attachment 2
Council Resolutions Requiring Project Nominations,
1 July 2000 – 31 December 2000
Meeting
Date

Item
No.

Subject

Resolution

Outcome

December
11th

RSTF
Report

Railway Street
Theatre Funding

2. A Project Nomination Bid seeking
increased subsidy to Railway Street Theatre
be formulated as a matter of urgency.

RCSM to prepare
Project Nomination

December
11th

PRC
Report

Community Safety
Plan

[NB not a Resolution]
Minuted - The Safety Emergency and Waste
Manager said that there were sufficient funds
for the current year and that a project
evaluation bid would be lodged for next year.

SEWM to prepare
Project Nomination

December
11th

7

Topiary Display at
Andrews Road
Roundabout

4. A canoe/kayak topiary to be commissioned
with funding from the 2001/2002
Management Plan

Notional commitment
on 2001/2002
Management Plan
PCMM to prepare
Project Nomination

December
11th

December
11th

9

23

Upgrading of Play
Equipment in
Reserve between
Harris Street and
Willoring,
Jamisontown

2. the funds be provided from South Ward
Voted Works to be repaid out of 2001/2002
budget for playgrounds. [estimated $10,500]

Provision of a
breast feeding
friendly
environment for
Council staff

2. the proposal for a parenting room to be
constructed within the Civic Centre Library
building be listed for consideration in the
Project Evaluation process for next year’s
budget.

3. A project evaluation bid be submitted
2001/2002 with 100% increase in the
playground budget from $50,000 to $100,000

(2) Notional
commitment on
2001/2002
Management Plan
(3) PCMM to prepare
Project Nomination
BCMM to prepare
Project Nomination

[NB reaffirms Resolution of 6/11/00]
December
11th

QWN
12

Fencing at Birriwa
Youth Centre

that $2,700 be provided from East Ward
Voted Works for the construction of a fence at
Birriwa Youth Centre.

CDM to consider in
regard to required
re-nomination of
project for Security
Fencing/ Lighting at
Birriwa Youth Centre/
Gumbirra Child Care
Centre

December
18th

21

Removing Trees on
Private Property

2. A project evaluation bid be submitted for
hardship cases to undertake removal of trees
on private property.

PCMM to prepare
Project Nomination

December
18th

22

Operating Hours of
the Switchboard

3. increased hours to be funded from salary
savings in 2000/2001 and provision be made
for future years as a variation in staff
establishment

Notional commitment
on future Management
Plans

Management of the Organisation

CFO to amend budget
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Meeting
Date

Item
No.

Subject

Resolution

Outcome

December
18th

23

Volunteer
Recognition Project

3. A budget of $45,000 be allocated to the
Volunteer Recognition Project with $22,500
to come from the current surplus to the end of
the 30 June, 2001 financial year, with the
balance coming from the 2001/2002 budget.

Notional commitment
on 2001/2002
Management Plan

Management of the Organisation

EDMM to prepare
Project Nomination
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Council's Operating Environment
7

General Property Revaluation

Compiled by:

Stuart Benzie, Rates Administration Officer

Authorised by:

Brian Jenkins, Chief Financial Officer

6503/4 Pt 11

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 114): Maintain a sound financial position and
liquidity.
00/01 Critical Action: Review opportunities for sustainable and equitable increases to
Council's income supported by the community.

PURPOSE OF REPORT
Council has received a revaluation of all properties in the Penrith Local Government Area.
The purpose of this report is to provide Council with a summary of the effects of the
revaluation. A more detailed analysis will be presented to Council at tonight’s meeting.
BACKGROUND
Every three years Land and Property Information NSW, formerly known as the Valuer
Generals Department, provides new valuations for all properties in the Penrith area. The new
values have been determined with a base date of 1 July 2000 and take effect 1 July 2001.
To aid understanding of the revaluation effects, a brief overview of property categorisation
requirements and rating structures has been included in this report.
Property Categorisation
Each parcel of rateable land must be categorised as Residential, Farmland, Mining or
Business.
Residential
A parcel of land that is dominantly used for residential accommodation is to be categorised as
‘Residential’. This includes Rural Residential land and vacant land zoned or designated for
use under an environmental planning instrument for residential purposes.
Farmland
Land is to be categorised as ‘Farmland’ if its dominant use is for farming. The property must
have a significant and substantial purpose or character and be occupied for the purpose of
profit on a continuous basis. It is irrelevant whether a profit is actually made.
Mining
Land is to be categorised as ‘Mining’ if its dominant use is for a coal mine or metalliferous
mine.
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Business
Land that cannot be categorised as Residential, Farmland or Mining is to be categorised as
‘Business’.
Sub-Categories
Council may sub-categorise land within each category.
Structure of a Rate
When considering a rating structure Council may choose one of three types. The options are:
1.

an ad valorem rate only

2.

a base amount with an ad valorem rate

3.

an ad valorem rate with a minimum amount

An ad valorem rate only is an amount determined by multiplying the land value by a rate in
the dollar.
A base amount is a fixed amount levied on each parcel of land. A base amount must be
consistent for each property within a category and must not be more than 50% of the total
rates levied. When using a base amount the total rate is the combination of an ad valorem
rate and the base amount.
An ad valorem rate with a minimum amount uses a set minimum amount payable for
properties within each category. A rate in the dollar is applied to each property’s land value.
Should the levy be lower than the set minimum, the minimum rate takes effect.
COUNCIL’S CURRENT RATING STRUCTURE
The current rating structure used by Penrith City Council is an ad valorem rate with a
minimum amount. Council has three types of land categories – Residential, Business and
Farmland and two Business sub-categories being Penrith CBD and St Marys Town Centre.
The rate in the dollar for the farmland category is 85% of the residential rate.
Current Ad Valorem and Minimum Rates
The following table shows the current ad valorem rate and minimum amount for each
category and sub-category, along with the respective notional yield (amount of rates that
would be charged on the properties in existence at that time) for each category based on the
record of properties at 31 December 2000, with the current valuation base date being 1 July
1997.
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TOTAL NO. OF
PROPERTIES

Residential

RATE IN
$

MINIMUM
RATE

RATEABLE
VALUE

YIELD

56,896

.007241

$441.05

4,375,429,644

$33,594,660

Farmland

392

.006154

$441.05

146,143,650

$899,440

Business

2,095

.012745

$573.30

417,347,290

$5,449,646

Penrith CBD

399

.013817

$573.30

197,180,020

$2,732,714

St Marys Town
Centre

237

.016392

$573.30

44,069,726

$734,233

5,180,170,330

$43,410,693

SUB-CATEGORY

TOTAL

60,019

REVALUATION OF LAND BASE DATE 1 JULY 2000
A revaluation does not change Council’s notional yield from rates. The effect of a
revaluation is a change in the amount paid by individual property owners towards Council’s
total yield. Individual properties will be effected to varying degrees. Some properties may
receive a minor adjustment to their rates, while others may experience significant increases or
decreases to theirs.
As previously mentioned an analysis has been carried out to examine the effects of the
revaluation across the city. A more detailed presentation showing the effects at a suburb
level will be made at the meeting. A street by street analysis is available for Council to
peruse if required.
The following graphs provide a summary of the number of properties affected by the band of
increase or decrease for Residential, Farmland and Business categories based on the
continuance of the existing rate structure. It must be remembered that these adjustments are
prior to any rating indexation, which may or may not be approved in the Management Plan
process.
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Farmland
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No. of Properties Affected
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Penrith CBD
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St Marys Town Centre
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Hardship Due to Revaluation of Land
It is possible that some ratepayers may experience financial hardship as a result of the
revaluation of their property. Under Section 601 of the Local Government Act 1993, Council
may help those who suffer hardship resulting from certain valuation changes as follows;
1. [Hardship] A ratepayer who, as a consequence of the making and levying of a rate on a
valuation having a later base date than any valuation previously used by a council for the
making and levying of a rate, suffers substantial hardship, may apply to the council for
relief under this section.
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2. [Council’s discretion] The council has a discretion to waive, reduce or defer the payment
of the whole or any part of the increase in the amount of the rate payable by the ratepayer
in such circumstances, for such a period and subject to such conditions as it thinks fit.
3. [Review] An applicant who is dissatisfied with a council’s decision under this section
may request the council to review its decision and the council at its discretion, may do so.
Council will be required to consider a Revenue Policy for 2001/02 at the Policy and Review
Meeting on 12 March 2001. A hardship policy will form part of that program and will be
fully detailed accordingly.
Objection to Valuations
A review is currently being carried out to identify anomalies in property revaluations.
Council may object to any valuation and is required to notify the owner(s) at the time of
submission.
It is believed that there may be a small number of valuations for which objections may need
to be lodged, based on unsubstantiated and significant variance for existing valuations.
Further examination is required before a decision can be made regarding this matter.
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

The information be received and noted;

2.
Delegated authority be given to the General Manager to authorise submissions
of objection to valuations by the Chief Financial Officer and Chief Rates Clerk.
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The City in Its Region
8

ADI Site, St Marys

Compiled by:

Glenn Allen, Senior Environmental Planner

Authorised by:

Roger Nethercote, Environmental Planning Manager

4130/2

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 10):
Greenfield development is sustainable
and preserves the natural environment.
00/01 Critical Action: Lobby for the inclusion of AHC listed land not already included in
the proposed Regional Park on the former ADI Site.
Introduction
Council considered a report on ADI site issues at its meeting of 5 February 2001. The
discussion around that item focused on opportunities available to Council in pursuing
government to achieve a more satisfactory planning outcome from the site, particularly the
State Government and Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning. A presentation was also
made by Mr Hugh Todd of ADIRAG seeking Council's endorsement to organising a major
community rally to heighten community awareness of the ADI debate. The Mayor has also
spoken to ADIRAG representatives since that meeting about their ideas for community
action.
This report responds to those issues and recommends an approach Council may wish to
consider in further pursuing the State Government and assisting the ADIRAG.
Gazettal of REP
The report on the ADI site elsewhere in tonight’s business paper advises that Sydney
Regional Environmental Plan (REP) No. 30 – St Marys was gazetted on 19 January 2001.
That report highlights the disappointment of Council with the decision made by the Minister
for Urban and Affairs and Planning to make the plan, and in particular the lack of
amendments made to the plan following Council’s submission to the Department.
It is understood that the Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning will soon advise Council of
his declaration of the first release area. This is likely to be the western precinct, within
Penrith. Council will then have 40 days to provide comments to the Minister on this
proposal. The Minister is obliged to consider the views of Council and of any other public
authority consulted before making the release area declaration. It is noted that the Minister
need only consider any submissions made by Council in relation to the proposed release area,
in the same manner that the Minister considers submissions on a Draft REP.
Nonetheless, this consultation process presents an opportunity for Council to again express its
concerns to the Minister to ensure a more satisfactory biodiversity outcome for the site. At
that time Council may urge the Minister to not declare the entire western precinct as a release
area, but defer from it the 178 hectares of Cumberland Plain Woodland included on the
Register of the National Estate which have not been incorporated within the proposed
Regional Park. That would enable further consideration to be given to the conservation
values of the bushland on site and particularly, enable the Commonwealth Government to
make its judgements under its own statutory obligations without undue expectations being
raised for development of this part of the site.
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ADI Resident Action Group Request
At the Council meeting on Monday 5 February 2001 a presentation was made to Council by
ADIRAG’s spokesperson, Hugh Todd who presented a number of resolutions passed at the
recent ‘ADI Site Emergency Public Meeting’ held at Council on 31 January 2001. A copy of
that is appended.
Mr Todd requested Council organise a major community rally, paralleling the approach taken
with the Badgery's Creek Airport rally, which would in essence heighten public awareness of
the ADI issue and focus the community's attention on Government against the development
of the site. ADIRAG have submitted a formal request in this regard, a copy of which is also
appended.
It will be recalled that Council, at its meeting of 21 February 2000, modified its position in
terms of the extent of the ADI site it would press to have conserved as Regional Park. Prior
to that time, the Council's lobbying focused on achieving the conservation of the entire ADI
site as a Regional Park, based on the significant natural asset the site presented. However, in
early February 2000, the Federal Minister for the Environment and Heritage, Senator Robert
Hill made a number of observations about the ADI site and Council's Natural Heritage Trust
application in an Environment, Communication, Information Technology and the Arts Senate
Committee hearing.
Of extreme concern to the Council was the Minister's acknowledgement that once the zoning
of the land is changed, the Commonwealth Government has more options available to it.
Senator Hill went on to state that the position of the Government was that, although some of
the land should be retained for conservation purposes, some of it should be sold for a capital
return. In the Minister's view, the debate was about the detail of that proposition.
That advice provided the first clear indication to Council that the Commonwealth
Government was not prepared to conserve the whole site. As a result, Council modified its
position and turned its attention to pressing Government to conserve the significant National
Estate listed bushlands on the site. It also resolved to amend the Natural Heritage Trust
application to focus on securing funding for 178 hectares of National Estate Listed bushland
which sits outside the Regional Park proposed in the State Government's REP. As Council
would be aware, that position has been vigorously pursued with both Commonwealth and
State Governments since that time.
This position differs from that of ADIRAG who maintain that the entire site should be
preserved as a Nature Reserve and Regional Park. Given that the principal goal of a public
rally would be to galvanise community opinion so that pressure may be mounted to the
Commonwealth Government who are yet to take decisions about the development actions
intended for the site, it would be important that community opinion has a single focus.
The resources, both financially and in staff time, for Council to mount a successful public
rally of the nature of the Badgery's Creek campaign are substantial. The lead time required to
organise such an event would be approximately six weeks. That may not be available given
the expected decision of the Commonwealth Government. Council resources are now
required to critically review the recently gazetted REP, and will be required in the near future
to respond to the Ministers proposal to declare a release area and to review the proposed
Development Agreement. It is expected that the joint venture will also very shortly be
seeking Council's consideration and participation in the preparation of the Precinct Plan for
the first release area.
The Mayor has met with ADIRAG representatives who have indicated that notwithstanding
their group's adopted position, ADIRAG remains supportive of the Council's position in
bringing to the attention of both Commonwealth and State Governments the need to conserve
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the 178 hectares of significant National Estate listed bushlands not included in the proposed
Regional Park. The Mayor has indicated to the group that if Council were to organise a
public rally as requested by ADIRAG, its focus of attention would need to reflect the
Council's position and not present a variety of alternatives which may confuse the message it
would seek to generate from the community. In that regard, it was felt that ADIRAG would
be better positioned to organise the rally and that if it were to advance, Council would
welcome the opportunity of being able to present its views on the day.
ADIRAG have suggested that the Joan Sutherland PAC would be a good venue as it proved
successful with one of the Badgerys Creek Airport rallies.
The submission forwarded from ADIRAG indicates a request for $15,400 from Council to
support the event. Council has supported ADIRAG with financial contributions in the past.
$8,000 was allocated in this year's budget for that purpose. This sum has been fully
expended and no other funds have been budgeted for the group's activities.
Conclusion
The ADIRAG request for Council to organise a public rally presents some difficulties,
particularly in terms of its community message and our resourcing capacity to respond.
The process for the Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning to declare a release area provides
a further opportunity for Council to express its views on the importance of conserving the
National Estate Listed bushlands on the ADI site. It is recommended Council pursue that
avenue with the Minister when we receive a request for comment on the first release area.
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

the information in the Environmental Planning Mangers’ report be noted;

2.

should ADIRAG wish to pursue a public rally to focus community attention
on the ADI issue, that Council provide assistance by way of arranging for the
availability of the Joan Sutherland PAC as the venue and advice on the
organisation of the event.
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INTRODUCTION
This submission to the Department of Urban Affairs and Planning is Penrith City
Council’s response to the public exhibition of the Draft Regional Environmental Plan,
Draft Environmental Planning Strategy, and Outline Development Agreement for the
ADI land at St Marys. The submission consists of three parts.
Part A outlines and summarises the issues of concern to Penrith City Council in
relation to the draft documents on exhibition and the background studies that have
formed the basis for those documents. This part also incorporates appropriate
actions that the Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning must, in Council’s view, take
before making a decision on the draft planning documents.
Part B of this submission provides a detailed commentary in support of the issues of
concern raised.
Part C provides a detailed commentary on specific clauses contained within the draft
Regional Environmental Plan which Council believes require amendment.
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SUMMARY OF COUNCIL'S POSITION
The development of the ADI site at St.Marys has the potential to
significantly influence the way in which we consider new urban places,
and to set a new benchmark by which we judge the effectiveness and
innovation of those developments.
Whilst the planning proposals for the ADI site appear to have made
some inroads into the provision of off-site public transport initiatives,
funding natural area management and aspects of community facility
funding, on balance, Council does not believe that a substantially better
urban outcome overall will be achieved.
The issues raised in this submission identify a number of shortcomings
in the plan, many of those bearing significant implications. In
particular, the lack of recognition of substantial areas of highly prized
bushland, the transport impacts on surrounding road systems and
neighbourhoods, the precedent of extensive flood plain filling and the
uncertainty over the details of government commitments give rise to
the need for serious re-examination of the proposals as they presently
sit.
Council is particularly concerned about how realistic it is for the
relevant Government agencies to commit to expanded programs for
infrastructure delivery which will be required to accommodate the
development. By way of example, the roads and transportation
requirements put forward in the plan would, if not delivered within
reasonable timeframes, have substantial consequences on the
capacity of the road networks and the community.
Council has maintained the view that the values of the endangered
bushland on the site must be fully recognised and their preservation
ensured. The independent assessments undertaken have concluded
that the proposed Regional Park does not adequately protect all of the
site’s significant biodiversity. A key request to the Minister must in our
view be the expansion of the Regional Park on the site to
accommodate the National Estate listed lands. Should the Minister
decide to advance the REP in its current form, Council requests that
the National Estate listed lands be deferred from that Plan to allow for
their further environmental examination.
Many of the concerns identified have been previously raised during
Section 22 Committee deliberations and subsequently in the plan of
management investigations undertaken by the Department of Urban
Affairs and Planning. Many of our concerns are therefore not new, and
remain unaddressed.
If the ADI site development is to realise the better urban outcomes
heralded by the former Planning Minister, Craig Knowles, then a more
thorough investigation will be required on the issues that both this
Council, as well as Blacktown Council and the community have
identified.
Minister Knowles also stated that the land would not be rezoned unless
and until all of the players sign off on the agreements to a set of
development standards and principles that will lock in the promises. In
Council’s view we are not nearly in a position to agree to a sign-off.
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In the circumstances, Council has little option but to call on the Minister
to not advance the REP until the matters raised in this submission are
satisfactorily resolved.
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PART A
SUMMARY OF ISSUES
1.

Biodiversity Conservation

Importance of the Site's Biodiversity
It is undisputed that the site contains a large area of significant remnant bushland,
primarily Cumberland Plain and Castlereagh Woodlands. That bushland is listed by
the NSW Scientific Committee as an endangered ecological community and as such,
is subject to special protection under the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act
(NSW), the Threatened Species Conservation Act (NSW), and the Endangered
Species Protection Act (Cwlth).
Around 830 hectares of land comprising these woodlands are listed by the Australian
Heritage Commission on the Register of the National Estate. The Commission
describe it as one of the major natural habitats for the region and observe that the
vegetation remaining on the site is one of the largest remnants of the vegetation
communities that were once wide-spread on the Cumberland Plain. This vegetation,
combined with that on the adjoining Register of the National Estate listed Llandilo
Natural Area, constitutes the largest remaining stand of these woodland types and
represents a significant portion of these communities still present in Western Sydney.
The Australian Heritage Commission has described the ADI site as a priceless piece
of our heritage and has added that it is a rare experience to have such a natural
treasure so close to the heart of a major international city.
The Regional Environmental Study highlighted the range of flora and fauna on the
site is extremely diverse. In addition to the woodland types which are listed as
endangered ecological communities, there are four rare or threatened plant species
and eight species of high regional significance. In addition, a total of 24 species
considered to be vulnerable in Western Sydney are known to occur on the ADI site.
The proportion of rare and vulnerable species on the site is 25%, ie, 48 species out of
a total of 191.
There are at least three endangered fauna species on the ADI. In addition, there are
at least 10 regionally significant species currently inhabiting the site. These are of
conservation importance because they are scarce to rare on the Cumberland Plain
and are generally uncommon in or absent from the surrounding sandstone areas.

Extent of Regional Park
The draft REP proposes a Regional Park zone of 630 hectares. That zone does not
demonstrate a direct relationship with the Australian Heritage Commission (AHC)
boundaries. The final listing of the land on the Register of the National Estate
incorporates, within the City of Penrith approximately 178 ha located outside of the
proposed Regional Park zone, and approximately 72 hectares in the City of
Blacktown.
Council has commissioned an independent review of the studies and process leading
to the Regional Park proposal. A copy of that review, undertaken by Michael Doherty
of the CSIRO Wildlife and Ecology Unit, is included in the attachments to this report.
That review highlights the conflicting assessments on the remnant vegetation
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between the independent work undertaken by Ian Perkins on behalf of the Australian
Heritage Commission (AHC), and the National Parks and Wildlife Service of NSW.
It argues that the methodology used by the Section 22 Committee consultants to
assess the conservation value of vegetation within the ADI site is inappropriate at a
small patch scale. The Section 22 consultants have, according to Michael Doherty,
adopted an approach which traditionally has been used to design and plan
conservation reserves over large areas to capture minimal examples of vegetation or
species populations. When vegetation types such as occur on the Cumberland Plain
are reduced to the small disturbed representation that is left, all patches become
important, so long as they have some existing value for flora and/or fauna.
Consistent with the findings of the Perkins report, Michael Doherty is critical of the
fact that only one quadrat (survey point) was conducted in the northwest sector by the
Section 22 Committee consultant. It is significant that the comparatively recent
survey work undertaken by Perkins is the first comprehensive survey of the
vegetation in this area. The information provided to the Section 22 Committee was
also established without any clear methodology for location or overall vegetation
assessment.
Both Perkins and Doherty conclude that the assumption made by the Section 22
Committee that the north-west sector was degraded with little biodiversity value lacks
validity. The independent reviews also indicate that the information upon which the
original conservation zone was based was incomplete and the assumptions
unjustified. This, in turn, has implications for the ongoing validity of the final Regional
Park outcome included in the draft REP.

Development Implications
The draft REP does not adequately address Council’s obligations in respect of
determining individual Development Applications over lands comprising endangered
or threatened species, particularly the provisions of S.5A of the Environmental
Planning & Assessment Act and the Threatened Species Conservation Act.
Substantial areas of Cumberland Plain and Castlereagh Woodlands are incorporated
within development zones. Given what we understand to be the values of the
bushland outside the proposed Regional Park, assessment of "8 Part Tests" may well
necessitate the preparation of Species Impact Statements.
Although we have been advised that the NPWS are preparing guidelines for the
management of development within the AHC listed areas, Council will still be left with
the responsibility of authorising the destruction of bushland on the Register of the
National Estate.
Furthermore, we cannot rule out the potential for legal challenges to any decision of
Council in relation to land the subject of AHC listing and outside of the proposed
Regional Park.

Management
The draft planning documents make no reference to any buffers to the Regional Park,
which would seek to minimise urban impacts on the biodiversity precincts. The
impact upon the Regional Park from urban development is likely to be more
pronounced given that roads are proposed to be constructed through the Regional
Park zone.
The proposed Regional Park does not adequately allow for maintenance of existing
flora and fauna corridors and will result in the severing of the existing corridor from
the north west. In this regard the proposal has not recognised off-site opportunities
for enhancing the biodiversity value of the land to be conserved on the site.
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The proposed South Creek and Ropes Creek Corridors as detailed within the
‘Conservation and Recreation Strategy Report’ have not been incorporated in the
Regional Park or referenced within the draft planning documents. This is despite a
press release in February 1998 from the then Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning
heralding the Draft REP as an opportunity for which to join Western Sydney’s
established open space corridors. In our view, the opportunities for a broader
(expanded) Regional Park including the creek corridors, are significant and should
not be left off the agenda. A long-term commitment from government to establish a
Regional Park which incorporates all substantial biodiversity corridors is needed.

Requested Actions:
1.
2.

3.

All lands listed on the Register of the National Estate within the City of Penrith
be included in the Regional Park.
Should the Minister be of the view to advance the draft REP in its current
form, then:
(i)
The National Estate listed lands which sit outside the proposed
Regional Park zone be deferred in order to permit a more thorough
examination of their potential for preservation, and
(ii)
The Plan not be made prior to the financial modelling of the
implications of reducing the scale of the proposed development to
correspond to the National Estate listed areas.
If the draft REP is made in its current form, then DUAP and NPWS afford
guidance to Council on the manner in which Council can discharge its
obligations under Section 5A of the Environmental Planning & Assessment
Act and the Threatened Species Conservation Act in relation to the
development of land comprising endangered ecological communities.
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Water Cycle Management

Filling
Council has never formally agreed to the concept of filling in the flood plain. The
proposed fill area equates to a reduction of approximately 1 million cubic metres of
floodplain storage ie. some 2 million plus tonnes of imported material from locations
well outside the ADI site.
By way of attempting to quantify that volume of material, it is estimated to transport
the fill onto the ADI site, a loaded truck movement every 6 minutes, 8 hours a day,
five days per week for some 5 years would be required. The impact of the
transportation of this fill would be significant in terms of truck movements, both loaded
and empty, together with the placement and compaction of this fill on site. This will
pose significant stress upon new road infrastructure within a developing or partially
established residential estate in addition to having an adverse impact upon existing
and future residents.
Council, in the implementation of its flood policy, has not favoured substantial filling of
flood plains. In the few site-specific development proposals, where small scale filling
of flood liable areas has been agreed to, Council has insisted upon compensatory
flood storage being provided. Whilst early development proposals for the ADI site
included this concept, compensatory flood storage is no longer proposed to overcome
the impacts of the site filling.

Flood Planning
The site is subject to flooding from a number of sources, including the
Hawkesbury/Nepean River system, flows in South Creek and Ropes Creek, and
localised site discharge.
Some 900 dwellings are proposed to be constructed on land identified in the
Structure Plan as “potential fill area” within the floodplain in the central precinct.
Council's Interim Flood Policy for Development of Flood Liable Land requires
consideration of floods larger than the standard flood (1% AEP) depending on the
nature and circumstances surrounding the development proposal and its location
within the catchment.
The probable maximum flood (PMF) levels at this location in the South Creek
catchment are some 6 metres above the 1% AEP "flood planning level" proposed in
the draft REP. Whilst the 1% level has been generally accepted to this point as the
appropriate level for urban development purposes in the City, the significant loss of
flood plain storage and the location of the ADI site being at the junction of two major
creeks, warrant rigorous consideration of the effects of more extreme floods as well
as the potential for cumulative effects.
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Flood Modelling
The Watercycle and Soil Management Study based the “filling analysis’ modelling on
the condition that future changes within the catchment result in no increase in flow to
this section of the creek. Should other major areas within the upstream 55,000 ha
South Creek catchment be developed similarly to the ADI site, or other changes to
catchment characteristics occur, then the resulting cumulative effects could increase
the risk of flooding throughout the catchment and in particular at the ADI site.
The consultant’s modelling assumptions are that no changes to the catchment
characteristics occur upstream ie that development does not occur or is selfmitigating and can be controlled by planning policy.
Given that the ADI filling proposal itself does not propose any mitigation or
compensatory storage, this is considered an unrealistic assumption. The modelling
should therefore have contemplated these potential impacts when considering filling
and development levels.

Requested Action:
1.
2.

No filling be undertaken within the floodplains of both South Creek and Ropes
Creek on the site.
If the REP is intended to be advanced with an opportunity for filling of the
floodplain, the modelling assumptions must be revisited to incorporate the
range of likely development scenarios which can occur within the South Creek
valley.
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Transport

Regional Transport Links
There are no adequate strategic transport links proposed between the site and major
transport corridors (M2 Extension, Western Sydney Orbital, Werrington Arterial). The
southern section of the Werrington Arterial from the M4 to the Great Western
Highway is, in our view, needed to accommodate the increased traffic flows resulting
both from this development and from general population growth.
The Section 22 Committee specified that the extension of the M2 and its connection
with the Werrington Arterial was to be addressed in the Transport Study. This has
not been covered, primarily due to a reluctance of the RTA to consider it as an option
due to funding constraints. Council has previously raised a concern that the location
of this corridor should be established prior to any rezoning of the site.
The study proposes that Forrester Road alignment be adopted for the arterial
corridor. Blacktown Council has, however, indicated a reluctance for the arterial to
pass through Peter Van Hasselt Park. If this route cannot be achieved, then an
alternate route needs to be resolved and arrangements for its implementation should
occur prior to any rezoning.

Traffic Modelling
The traffic modelling used by the consultant has, in our opinion, under-estimated the
traffic volumes on certain key arterial road links, particularly some sections of
Castlereagh and The Northern Road. This has implications in that the projected
traffic volumes on these links following the ADI development may be under-estimated
and could exceed their capacity or render the proposed upgrading works inadequate.
Additionally, the proposed transport network is based on the assumption that there
will be higher public transport patronage from the ADI site. The modelling assumes a
10% increase in public transport use and a corresponding reduction in the use of the
motor vehicle. The road network has been sized to cater for the reduced traffic
generation.
We have serious doubts that this module shift will be achieved and are therefore
concerned about the consequences should public transport patronage not obtain the
projected levels, as this would be likely to result in a heavily congested road network.
Furthermore, the modelling also does not adequately recognise the residential
amenity and the capacity constraints on some links such as Forrester Road and
Glossop Street.

Intersection Upgrading
Upgrading of intersections external to the site will be needed.
The major
intersections that have been identified in this regard are Parker Street/Great Western
Highway and Mamre Road/Queen Street/Great Western Highway. The scope of
works for these upgradings and their timing has not been defined. This is of concern
as these intersections are already at or approaching capacity.
We understand that agreement has been reached between the developer and the
RTA on the apportionment of responsibility for upgrading the intersections and this
will necessitate the developer contributing $250,000 towards each intersection. This
being the case, the RTA will need to commit to substantial expenditure for their share
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of the intersection works and we are concerned that this may not materialise. This is
an issue which needs to be pressed with the Minister.

Public Transport
The Study justifies a congested road network on the basis that improved public
transport will be provided on the ADI site. The minimum service levels principle for
public transport for the Site is premised on a higher public transport patronage. The
public transport improvements, however, have been directed to the ADI development.
There is no positive action to increase the public transport service levels to the
existing areas outside of the ADI site. These areas will be subjected to the congested
road network without the benefit of enhanced public transport.
Although the commuter carpark on the north side of St Marys station is currently fully
utilised during the day, no additional commuter parking is proposed as a
consequence of this development. This development will generate additional parking
demand and therefore the parking proposed is inadequate.
The proposed Penrith transit way corridor, between Andrews Road and Coreen
Avenue traverses open space land and privately owned industrial land. Clearly, this
raises the issue of land acquisition which is not addressed in the draft development
agreement. Although there may be an argument that the public benefit to be derived
from the proposed transit way outweighs the loss of public reserve land to construct
the required road, further consideration by Council in terms of the appropriate off-sets
or compensation for that to occur needs to be undertaken. Also, a substantial
wetland area is located in the corridor and the environmental implications of the route
similarly need further consideration.

Requested Actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

4.

The Draft REP incorporate corridor locations to accommodate strategic regional
transport connections between the Werrington Arterial and the M2 Extension.
The Draft REP adopt the advancement of the Werrington Arterial south of the ADI
Site, in lieu of the Forrester Road/Glossop Street Route.
Concept design and acquisition issues for the M2 corridor be resolved.
Deficiencies in the modelling used to estimate traffic volumes on some arterial
links need to be recognised and considered in any capacity evaluation of those
links.
Timing, resolution and the details for the proposed intersection upgradings need
to be clarified and a firm commitment taken by the relevant agency for their
upgrading.
Similar public transport service levels to that proposed for the ADI site be
provided for the surrounding areas.
Additional commuter parking proposed for the St Marys station be provided to
match the demand placed on it by the development.
That the corridor alignment for the proposed Penrith transit way be resolved in
consultation with Council and that consideration be given to the acquisition of
lands to facilitate the corridor, including any Council owned land.

Open Space

District Level
Although potentially providing an opportunity for some district level recreation, the
proposed Regional Open Space zone has limitations for active open space due to its
flood liability, relationship to adjoining uses and accessibility. The irregular shape of
the open space zone may limit its usability and function. Nonetheless, further
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detailed examination of the potential for this land needs to be undertaken in order to
clearly define its future role.
The Human Services and Open Space Planning studies did not advance a proposal
for district level open space facilities on the ADI site, primarily as the Councils had not
previously introduced facilities to accommodate this level of sporting activity in
previous release areas. However, it is important to consider the broader recreation
demands that will be generated by the development of this site and to recognise the
participation of the future residents in sporting activities at that level. It is appropriate
to pursue contributions or the establishment of facilities from the ADI development for
recreation at the district level.

Regional
The proposed South Creek and Ropes Creek Corridors as detailed within the
‘Conservation and Recreation Strategy Report’ have not been incorporated in the
Regional Park or referenced within the draft planning documents. This is despite a
press release in February 1998 from the then Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning
heralding the Draft REP as an opportunity for the proposed Regional Park to augment
Western Sydney’s established open space corridors.

Local Open Space Contributions
The Joint Venture has compared the open space provided in Glenmore Park with
their commitments to the ADI development. A similar analysis has been done for the
proposed developer contributions relating to community facilities outlined in the draft
development agreement. Those comparisons which are included in the attachments
to this report indicate that in terms of area to be provided for open space ADI slightly
exceed that provided for Glenmore Park (3.20 ha per 1,000 persons for ADI
compared to 3.04 ha per 1,000 persons for Glenmore Park).
In terms of embellishment costs the Joint Venture indicates a proposed expenditure
of $9.87 million in the Penrith area on open space embellishment, compared with
around $5.74 million (current figure) for open space embellishment in Glenmore Park.
The draft development agreement, however, does not indicate these figures and it will
be important to ensure that the final agreement accurately details the funds to be
allocated towards open space provision.

Requested Actions:
1.

2.
3.

5.

Further detailed examination of the potential uses for the Regional Open Space
zone, particularly its opportunity for district level active open space/recreation, be
undertaken.
The Joint Venture provide facility development or a contribution towards district
level open space/recreation.
That further consideration be given to the inclusion of the South Creek and Ropes
Creek corridors in the proposed Regional Park, and that a government
commitment be given to the development of a plan of management for the
expanded Regional Park and funding for its ongoing maintenance.

Employment

Employment Generation
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The Development of the ADI St Marys site has always been predicated upon the
principle that employment would be generated at a rate equivalent to the number of
labour force participants residing on the site.
This has been assessed on the following basis:
Resident workforce
Participating workforce
On-site employment
Off-site employment
Total

10,011
8,904
4,947
3,957
8,904

Jobs to service resident population on site

2,128

JV generated jobs on site
Total

2,819
4,947

Population generated (on and off site)
JV generated (on site)
Total

6,085
2,819
8,904

It is estimated that the proposed introduction of an additional population of some
24,000 residents will generate approximately 6085 jobs both off-site and on-site. In
order to provide jobs to equal the increased participating workforce, the Joint Venture
partners will be required to generate approximately an additional 2,819 more jobs on
site.
A significant number of the proposed jobs to be created will be off-site. Although
indirect employment creation related to such a new urban development can be
expected, the proposal suggests in the order of 3,950 jobs will need to be created
external to the site. The monitoring of this level of job creation will no doubt be
difficult.
The Joint Venture has promoted its employment strategy as creating 9,000 new jobs.
It needs to be highlighted that at best, the number of jobs to be created will only
equate with the job demands of the incoming population. Also, the employment
studies suggest that some 6,085 jobs would be created in any event from a
development of this scale without, it would seem, a pro-active employment program.

Job Strategy
The proposed employment strategy bears careful examination as, if not carefully
monitored, those jobs could be simply shifted from the growth that Penrith and its
neighbours have already achieved and are seeking to build on. For example, the
proposal to develop 700 jobs in Agribusiness and 300 in Enviro-business should be
viewed in the context that these jobs are in direct competition with the programs
already being promoted by the University of Western Sydney on its Hawkesbury
campus.
In our view, a greater alignment needs to be established between the proposed
employment strategy and the programs which this Council and others are
implementing so that the ADI proposal builds on, rather than subtracts from, what is
already done.

Requested Action:
1.

The Joint Venture undertake the appropriate modelling to validate the
employment generation figures.
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Human Services

Health Services
The Human Services and Open Space Community Plan Stage 1 report clearly
identified that development of the ADI site would necessitate additional health
services to be provided including hospital beds. The requirement for mental health
services was also included.
The Development Agreement however, indicates that the demand for hospital
services will be low and readily able to be incorporated into existing hospital
operations. This is at odds with the findings of the human services investigations and
clearly of concern to the Local Area Health Service. The Development Agreement
similarly lacks clarity in regard to other types of health services which will be
generated by the proposed development.
Community Health is a significant issue and it is imperative that a much firmer
commitment be offered by Government to ensuring that there will not be any undue
impact on health services in the region as a result of the development.

Retail
Previously, there has been a lag between the start up of new urban releases and
related inflow of new population and the provision of appropriate retail services and
commercial facilities to service the needs of that growing community. It is imperative
that retail facilities be provided in the early stages of this development. Similarly,
baseline community facilities must be established in the first stage.
Council should press to have the early provision of these services and facilities within
the Development Agreement.

Requested Actions:
1.

2.

7.

That the need for contributions to be made towards the provision of additional
health services, particularly the need for hospital beds generated by the proposed
development, be recognised and incorporated in the Development Agreement.
The REP and EPS ensure the establishment of retail services and baseline
community facilities in the first stage of development.

Decontamination/Remediation of the Site

The audit reporting process on remediation works undertaken last year in relation to
the Penrith areas of the site has indicated that the majority of the site is suitable for
development, including residential. That report noted however, there remains a low
level risk to the public from contamination remaining buried on the site, generally in
locations such as under existing buildings, carparks, roads and stockpiles. A process
for continuing decontamination of these areas has been established.
Notwithstanding, the outcome which needs to be guaranteed is that development will
not be allowed to advance on the site until there is a guaranteed sign-off in relation to
the removal of site contamination.
Although the planning legislation provides Councils with statutory protection against
liability attaching to the exercise of its planning functions in relation to contaminated
lands, where a Council has acted in good faith, Council has pursued the
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Commonwealth Government in relation to seeking an indemnification for liability
against future unforeseen events. In essence, that indemnity would provide another
level of protection for Council from loss or liability relating to any claim for damage
suffered as a result of Council exercising its obligations under relevant planning and
development legislation. The Commonwealth Government has agreed to that
indemnity and a final draft of it has been submitted recently for our consideration.

Requested Action:
1.

That the plan ensure that the Minister will not release an area for development
until there is a complete sign-off in relation to all site contamination.
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Regional Environmental Plan

Better Urban Outcomes
When the State planning process commenced for this site, there was considerable
publicity given to its potential to deliver a range of innovative urban outcomes,
including, but no limited to, public transport, water cycle management, urban form
and character, as well as innovative ways of providing human services.
The proposal, as it stands, falls well short of the expectations which were originally
built up. The utilitisation of the existing rail infrastructure has been dismissed. Water
quality initiatives have largely been removed from the scheme and there is no
evidence that we will see the early delivery of human service infrastructure,
particularly schools and other Government services.
To date there is insufficient material to substantiate that an adequate ecologically
sustainable development response will be delivered. Indeed, further measures are
required in the planning documents to ensure the conservation of the significant
biodiversity parts of the site’s natural assets.
Amendments to the REP are required to strengthen the sustainable development
outcomes.

Release Area Declarations
Whilst the principle of the Minister declaring release areas for the site is not opposed,
there should be a clearer indication of the criteria by which the Minister will judge the
suitability of areas to be released for development. In particular it would be
imperative that the Minister utilise the REP performance objectives and provisions,
the requirements of the EPS, as well as the Development Agreement in arriving at the
decision that the development had satisfactorily responded to and performed in the
terms of those plan requirements.
In our view, the Minister should not release the first area for development if there is
not a firm binding and legally sound development agreement in place which commits
the Joint Venture as well as the Government to the timely delivery of required
facilities and infrastructure.

Precinct Plans
The provisions relating to draft precinct plans limit Council’s ability to amend or refuse
a draft precinct plan, without the concurrence of the Minister. This requirement is at
odds with the autonomy ordinarily afforded to Council in plan making processes
where the formulation and adoption of Development Control Plans is solely at
Council’s discretion.. A parallel example is found in the Orchard Hills REP where
Council can produce more detailed requirements in a Development Control Code
(Plan).
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Employment Zone
The zoning map for the draft REP indicates an elongated employment zone
stretching over one kilometre of frontage to the Northern Road. Although the REP
specifies that direct vehicular access to the Northern Road is prohibited from the site,
there is still some concern about the appropriateness of the configuration of the zone
and the appearance it will present.

Structure Plan
The plan indicates major access roads traversing the proposed Regional Park. That
gives rise to concerns with regard to the impact of that transportation corridor on the
natural values of the bushland, and in particular the movement of fauna.
Local retail or commercial premises are intended to be permitted within the
employment zones. An issue emerges in relation to the location of the major western
retail precinct in that the structure plan suggests its location within the employment
zone adjacent The Northern Road. We have previously expressed the view to DUAP
that a more centrally located and more readily accessible retail centre location should
be established in the western precinct (urban zone). This is also relevant in
considering the implications and impacts on other retail centres. The need for a
second commercial centre in the western precinct, as currently shown in the northwestern corner of the site, is questioned.
The current proposal does not indicate any buffer areas between development
precincts and the proposed Regional Park. In our view the structure plan should
provide for buffers to the bushland areas so that the impacts upon those areas is
dealt with external to them rather than be transmitted within them where their natural
values will be likely to be compromised.
It is noted that a bus only link on the southern edge of the site through to Werrington
County is proposed. It is likely such a link would have benefits in terms of public
transport access, although the potential impacts on existing residents is not
quantified. The link will need to be addressed in consultation with residents of that
area in terms of its implications, along with examination of opportunities to provide
pedestrian and bicycle connections between the development and existing
neighbourhoods adjoining.

Requested Actions:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

The aims of the REP be amended to incorporate a firm response to achieving
sustainable outcomes, and that it be clear that the provisions of the EPS
require implementation rather than just support.
That a clear list of criteria by which the Minister is to judge release area
declarations be incorporated, such list to include the REP performance
objectives and provisions and the requirements of the EPS, as well as the
Development Agreement.
The provisions relating to draft precinct plans be amended to provide Council
autonomy in their determination and adoption.
The zoning map in the REP be amended to reduce the Northern Road
frontage of the proposed employment zone. Also a buffer (setback) strip be
included along the full frontage of The Northern Road.
The impact of the proposed road links on the natural values of the bushland in
the Regional Park be re-examined.
The retail centre for the western precinct be moved easterly to a more central
location.
Appropriate buffer areas be included between the urban development
precincts and the proposed Regional Park.
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The proposed bus link to Werrington County be assessed in terms of impact
on the existing neighbourhood.
The suggested amendments to individual clauses outlined in Part C be
incorporated.

Outline Development Agreement

Enforceability/Adaptability
It is understood that DUAP intend that the Development Agreement will replace the
need for a Section 94 Plan for the site. It is our understanding that Section 94 is the
only legal mechanism by which Council is authorised to require the provision of
services and facilities pursuant to the provision of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act (EPAA).
In the absence of an amendment to the EPAA, the Development Agreement would be
deemed to be a commercial contract enforceable through the commercial division of
the Supreme Court.
Although this may be a perfectly suitable mechanism,
particularly in light of the present constraints which cover the administration of the
Section 94 Plans, we are not aware of any substantive precedent in the method of
administrating the delivery of services and facilities.
A further concern is the ability for the obligations of the agreement to be transferred to
subsequent purchasers/developers of the land.
Whilst there may be legal
mechanisms which can be written into the agreement to achieve that, the checks and
balances required to ensure that other parties inheriting responsibilities deliver the
required services and facilities in accordance with the agreement are likely to be quite
complex.
Given the scale of the site and its single ownership, there are benefits in pursuing a
form of development agreement to achieve outcomes for the community as well as a
means of binding the relevant government agencies and authorities in their provision
of required services and infrastructure.
A further issue which requires clarification is how changing trends in the demands for
community facilities and services in such a Development Agreement can be
accommodated. To be truly effective the Agreement needs to be flexible in terms of
the range and nature of facilities and services to be provided. This will be particularly
so when Council seeks to vary city-wide service and facility delivery through other
Section 94 Plans.
On balance, it would seem that there will still need to be a requirement to prepare a
parallel Section 94 plan which would, in an open and transparent way, provide a
recognised means of ensuring the timely delivery of facilities required by the new
development.
Council has previously requested that DUAP pursue an amendment of Section 94 of
the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act to recognise development
agreements. That request should be renewed.
Furthermore, we should seek from the Minister some assurance that the
Development Agreement mechanism is sufficiently flexible while offering certainty to
the services and facilities delivery.

Government Commitment
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As it is intended that the development agreement will replace a Section 94
contributions plan, it is imperative that the agreement has full details of what services,
facilities and infrastructure are intended to be provided, their accurate costing, a
schedule of works indicating their timing of delivery and a clear understanding of
which group or agency is responsible for their provision.
Concern is raised about the lack of this detail in terms of the proposed Government
commitments. We have previously raised to DUAP the benefit in identifying individual
government departments or agencies rather than the generic reference to NSW
Government. The Outline Development Agreement also does not indicate what
government commitments are proposed for recurrent expenditure to maintain and
manage the facilities which will be delivered, particularly the Regional Park.
The anticipated completion times of all the proposed transport upgrading works have
also not been specified in the Outline Development Agreement. The relevant State
Government agencies have not provided any comments on the funding level
attributable to the State Government for works such as upgrading of the Northern
Road, the Bus Transitway, upgrading to off-site intersections, regional bicycle
facilities, and Penrith Railway Station Bus Interchange.
Human Services and Facilities to be provided by the State Government are listed in
the development agreement, but no specific commitment to provide these is indicated
in the agreement. Instead, the State Government ‘acknowledges the need’ to
progressively provide services and agrees to monitor and revise priorities though the
Infrastructure Co-ordination Group.
What should be provided in our view is a clearer understanding and detailed schedule
of how this and other off-site services, such as emergency services, policing services
etc, will be managed in order to deal with the increased population demands arising
from the ADI site. The State Government will need to commit to ensuring that the
ADI development will not have any negative implications for existing services and
facilities in the region.

Employment Strategy
The Outline Development Agreement requires that the Joint Venture prepare
progress reports to the Minister, at an interval of not more than 3 years, which detail
progress made on attracting business to the site and the number and type of jobs
created. In our view that is far too long an horizon in which to turn around
deficiencies in the employment strategy if they are detected. A one year reporting
interval is far more appropriate.

Affordable Housing
The Outline Development Agreement requires the developer to provide 3% affordable
housing, when 30% was previously committed to by the State Government.
Furthermore, it is considered that the provision of affordable housing should not be
represented as a percentage of total lot production. Rather, the agreement should
outline the proposed number of lots to be transferred.

Regional Park Contribution
The proposed contribution towards the embellishment of the regional park of $500
per residential land lot sold. Concern is raised that this form of contribution gears
itself to lot yield, ie, the more development which occurs on the site, the more funds
are generated for the Regional Park. That approach may be contradictory to
achieving the optimal conservation outcome for the site and should be amended to
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incorporate a lump sum which is related to the expected quantum of development as
all of the other developer contributions are geared.

Monitoring
A number of monitoring processes are called up by the proposed agreement. That is
an appropriate way of ensuring that the proposed standards are met and facilities are
appropriately responding to needs. However, it is not clear that the costs of those
monitoring processes are to be borne by the Joint Venture rather than councils.

Requested Actions:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

10.

DUAP pursue amendment of Section 94 of the EPA & A Act to recognise
Development Agreements.
The Department investigate the means by which it is intended the obligations
within the Development Agreement be readily transferable to other
development parties without the need for a complex administrative process.
Agreement be reached with Penrith and Blacktown City Councils on the full
details of the services and facilities, including costs and timing of delivery,
intended to be provided by Government Departments/Agencies, and such
agreements be incorporated in the Development Agreement and committed
prior to the REP advancing.
In this regard, individual government
agencies/departments should be nominated.
The timeframe requiring that the Joint Venture prepare employment strategy
progress reports to the Minister be provided at an interval of not more than 1
year.
The provision of affordable housing should not be represented as a
percentage of total lot production. Rather, the agreement should outline the
proposed number of lots to be transferred.
The proposed contribution towards the embellishment of the regional park of
$500 per residential land lot sold should be calculated as a lump sum figure,
and not dependent on total lot yield.
The Development Agreement recognise the need over time for variations in
community facility and service provision the Joint Venture is committed to
provide on the site.
The Development Agreement clarify that the Joint Venture be responsible for
all monitoring programs and their associated costs.

Draft Environmental Planning Strategy

ESD
As outlined above, the reference to obtaining sustainable development
outcomes on the site in the planning documents is relatively brief and
in our opinion, needs substantial elevation. Whilst it is true to say that
a number of elements of the EPS respond to ecological sustainability,
an overall, clear ESD framework which draws together all of these
elements and prescribes how these aspects interrelate in terms of
environmental, social and economic outcomes is absent. The inclusion
of a section in the EPS which sets clear principles and objectives for
sustainable outcomes on the site should be incorporated so that the
attainment of ESD goals in all attributes of the development is both
fundamental and apparent.

Urban Form
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The Draft EPS correctly picks up on the importance of the resultant
urban form which will emerge from development on the site, particularly
its importance in shaping people’s experience of a place.
Whilst a performance objective has been included which relates to
incorporating measures to discourage crime and facilitate safety, a
clear strategy for achieving that goal does not emerge. That aspect
should be reviewed and a community safety and crime prevention
strategy outlined for implementation.

Strategies
The above discussion outlines a series of issues which will require
attention. That review process will necessitate the revision of the EPS
to adequately reflect any changes made to the draft REP and/or the
development agreement.

Requested Actions:
1. That a section on ESD be included and elevated in prominence in
the document. That component should provide a clear framework
for delivering sustainable outcomes and draw together all of the
relevant environmental, social, and economic attributes of the
proposed development.
2. The EPS be amended in terms of the issues raised in Council’s
submission.
3. A section be added in the Urban Form chapter to outline a clear
strategy for achieving a safe community and means of
implementing crime prevention measures.
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PART B
BACKGROUND TO ISSUES
1

Biodiversity Conservation

1.1

Importance of the Site’s Biodiversity

It is undisputed that the site contains a large area of significant remnant bushland,
primarily Cumberland Plain Woodland. Cumberland Plain Woodland is listed by the
NSW Scientific Committee as an endangered ecological community and as such is
subject to special protection under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
(NSW), the Threatened Species Conservation Act (NSW) and the Endangered
Species Protection Act (Cth).
Cumberland Plain Woodland occurs only on the shale derived soils of Western
Sydney. It contains 57 ‘characteristic’ species and usually appears as a woodland
structure but may also include both more open and more dense areas. The definition
adopted for Cumberland Plain Woodland allows for areas which are degraded or
disturbed to be included, provided that sufficient understorey species remain to reestablish the characteristic community and that a natural structure can be regained
1
with regeneration .
The Register of the National Estate Database Place Report for the ADI site describes
it as ‘one of the major natural habitats for the region’ and states: -

“The vegetation remaining on the site is one of the largest
remnants of the vegetation communities that were once
widespread on the Cumberland Plain.
This vegetation
combined with that on the adjoining Register of the National
Estate listed Llandilo Natural Area, constitute the largest
remaining stand of these woodland types and represents a
significant portion of these communities still present in Western
Sydney.”
Only 6% of the pre European settlement extent of Cumberland Plain Woodland
remains. Within the City of Penrith, there is 178 ha of the listed lands located outside
of the proposed Regional Park zone proposed to be destroyed. This constitutes a
significant part of the largest remaining stand of Cumberland Plain Woodland in
Western Sydney. The importance of preserving this vegetation in its entirety is
enhanced by the fact that the very size of this stand makes it ecologically more viable
than many other areas.
The Australian Heritage Commission gave a large proportion of the site an interim
listing on the Register of the National Estate in 1997. In making that listing, the AHC
said of the ADI site: •
•

A priceless piece of our heritage;
One of the last surviving areas of grey box woodland which once dominated the
Cumberland Plain, west of Sydney;

1

Flora Assessment of the Disputed Areas of the Western Sydney Shale Woodlands, Ian
Perkins Consultancy Services, February 1999, pg. 13
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A rare experience to have such a natural treasure so close to the heart of a major
international city;
One of the prime natural habitats for the region and a home of various
endangered native plants and vulnerable animal species;
Several layers of historical importance

An objection to this listing, particularly those areas in the north west of the site not
included in the proposed Conservation Zone, was lodged by Lend Lease
Development. In response to the objection, the AHC commissioned reports by two
independent assessors–Biosis Research and Ian Perkins Consulting Services – to
investigate the objection and the value of the vegetation in the disputed areas. Both
reports recommended a final listing greater than the proposed section 22 Committee
Conservation Zone. The Perkins report provided the boundary that was finally
adopted by the AHC. The final National Estate Listing is included at Appendix 2.

1.2

Site Biodiversity Studies

As a part of preparing the report for the AHC, Ian Perkins Consultancy Services
conducted a detailed vegetation survey of the north-west sector of the site. It is
significant that this survey appears to have been the first comprehensive survey of
the vegetation in this area. The information provided to the Section 22 Committee
was based on a ‘very small number of quadrats established without any clear
2
methodology for location or overall vegetation assessment’. Perkins concludes that
the vegetation survey undertaken indicates that the assumption made by the
Committee that the north west sector was degraded with little biodiversity value lacks
validity.
Essentially, the Perkins report appears to indicate that the information upon which the
original conservation zone was based was incomplete and the assumptions
unjustified. This, in turn, has implications for the ongoing validity of the final outcome
of the Committees deliberations.
Council has commissioned an independent review of the studies and process leading
to the Regional Park proposal. A copy of that review, undertaken by Michael Doherty
of the CSIRO Wildlife and Ecology Unit, is attached to this submission. That review
highlights the conflicting assessments on the remnant vegetation between the
independent work undertaken by Ian Perkins on behalf of the Australian Heritage
Commission (AHC), and the National Parks and Wildlife Service of NSW. It notes
that the assessment undertaken by Gunninah Consultants, commissioned by the S.
22 Committee, an assessment that the NPWS and DUAP have adopted as the basis
for the proposed Regional Park zone, is significantly inadequate.
In this regard Doherty states that "the methodology used by Gunninah to assess the
conservation value of vegetation within the ADI site is inappropriate when assessing
conservation value at a fine - small patch - scale. The approach adopted by
Gunninah is a regional approach that has been used in the past to design and plan
conservation reserves over large areas to capture minimal examples of vegetation or
species populations. Gunninah compared one small patch with another within the
ADI site in an attempt to find the larger/most intact/more species rich patches and
then labeled those patches as some how representative of the vegetation on the site.
However, when vegetation types such as occur on the Cumberland Plain are reduced
to the small disturbed representation that is left, all patches become important, so
long as they have some existing value for flora and/or fauna.
In the case of the Cumberland Plain, because the disturbance history of any given
remnant stand of native vegetation may be unique, the concept that any given stand
can be representative is incorrect. It is therefore inappropriate to allocate priorities to
2

ibid pg. 19
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small patches of these vegetation types based on perceived notions of naturalness or
their state of degradation. Effectively, a threshold point has been passed beyond
which any area of remaining vegetation of that type must assume at least initially
some conservation value. This could relate as a first approximation to those
vegetation types which are represented by less than the nominal 15% of original
extent recommended for the Comprehensive, Adequate and Representative (CAR)
reserve system currently being put forward as part of the Comprehensive Regional
Assessment (CRA) process.
In the case of such poorly protected vegetation types as exist on the Cumberland
Plain, it is the sum total of what is left that will contribute to long term conservation of
plant species and communities, so assigning priority amongst what little is left, seems
a misdirected exercise and one that will inevitably lead to a further clearing and
degradation of these vegetation types.
Hence, establishing a hierarchy of
conservation significance may be appropriate for widespread vegetation types but
amongst small remnants of uncommon vegetation types, this approach is
unsatisfactory.
There are many factors to consider when determining the relative conservation value
of a vegetation remnant and apart from condition, the use of vulnerable species may
also be of use. However, the remaining areal extent of the vegetation type in
question is of primary importance as a factor. This is due to the fact that beyond
some lower limit, the presence of vulnerable species in one remnant versus their
absence in another becomes less significant. Rather, it is the fact that the vegetation
type has been so extensively cleared that any remnant assumes some importance
because it is a remnant of the original vegetation, which is of primary significance.
No one area can be expected to be fully representative of the vegetation type, given
stochastic factors such as fire and other disturbance and the natural variation of
vegetation with environment. What needs to be avoided is the implied assumption
that greater species richness is better, that is, that the site with the largest number of
species overall or the largest complement of vulnerable species is better than a
possibly less diverse neighbour and that therefore the less diverse remnant is of no
importance. This is not to say that a large number of regionally significant species
found on a site is not significant, but that, logically, further subdivision of a remnant
into smaller and smaller parcels for comparative purposes will always result in one
area that is less ‘diverse’ than another and so on ad infinitum.
Hence, in the case of the Cumberland Plain Woodlands and Castlereagh Woodlands
the lower limit of comparison has probably been reached such that all remnants are
important and have some, probably high, conservation value. Given that the gradual
attrition of what is left on private land still continues, remnants remaining on
Commonwealth or State land for example assume an even greater importance,
although the TSC Act now affords greater protection to species and communities
regardless of tenure. However, prioritising within these larger remnants, beyond the
most grossly physically disturbed area – that is, fully cleared and/or cultivated with no
regeneration – is an exercise that guarantees further loss of these already threatened
vegetation types and the restriction of populations of plants and animals to only a few
key areas with attendant problems with the long term maintenance of these
populations."
Consistent with the findings of Ian Perkins, Michael Doherty is critical of the fact that
only one survey was conducted in the northwest sector by Gunninah. It is significant
that the survey work undertaken by Perkins is the first comprehensive survey of the
vegetation in this area. The information provided to the Section 22 Committee was
based on a very small number of quadrats (one in the northwest sector) established
without any clear methodology for location or overall vegetation assessment. Perkins
concludes that the vegetation survey undertaken indicates that the assumption made
by the Committee that the north-west sector was degraded with little biodiversity
value lacks validity.
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Position of the National Parks and Wildlife Service

The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) was a part of the section 22
Committee and continues to be involved in the planning process. The Section 22
Committee developed a set of guidelines to cover both biodiversity generally and
threatened species and ecological communities. One of these guidelines specifically
states “ideally, all extant remnants of Cumberland Plain Woodland and Castlereagh
3
Woodland communities should be preserved and protected”.
According to
information in the Perkins report, the Section 22 Committee applied this (and other)
guidelines to information that was incomplete as to the extent of the Cumberland
Plain Woodland on the site. It can only be assumed that it was the incomplete
information that resulted in the current Conservation Zone boundary which excludes
some 178 ha of remnant Cumberland Plain Woodland, within the Penrith City Council
area.
When the Australian Heritage Commission released its final listing for the site the
Department of Urban Affairs and Planning requested that the NPWS review the
boundary of the Conservation Zone in light of the additional information contained in
the report by Ian Perkins. Given the extreme relevance of the information contained
in the Perkins report and its criticisms of the information upon which the Section 22
Committee based its deliberations, Council finds it difficult to comprehend how the
NPWS has, in conjunction with DUAP, concluded that the Conservation Zone
boundary represents a “balanced” conservation/development outcome and as a result
need not be altered.
The Perkins report states that “the conclusions of the section 22 assessment process
may have been adversely influenced by the lack of data collection in the north-west
4
sector.”
DUAP and NPWS have considered the National Estate listing. Their response is
included at Appendix 4. Four issues were specifically discussed in the report
prepared by DUAP and the NPWS with regard to whether or not the Conservation
Zone boundary should be altered. Council’s response to each of these issues is
outlined below: Representativeness: - the argument that the area listed by the AHC is essentially
‘more of the same’ when considered in context with the adopted Conservation Zone
does not make sense, particularly in light of the views expressed by Doherty. The
fact that it is represented elsewhere on this site does not change the fact that overall
this vegetation is an endangered ecological community recognised at both state and
federal level and as such should be preserved. The size of the stand of remnant
vegetation on this site should be celebrated, not used as an excuse to destroy part of
it. Surely, as the AHC have noted, the scale of the vegetation community is one of its
chief assets.
Manageability: - It is acknowledged that the boundary of those areas of the site listed
on the Register of the National Estate may present management shortcomings,
particularly in terms of edge-to-area ratios and urban interface. There has been no
discussion, however, of the opportunity for modifying the boundary to include the
listed areas but make the final park more manageable. Indeed, this very process was
undertaken for the existing Section 22 Committee Conservation Zone. Why should it
not be valid for the AHC listed areas?
Connectivity and Fragmentation: - The statement in the DUAP / NPWS report that
‘inclusion of the [AHC] listed areas is considered unlikely to significantly enhance the
connectivity of the proposed regional park to other bushland areas’ ignores the
3
4

Report of the Section 22 Advisory Committee for the ADI Site St. Marys, page 20
ibid pg. 2
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extensive areas of bushland to the north west and north east of the site. Council has
identified a significant flora and fauna corridor extending from the ADI site through the
transmission station at Cranebrook, crown land at Londonderry and ultimately to the
Agnes Banks Nature Reserve.
Aboriginal Heritage: - Council does not dispute that inclusion of the AHC listed areas
would be unlikely to lead to a substantially better Aboriginal Heritage outcome.
It has been suggested that methods other than including the AHC lands within the
Conservation Zone could be used to ensure the preservation of the vegetation.
These include incorporating stands of trees into local parks within the developed area
and placing low intensity uses such as schools within the AHC listed lands. Given the
sheer size of the area identified by the AHC as worthy of listing on the Register of the
National Estate but not included in the Conservation Zone, these means can only be
seen as completely impractical. Isolating stands of trees in parks or school grounds
will reduce or destroy their ecological viability, making attempts at conserving the
value of the vegetation through these means pointless.
Suggestions that adequate conservation of the AHC listed bushland can be achieved
through detailed planning for the site are therefore unrealistic at best. Development
of the area listed on the Register of the National Estate in any form, not least the form
currently proposed by Lend Lease and ADI, will inevitably result in complete
destruction of a large area of an endangered ecological community.
It is essential that the opportunity to preserve part of the largest remaining stand of
Cumberland Plain Woodland not be allowed to slip by. Through preservation of the
AHC listed bushland as a Regional Park the State Government has the ability to
conserve an important part of the biological heritage of Western Sydney.

2

Water Cycle Management

The Section 22 Committee identified the need for a Watercycle and Soil Management
study to be prepared to assist the REP process. The Study was commissioned by
the Joint Venture and prepared by Sinclair Knight Mertz in consultation with the Water
Cycle reference group convened by DUAP on which Council was represented.
The key issues to be addressed by the Water Cycle and Soil Management Study
related to water quality and flooding. The relevant principles for developing the site
were: 1.

No adverse impacts on upstream or downstream properties as a result of the
development

2.

There must be no nett adverse impact on water quality in the South Creek and
Hawkesbury Nepean Catchments

3.

Adequate protection from flooding must be provided for residents on site,
including no development below the 1% AEP.

The Study also covered issues such salinity, soil erosion and management, and
minimisation of potable water demand.
Modelling conducted for the study indicated that the development of the site could be
achieved without a significant adverse impact on upstream or downstream properties.
Water quantity and quality are proposed to be controlled through a number of artificial
water bodies located in various places around the site. The basins will operate as
permanent water features to control water quality, with capacity within them to
accommodate stormwater up to the 1% AEP.
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A separate study was conducted into appropriate controls for the land between the
1% AEP and the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF). This includes evacuation
measures, land use restrictions and additional standards for the design and
construction of buildings in this area.
Preliminary measures have also been proposed for sediment control during and after
construction, and for managing salinity and erodible soils in the long term.

2.1

Flood Planning Level

The site is subject to flooding from a number of sources including the HawkesburyNepean River system, flows in South Creek and Ropes Creek, and localised site
discharges.
Clause 1.4 of Penrith City Council’s “Interim Policy for Development of Flood Liable
Land” – 1991 states that Penrith City Council reserves the right to impose a higher
level of flood standard depending on the nature and circumstances surrounding each
development proposal.
The draft REP defines the “flood planning level” (“flood standard”) as the 1% AEP
flood level. This is related to the decision of the Section 22 Committee to endorse
this 1% AEP flood level as the “flood planning level”. The probable maximum flood
(PMF) levels at this location in the South Creek catchment are some 6 metres above
the 1% AEP "flood planning level" proposed in the draft REP. Whilst the 1% level
has been generally accepted to this point as the appropriate level for urban
development purposes in the City, the significant loss of flood plain storage and the
location of the ADI site being at the junction of two major creeks, warrant rigorous
consideration of the effects of more extreme floods as well as the potential for
cumulative effects.

Although special construction techniques and structural provisions could be
determined for industrial development, such measures are not considered
appropriate to adequately safeguard more conventional residential structures from
these severe site flooding conditions.
There is the potential for some 900 plus dwellings to be constructed on land identified
in the Structure Plan as “potential fill area” within the central precinct. Council's
Interim Flood Policy for Development of Flood Liable Land requires consideration of
floods larger than the standard flood (1% AEP) depending on the nature and
circumstances surrounding the development proposal and its location within the
catchment.

2.2

Filling of the South and Ropes Creek Floodplain

Council has never formally agreed to the concept of filling in the floodplain, as is
proposed by the development. The reservation is based on the dual beliefs that filling
in the floodplain is an unsound principle unless alternate flood storage is provided
elsewhere and of inter catchment equity i.e. this development should not be granted
rights to ‘use up’ the flood storage capacity for the remainder of the catchment.
Despite Council’s stated reservations the plan endorses the filling proposal on the
basis of the results of the Study which indicate upstream and downstream impacts
based on ADI filling only will be minimal.
Outlined below is a review of the Watercycle and Soil Management Study - August
1998 and the Section 22 Committee Report which form the basis of the Draft REP
and EPS presently on exhibition. This review has focused on filling in the floodplain
and flooding as it is considered that this is a major issue of contention for both Penrith
and Blacktown Council’s.
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Following severe flooding in the South Creek catchment since 1985,
including a major flood in April 1988 the then Department of Water
Resources engaged consultants, Willing and Partners to prepare a
comprehensive Floodplain Management Study for South Creek – this
study being completed in February 1991.
The major finding of this study was that there should be no increase in
the existing 1 in 100 AEP flood levels along South Creek as a result of
urbanisation.
The method proposed to offset the impacts of urbanisation on flood
levels by the consultants to the State Government, through the
Department of Water Resources (DWR) was to investigate sites for
retarding basins and to identify suitable locations for this storage to be
provided. This 1991 study identified land within the ADI site as the
critical location for controlling flood levels at the confluence of South
Creek and Ropes Creek. The study noted that this storage value is to
control mainstream flooding and it excludes any on-site detention
requirements which the Councils may impose.
The floodplain filling proposed by Lend Lease Developments (LLD)
within the ADI site is at the confluence of South Creek and Ropes
Creek and is therefore in complete conflict with the DWR’s 1991 study
findings.
The DWR’s study proposed that significant additional storage be
created at this location to help address floodplain storage which has
been lost and which will be required in the future to address upstream
development within South Creek valley.
LLD have held the view (since mid ‘97) that the Section 22 committee
had approved of the extensive filling of the South Creek and Ropes
Creek floodplains to generate additional urban development lands.
The ADI ‘Environmental and Development Masterplan’ prepared by
LLD states that the one per cent floodplain was then examined in more
detail. Sinclair Knight Merz found that certain backwater areas to the
west and east, could be reclaimed without significantly affecting
floodwater flows. The loss of storage capacity in this section of the
floodplain was to be compensated for by a series of large runoff
retention basins around the site.
It is noted within the ‘Total Water Cycle Management Plan’ that the
objectives of the plan for the St Marys site are to support the
establishment of a creek system which resembles that which existed
before development.
The Section 22 Committee Report states that the no development will
occur below the level of the 1% AEP flood events of South Creek and
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Ropes Creek, in accordance with the requirements of DUAP and the
policies of Blacktown and Penrith Councils. However, the Masterplan
proposes to fill some areas of land currently subject to flood inundation
by the 1% AEP flood. The Masterplan claims that this land can be
filled without significantly affecting flood flows, with the loss of storage
capacity being compensated for by other works within the site.
It is most important to note that contrary to these Masterplan claims no
‘compensatory storage’ function has been presented by LLD in the
current proposal to balance that which would be lost by any floodplain
filling proposal.
The Section 22 Committee expressed serious concern regarding the
floodplain filling proposed by LLD which, although never quantified by
LLD equates to more than 1 million cubic metres of crucial lost
floodplain storage ie. some 2 million plus tonnes of imported material
from locations well outside the ADI site.
To transport this volume of fill onto the ADI site translates to a loaded
truck movement every 6 minutes, 8 hours a day, five days per week for
some 5 years.
The consequences would be significant in terms of truck movements,
both loaded and empty together with the placement and compaction of
this fill on site and the significant stress upon new road infrastructure
within a developing or partially established residential estate in addition
to the adverse impact upon new residents.
The SREP ‘Addendum to Water Cycle and Soil Management Study,
August 1998’ Figure AD1 presents a ‘revised filling area’ proposed by
LLD of some 90 plus hectares (as also shown on Map 2 of the Draft
REP – Structure Plan) – this floodplain filling proposal creating both
urban and industrial lands does not represent a model development
scenario, ignores the principles of Ecologically Sustainable
Development (ESD), is inconsistent with responsible floodplain
management principles, and therefore should not be approved by
Council for the reasons presented.

3

Transport

A Transport Management Study was identified as needed as part of the preparation
of the REP. In broad terms, the issues that needed to be resolved by the study were:
1.

Identification of the impacts upon both the existing transport network and the
likely future network, and the infrastructure and upgrading required as a result
of the development.

2.

Definition of required timing for infrastructure upgrades together with funding
responsibilities.
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How to achieve the agreed target Journey to Work mode split of 70 / 30,
incorporating the options for transitways, upgrading of the regional transport
network, innovative public transport services, effective and early provision of
bus services within the development and priority bus routes to other major
destinations in the region.

4.

Location of major internal road connections to accommodate biodiversity and
heritage values.
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It was realised early on that the majority of the results of the transport study would be
incorporated into the Development Agreement as commitments by the Joint Venture
to transport infrastructure.
The transport management study was carried out by Sinclair Knight & Merz,
Consultant Engineers. The study includes detailed transport and traffic modelling and
has assessed in detail the impact of the proposed development on the existing traffic
and transport network. The study has used the traditional traffic and transport
modelling approach, but has also taken into consideration initiatives to increase
public transport patronage from the area by 10% (above the patronage in the
surrounding areas). This approach, in part, will result in a constrained traffic network
but with improved public transport infrastructure and services from the proposed
development site.
The study has recommended widening of the section of The Northern Road fronting
the development to four lanes, and has also proposed Penrith to St Marys transitways
through the site.
The study has also identified that the Great Western
Highway/Parker Street intersection and the Mamre Road/Great Western Highway
intersection are operating at capacity and need urgent improvement. The nature of
the intersection improvement has however not been discussed in the report. Funding
for the proposed upgrading and intersection treatments has been addressed as part
of a development agreement with the State Government and Council.
Council has a number of outstanding issues relating to transport on the site.

3.1

Modelling

Council has asserted from the outset that the modelling used by the consultants to
estimate traffic volumes was inadequate, and that as a result traffic loading on certain
key road links has been underestimated. The figures used in the model were lower
than the published RTA data for the same road links. Those roads most effected
include The Northern Road, Mamre Road, Dunheved Road, and Forrester Road.
The implications of the flaw in the modelling are that the existing volume of traffic
flowing along these roads has been underestimated, hence the ultimate volume of
traffic on these roads once the development occurs is also underestimated. Flowing
from that, the upgrading works proposed to cater for the development traffic may not
be sufficient, as they are designed for a lower traffic volume than will actually
eventuate. These links will therefore operate at or close to capacity.

3.2 Road capacity of Forrester Road and Glossop
Street
The study models the Forrester Rd / Glossop St. link as having the same capacity as
a major state arterial road. This ignores its present status as a regional road which
provides direct access to a number of residential properties. The guidelines for
regional roads specify a lane capacity of 900 vehicles per hour, whereas the
modelling for this link assumes a lane capacity of 1200 vehicles per hour.
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Clearly, assuming that Forrester Rd / Glossop St. is a major state arterial as opposed
to a regional road and can handle an additional 300 vehicles per hour will have a
significant impact on the amenity of the residences along these roads. It will also
have implications for the level of service this road can operate at and its effectiveness
as a transport link.
The assumption of higher traffic volumes along these roads also has implications for
their intersections with the Great Western Highway. These intersections will be
operating at capacity and although the Transport Study identifies a need for their
upgrading no concepts are proposed.

3.3

Intersection improvements

The Transport Study identifies the need to upgrade a number of intersections. These
are the Great Western Highway / Mamre Road intersection, Parker Street / Great
Western Highway intersection, Glossop Street / Great Western Highway intersection
and Coreen Avenue / Parker Street intersection. The report has suggested the
improvements required, but has not presented concepts on whether these
improvements can be implemented. Both the Mamre Rd / Great Western Highway
and Parker Street / Great Western Highway intersections are severely physically
constrained and cannot be upgraded without significant expense.
It is unacceptable that this development proposes to increase traffic volumes to an
extent that intersection upgrading is needed, but does not identify a means or cost for
this upgrading. The developer has not agreed to meet the full cost of any
improvements and given the constraints on at least two of the intersections, it is
possible that funding for the upgrade simply will not be available. This will result in an
unacceptable traffic flow situation on some of the major roads in Penrith.

3.4

Werrington Arterial

The southern section of the Werrington Arterial from the M4 to the Great Western
Highway is, in our view, needed to accommodate the increased traffic flows resulting
both from this development and from general population growth. This link has been
identified in ‘Shaping Western Sydney” and in the Penrith Regional Transport Study.
This link was modeled as part of the Transport Study for ADI but due to the
assumptions discussed above, principally the capacity of Forrester Rd. / Glossop St.,
the demand for this road was, in the consultant’s view, insufficient. As already
discussed, Forrester Rd / Glossop St. has been inappropriately modeled as a state
arterial, rather than a regional road, and a number of key intersections will be
operating at capacity. In our view, if this link was modeled with appropriate
constraints, the southern section of the Werrington Arterial would be justified.

3.5

M2 extension

The Section 22 Committee specified that the extension of the M2 was to be
addressed in the Transport Study. This has not been covered, primarily due to a
reluctance of the RTA to consider it as an option due to funding constraints. A
corridor through the site was initially proposed but the only option being discussed at
present is a link through the Forrester Road corridor.
Council has previously raised a concern that the location of this corridor should be
established prior to any rezoning of the site. There is some doubt as to whether the
corridor along Forrester Rd under discussion can be achieved, and if it cannot then
other options may need to be incorporated into the REP for the ADI site.

3.6

Increase in public transport use
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The Study justifies a congested road network on the basis that improved public
transport will be provided on the ADI site. There is, however, no proposal to improve
the public transport for existing residential areas around the site that will also be
affected by the congested road network.

3.7

Commuter Carpark at St Marys Station

The commuter carpark on the north side of St Marys station is currently fully utilised
during the day, and it is considered that this development will increase demand for
parking in this area. The Transport Study does not support provision of additional
commuter parking on the basis that it is contrary to the goal of encouraging public
transport use. This does not take into account multi purpose trips that cannot be
satisfied by public transport to the station. Accordingly, it is considered that the
capacity of the commuter carpark at St Marys should be increased to cater for
demand from this development.

3.8

Early provision of public transport services

The early provision of public transport is the key to establishing patterns of public
transport usage and achieving the 10 % mode shift. The study proposes two transit
links – one from the site to Penrith Station and the other from the site to St Marys
station. Both the provision and the timing of these links as outlined in the Transport
Study are supported.
The study does not, however, discuss how bus services will operate on these links or
around the site. It suggests that the level of service can be negotiated with the
Department of Transport using the minimum service levels principle.
The minimum service levels principle will not achieve a level of public transport
service sufficient to establish patterns of public transport use envisioned for the area
and relied upon to achieve the modal split and justify the congested road network
proposed by the Study. If the mode split is not achieved, this will have a significant
impact on the functioning of the road network which has been designed around a
lower use of cars resulting from a higher use of public transport. This will effect not
just residents of ADI, but also existing residents of surrounding areas, commercial
traffic and through traffic.

4

Human Services And Open Space

It was considered essential for the better urban outcomes proposed for this
development that human services and open space be provided for the incoming
population in a timely manner. Both councils had experienced delays in service
provision in new estates which compromised the utility of these services to the new
residents. The key issues to be determined by the Human Services and Open Space
Study were the required level of service provision for the incoming population and the
timely provision of these services.
Similarly to transport, the majority of the results of this Study will be incorporated into
the Development Agreement. These results are outlined within the Development
Agreement Section of this paper.
Generally, the level of service provision proposed for both Human Services and Open
Space is as good as or marginally better than Council has received in any other
previous urban development in the City. The success of the innovation of the people
and place working group and the infrastructure co-ordination group remains to be
seen, however if commitment to timely provision of human services by the state
government can be achieved it will be a major step forward.
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District Level Open Space

Although potentially providing an opportunity for some district level recreation, the
proposed Regional Open Space zone has limitations for active open space due to its
flood liability, relationship of adjoining uses and accessibility. The irregularity of the
shape may also limit the usability and function of the open space zone. Nonetheless,
further detailed examination of the potential uses for this land needs to be undertaken
in order to clearly define its future role.
The Human Services and Open Space Planning examinations did not advance a
proposal for district level open space facilities on the ADI site, primarily as the
Councils had not previously introduced facilities to accommodate this level of sporting
activity in previous release areas. However, it is important to consider the broader
recreation demands that will be generated by the development of this site and to
recognise the participation of the future residents in sporting activities at that level. It
is appropriate to pursue contributions or the establishment of facilities from the ADI
development for recreation at the district level.
Whilst district level open space provision has not previously been incorporated in past
release area plans, it is reasonable to consider the opportunities that the ADI site
could afford recreation functions at that level i.e. broader LGA requirement rather
than local need. In this respect, the proposed Regional Park will undoubtedly afford a
broad range of passive recreational pursuits, whilst the proposed Regional open
Space could accommodate a number of active recreational pursuits e.g. district level
playing fields, notwithstanding that this area is largely below the 1 in 100 year flood
level.
The open space study identified the potential for district facilities, possibly an indoor
recreation centre/swimming pool to be provided on the ADI site. Reuse of existing
buildings was considered. However, no clear outcome emerged, other than the issue
of district level facilities being held over for possible future negotiation. As a result the
Draft Development Agreement does not appear to include contributions towards any
district based level facilities.
It is relevant, in our opinion given the identified shortfall in active district level sporting
facilities throughout Penrith and the growing level of enquiry from major sporting
groups, to request the ADI developer to provide a monetary contribution to district
open space embellishment/establishment, beyond the assigned value of the Regional
Open Space land.
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Regional Open Space Corridors

The proposed South Creek and Ropes Creek Corridors as detailed within the
‘Conservation and Recreation Strategy Report’ have not been incorporated or
referenced within the draft planning documents. This is despite a press release in
February 1998 from the then Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning heralding the
Draft REP as an opportunity for which to join Western Sydney’s established open
space corridors.

4.3

Local Open Space Contributions

The Environmental Planning Strategy proposes that precinct plans incorporate a
range of open space and recreation opportunities. The Open Space/Recreation Plan
prepared by the developers consultants raises in its analysis a number of recent
recreation demand and behaviour trends and suggests the need for future planning to
focus on such factors:
•
•
•
•
•

A greater emphasis on informal – non-competitive and recreational opportunities
Desire for more sophisticated design linkages which have a recreation and
functional transport purpose, linking activity points
Desire for sites to tolerate heavy usage increasing recognition and expectation of
access for all groups of the community
Need for flexibility to adapt to changing trends
An increase in interest in the environment and heritage

The approach taken in the study was to compare recent open space provision in both
Penrith and Blacktown LGA’s, in particular the Glenmore Park and Parklea Release
areas. That analysis recognised move away from a quantity-based approach to open
space provision to one founded on addressment of community needs and the
environmental characteristics of the site.
The Joint Venture has provided an analysis of the open space provision related to
Glenmore Park compared with their commitments to the ADI development. A similar
analysis has been done for the proposed developer contributions relating to
community facilities outlined in the draft development agreement. Those calculations
indicate that the level of developer contributions for the ADI site, both in terms of area
to be provided for open space and related embellishment costs, slightly exceed that
provided for Glenmore Park (3.20 ha per 1,000 persons for ADI compared to 3.04 ha
per 1,000 persons for Glenmore Park).
In terms of the proposed embellishment costs, the information from the Joint Venture
indicates a proposed expenditure of $9.87 million in the Penrith area on open space
establishment, compared with around $5.74 million (current figure) for open space
embellishment in Glenmore Park. The draft development agreement, however, does
not indicate these figures and it will be important to ensure that the final agreement
accurately details the funds to be allocated towards open space provision in the
development.
The methodology applied following demographic analysis for the likely future
population of the site and identification for likely facility requirements, was to define
open space provision rates for a range of recreation and sporting facilities. It is
understood that where a difference existed between the Penrith and Blacktown
provision rates, the higher rate prevails. The draft Development Agreement outlines
the provision rates in schedule B.
In general terms, it is important to recognise the development’s implementation will
span some 17 or so years and that as a consequence, it will be necessary to maintain
some degree of flexibility over that time in terms of ensuring a good match between
emerging community recreational needs and the nature of the open space facilities
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provided. The approach taken in the Open Space Plan provides a baseline level of
provision, assuming a notional lot yield scenario of 8000 and a population in the order
of 24,000 people. This approach has been demonstrated in the growth of the
Glenmore Park Estate where, for example, emerging trends for various active sport
demand level has altered from original predictions.

4.4

Health Services

It appears that the impacts of the ADI proposal in regard to Health Services are
assessed in the draft reports as being minimal and likely to be covered largely by
existing capacity. The schedules in the draft Development Agreement are at odds
with the Human Services & Open Space Community Plan study reports prepared by
consultants Brain Elton and Associates.
The existing provisions of health services would not be able to accommodate a
development of the size proposed for the ADI site and there is no provision made for
additional services. The Human Services & Open Space Community Plan Stage 1
clearly identifies additional health services including hospital beds. Mental Health
Services are also included. The Draft Development Agreement does not specify
mental health services and states that no additional capacity is required for off-site
health services, including hospital beds.
Council participated in the “People and Place Working Party“ which assisted with the
development of the study reports and Council’s staff worked directly with the
consultants on specific details of these reports.
More investigation as to the reasons for the shift in the assessment of the impacts of
ADI on health services is needed. There is some discrepancy and apparent overlap
in the state government provisions and the developer contributions.

5

Business And Economic Development

5.1 Job Creation
One of the established planning principles for the site is that the incoming population
should not add to the existing job deficit both in Penrith and the region in general.
The Development of the ADI St Marys site has always been predicated upon the
principle that employment would be generated at a rate equivalent to the number of
labour force participants residing on the site.
This has been assessed on the following basis:
Resident workforce
Participating workforce
Onsite employment
Off site employment
Total

10,011
8,904
4,947
3,957
8,904

Jobs to service resident population on site
JV generated jobs on site
Total

2,128
2,819
4,947

Population generated (on and off site)
JV generated (on site)
Total

6,085
2,819
8,904
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It is estimated that the proposed introduction of additional population of some 24,000
residents, will generate approximately 6000 jobs both off-site and on-site. In order to
provide jobs to equal the increased participating workforce the Joint Venture partners
will be required to generate some 2,819 jobs.
A significant number of the proposed jobs to be created will be off-site. Although
indirect employment creation related to such a new urban development can be
expected, the proposal suggests in the order of 3,950 jobs will need to be created
external to the site. The monitoring of this level of job creation will no doubt be
difficult.
The Joint Venture has promoted its employment strategy as creating 9,000 new jobs.
It needs to be highlighted that at best, the number of jobs to be created will only
equate with the job demands of the incoming residents, ie, it is not expected there will
be any nett increase in job opportunities compared with the current population levels.
Also, the employment studies suggest that some 6,085 jobs would be created in any
event from a development of this scale without, it would seem, a pro-active
employment program.
An employment land development strategy was prepared on behalf of the Joint
Venture and submitted to the members of the Steering Committee. The study looked
at a number of issues, including: •

Emerging employment trends and their implications for future employment and
industry structure.

•

Analysis of employment growth and the current relationship between jobs and the
resident workforce in both Penrith and Blacktown.

•

Identification of industry sectors and employment activities as prime targets for
location on the ADI land.

•

Supply and take up of employment land and a review of comparable
developments.

•

Projected employment demand of the incoming population for the ADI land.

•

Marketing and implementation strategies for the St. Marys site, specifically based
around target industries.

•

An assessment of the number of jobs that could be attracted and the required
land area to accommodate them.

The study identified agricultural based businesses, environmental based businesses,
business services, home working and home based businesses and small start up
enterprises as the key areas of employment generating activities to be targeted for
this site. This was based on an assessment of the key features of the site and
emerging industry trends.
The “Draft St Marys Environmental Planning Strategy” cites this objective and states
that
“Adherence to this principle will ensure that development of the site:
•

“Will not add to the existing employment deficit in the region”

•

“Will contribute to greater employment containment in, and thereby contribute to a
reduction in the proportion of people that commute long distances to work”

Whereas the Draft REP uses somewhat “softer” language than this and states that:
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“The total number of jobs generated by development on the land to which this clause
applies (including jobs generated on the surrounding land) is to approximate the
number of workers who will be resident on the land to which this plan applies after
the development has been carried out.
The difference between equivalent and approximate, and labour force participants
and workers is subtle, but could still result in a jobs: workforce deficit.
Also, the “Outline of the Proposed Development Agreement” states:
“The Joint Venture will use its best endeavours to generate jobs in the region equal
to the number of workers living on the site.”
This would seem to leave a margin for interpretation and argument for progressing to
the next stage of development without having met employment targets.
A further principle that has been enunciated in the “Outline of the Proposed
Development Agreement” is that strategies will:
•
•

“Relate to existing employment strategies within the Region
“Ensure a co-operative approach to attracting employment rather than promoting
competition within the Region”

The employment strategy proposes that jobs will be met from:
•
•
•

Community services (schools etc) necessary to service the population,
Retail services required to support the resident population on ADI,
Development of small business through the use of incubators, support structures
and a “home business zone”
• A Call Centre Strategy
• Developing “Agribusiness” opportunities, and
• Attracting hi-tech industries to complement the established ADI Electronics
business.
A shortfall within the draft plans is that there is no mention of the need for other
employment strategies to be consistent with and in co-operation, not competition with
other regional strategies. This is discussed in the “Outline of the Proposed
Development Agreement” but is not progressed in the SREP. The Employment
Strategy in seeking to create employment in areas such as Agribusiness, Call
Centres and Information Technology will be in competition with strategies already
being pursued in the region. A co-operative approach will be essential to the success
of both strategies. It would be appropriate to include this concept within Chapter 11
(Employment) of the RES.
The Joint Venture must implement the strategies identified in the Employment
Development Strategy. It also requires that employment land be bulk serviced for
each stage of the development to ensure that it is available for development.
Good links to regional transport are considered essential to the success of any
employment area. This site is some distance from major transport links (the Great
Western Highway, the M4 and the western railway) and there is some concern as to
whether the employment land strategy will be strong enough to overcome this
disadvantage.
A further issue is the Impact of business services, especially call centres, on Penrith
CBD if call centres prove unviable and buildings are left empty.

5.2

Retail
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As the western precinct of the ADI site has been assumed to be similar
in size and demographics to Glenmore Park (including the income and
expenditure patterns) a retail centre similar to that recently considered
by Council for Glenmore Park would be considered appropriate.
In this regard, the draft REP limits the overall amount of retail floor space on the site
2
2
2
to 13,000m – 7,500m in the western precinct, 2,500m in the central precinct and
2
3,000m in the eastern and Ropes Creek precincts (combined). This will allow a retail
centre of a roughly equivalent size to that proposed to be developed in Glenmore
Park to be developed in the western precinct, as considered appropriate by Council.
However, Under the draft REP Council has the ability to vary these floorspace figures
if it is satisfied that the overall amount of floorspace proposed for the site will not be
greater than that required to reasonably service the local residential community and
workforce.
The retail strategy previously presented to the Working Party indicated a desire to
establish Regional Retail facilities on the site, to compete with other facilities in the
region. The definition of “local residential community and workforce” could be
argued to include a wider retail catchment than the proposed development area.
Accordingly, the provisions within the REP relating to restrictions upon retail and
commercial development should be amended to include a cross-reference to the
performance objective that retail and commercial development on the land to which
the REP applies is not to undermine the regional and district retail and commercial
centre hierarchy.
Previously, there has been a lag between the start up of new urban releases and
related inflow of new population and the provision of appropriate retail services and
commercial facilities to service the needs of that growing community. It is imperative
that there be very early provision of retail facilities as part of its first stage.

6

Regional Environmental Plan

6.1

Regional Park Zone

The proposed Regional Park zone does not demonstrate a direct relationship with the
Australian Heritage Commission (AHC) boundaries. The final listing of the land on
the Register of the National Estate incorporates approximately 829 hectares. Within
the City of Penrith, there is approximately 178 ha of the listed lands located outside of
the proposed Regional Park zone.
Council has commissioned an independent review of the studies and process leading
to the Regional Park proposal. A copy of that review is attached to this submission.
That review highlights the conflicting assessments on the remnant vegetation
between the independent work undertaken by Ian Perkins on behalf of the Australian
Heritage Commission (AHC), and the National Parks and Wildlife Service of NSW. It
notes that the assessment undertaken by Gunninah Consultants, commissioned by
the S. 22 Committee, an assessment that the NPWS and DUAP have adopted as the
basis for the proposed Regional Park zone, is essentially flawed in its methodology,
as the scientific method used is inappropriate for the scale of the site.
It is considered that the objectives of the zone are unable to satisfactorily be achieved
if the AHC listed areas are not incorporated in their entirety. The importance of the
AHC listing is not addressed by the draft REP and the adequacy of the Section 22
conservation zone has been disputed by Council.
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Should the draft REP as exhibited advance, then clearly there will be difficulties which
will emerge in the Council being compelled to deal with various development
applications which would seek to destroy a valuable natural asset which has been
recognised as being worthy of being listed on the Register of the National Estate. We
believe that Council's obligations under the provisions of the Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act in relation to development which will impact on an "endangered
ecological community" remain and that "8 part tests" will be called up for each
development proposal located within an area of Cumberland Plain Woodland.
Whilst DUAP put the view that the environmental examinations undertaken to date
through the State planning process are an adequate basis upon which to make such
decisions, the Council must make its own determination of the suitability of individual
development proposals where they impact upon vegetation communities identified
under the provisions of Threatened Species Conservation legislation.
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Regional Open Space zone

The Section 22 Committee process identified that this area of land was substantially
flood liable and has undergone significant disturbance from previous land use
activities. As a result, it was considered that the land had utility for a range of
potential recreation uses.
The joint venture's proposal seeks to relocate the electricity transmission line to align
with the western edge of the Regional Open Space zone. The current view of the
NPWS is unclear in terms of their preparedness to accept ownership and
management of this area of land or its transfer once the easement issue is resolved
for addition to the Regional Park.
At this juncture, we understand that DUAP will retain ownership of this parcel of land
until this issue is resolved. Notwithstanding the irregular shape of the land and its
flood liability, some opportunities may exist for district level active open space and
that aspect should be further considered. It is relevant to note that regional open
space lands have traditionally been transferred to local Councils from DUAP for care,
control and management. The proposed Regional Open Space could provide a
broad range of active recreational opportunities.

6.3

Employment zone

The zoning map for the draft REP indicates an elongated employment zone
stretching over one kilometre of frontage to the Northern Road. Although the REP
specifies that direct vehicular access to the Northern Road is prohibited from the site,
there is still some concern about the appropriateness of the configuration of the zone
and the appearance it will present. It is likely, however, that the amount of land
zoned for employment purposes across the site will be sufficient to accommodate the
number of jobs required.
Local retail or commercial premises are intended to be permitted within the
employment zones. An issue emerges in relation to the location of the major western
retail precinct in that the structure plan suggests its location within the employment
zone adjacent to The Northern Road. We have previously expressed the view to
DUAP that a more centrally located and more readily accessible retail centre location
should be established in the western precinct (urban zone). This is also relevant in
considering the implications and impacts on other external existing retail centres.

6.4

Urban zone

A stated objective of this zone is to ensure that development adjacent to the Regional
Park zone does not have a negative impact on biodiversity or conservation within that
zone. Large tracts of Cumberland Plain Woodland have been included in the urban
zone. In the absence of the precinct planning process advancing, it is a reasonable
view to expect that the majority of that bushland will be removed in favour of a range
of urban uses.
There is also no reference to any urban buffers to the Regional Park which would
seek to minimise urban impacts on the biodiversity precincts. Some reference should
be given to how the interface will be effectively managed and planned. This is also
relevant in respect of The Northern Road interface and establishing a quality visual
presentation to this prominent gateway into the urban area of Penrith.

6.5

Road and Road Widening zone

This zone provides for roads to be constructed through the Regional Park zone. This
is an issue that Council has raised to DUAP in the past as providing the potential for
ongoing impact and severance to the biodiversity zones, potentially creating a barrier
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to fauna movement. The counter argument expressed has been based on the
transport implications of having to move outside of the ADI land to provide vehicular
connections to each of the proposed precincts. Locating a road adjacent the
southern edge of the estate would have added impacts on the existing residential
neighbourhoods which abut.

6.6

Structure Plan

The REP requires that precinct plans be generally consistent with the Structure Plan,
but does not provide any mechanism for varying that plan. It is noted that two
potential retail centres are located in the western precinct. Doubt is expressed as to
the viability of a second centre in this area, based on our Glenmore Park experience.
Also, as mentioned above, the location of the major centre should be more centrally
positioned in our view.
The proposal to relocate the existing high voltage transmission line, as identified on
the Structure Plan, will result in the line adjoining the eastern boundary of the central
precinct to be created by the “potential fill area”. This major high voltage transmission
line is proposed to immediately abut potential residential areas for a distance of
1.7km. This proposal does not represent a model development scenario or offer a
responsible approach to urban development, given serious concerns raised by the
general community with regard to residential areas adjoining high voltage
transmission lines.

6.7

Precinct Plans

Once land has been declared a release area, a precinct plan must be prepared which
provides substantially more detail on the development proposed for the site. A
precinct plan may be prepared by council, the owner of land within a precinct or the
lessee of land within a precinct (with the consent of the owner). Once prepared, a
precinct plan must be submitted to Council for assessment and exhibition. The
exhibition process is the same as that required for a Development Control Plan,
however the REP requires that Council provide the land owner with a summary of the
issues raised in any submissions received within 28 days of the exhibition closing.
Council has the authority under the draft REP to approve a precinct plan without
modification, or with modifications agreed to by the proponent. If Council wishes to
make modifications to a precinct plan not agreed to by the proponent, or refuse it,
consent must be granted by the Minister to do so.
It was initially intended that the REP would require submission and approval of a
precinct plan prior to submission and approval of development applications, however
it appears that this requirement has been removed from the current version of the
draft REP.
The provisions relating to the approval of draft precinct plans are of concern in that
Council may only approve a draft precinct plan with amendments if the applicant
agrees or proposes those amendments or with the approval of the Minister. This
raises the question of ownership of the precinct plan and Council's control of the likely
final development pattern which will emerge on the site.
Furthermore, Council is unable to refuse a draft precinct plan unless it has obtained
the agreement of the Minister, and the Minister may approve a draft precinct plan if
Council has not approved the plan within 6 months. This process does not parallel
existing opportunities for Council to produce more detailed design and development
guidelines in DCP's where those plans may be adopted by Council without reference
to a third party.
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Aims

The REP has up front a series of stated aims ranging over rezoning the land for
urban, employment generating development and conservation purposes, heritage
conservation, social/economic and recreation outcomes.
One aim relates to
supporting the St. Marys EPS. In our view, the EPS in fact supports the SREP and
provides a context for future development of the site, consistent with stated
performance objectives and strategies. The aim should "require" the implementation
of the EPS.

6.9

Water Cycle

The Draft REP and EPS do not specifically relate to SREP 20 - Hawkesbury-Nepean
River or accompanying action plan. It is considered that the provisions are short on
innovation or intent to improve the condition of South Creek and ultimately the
Hawkesbury-Nepean river. Rather the intent appears to be focus on maintaining the
status quo.

7

Environmental Planning Strategy

7.1

Human Services

The Council resources required for the preparation, implementation and monitoring of
Precinct Plans is a key issue. Specific management plans for transport , employment
and environmental objectives will add complexity to assessing the performance of
Precinct Plans. Resources required to bring these into effect are not clearly
identified, especially in the schedules contained in the developer agreement. Council
can expect to be providing considerable staff and time to participating in the planning
structures identified in the EPS:
•

The Infrastructure Co-ordination Group; and

•

The People and Place Working Party

The EPS also provides strategies to achieve performance objectives, which require
more consideration, particularly as they relate the open space provisions.

7.2

ESD

Improved transparency and accountability of statements within the performance
objectives is needed. Whilst ESD appears to be a consideration for the items listed
under each of the headings such as ‘Air Quality’, and ‘Conservation’, ESD principles
need to be specified and addressed clearly within each of the topic areas within the
performance objectives.
ESD needs to resource promotional and awareness raising of ESD principles.
Performance indicators and measurement/monitoring tools need to be detailed in the
REP.
Development of the site will require implementation of energy efficient principles, both
in the design and construction of the development and in terms of ongoing operation.
A performance objective is to ensure adverse air quality is minimised by "appropriate
measures". These measures do not appear to be quantified.
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It would seem appropriate that an overall site waste management strategy should be
developed as a fundamental initiative in the precinct planning process.

7.3

Urban Form

A performance objective included in the REP and the EPS relates to the need for
incorporating measures to discourage crime and facilitate safety. However, the EPS
does not go on to outline a clear strategy for how that goal is to be achieved. It is a
fundamental issue that must receive more prominence in the way in which the urban
form and the public domain are designed and located on the site. What should also
be considered is how in the provision of human services and the interrelationship of
relevant community groups and emergency service agencies can also play a
significant role in delivering a safe community on the ADI site. Particular emphasis
needs to be given to the design of open space and recreation areas and commercial
precincts.

8

Outline Development Agreement

8.1

Affordable Housing

The Joint Venture is to offer 3% of all subdivided and serviced residential lots to the
state govt. at no cost for the purpose of providing affordable housing in perpetuity.
These lots are to be scattered throughout the development and be similar in features
to surrounding lots. If the State Govt. does not accept the offered lots within 12
months, the Joint Venture may sell them without further obligation. The State Govt.
may also sell some of the offered lots to provide funds for construction of affordable
housing on the remaining lots.
Early announcement by the Minister suggested that 30% of the housing on the ADI
site would be in the affordable bracket. There is in our view a need to quantify the
number of lots which will be produced for affordable housing development rather than
to continue expressing it as a percentage of total yield.

8.2

Monitoring and Review

The development agreement can only be varied with the agreement of all parties,
though it is anticipated a review will occur prior to the release of each release area
(other than the initial release). It is important that a regular review program be
installed so that performance of the agreement is able to be effectively checked and
remedial steps put in place by relevant parties if there are gaps emerging or that the
agreement requires variation to deliver a better outcome.
The development agreement requires that the Joint Venture prepare progress reports
to the Minister at an interval of not more than 3 years to detail progress made on
attracting business to the site and the number of jobs created. The 3 year cycle is far
too long a timeframe in which to effectively identify and turn around any deficiencies
which may occur in the strategy once they are detected. A12 month reporting interval
is more appropriate.
A number of monitoring processes are called up by the proposed agreement. That is
an appropriate way of ensuring that the proposed standards are met and facilities are
appropriately responding to needs. However, it is not clear that the costs of those
monitoring processes are to be borne by the Joint Venture rather than councils.
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Enforceability/Adaptability

It is understood that DUAP intend that the Development Agreement will replace the
need for a Section 94 Plan for the site. It is our understanding that Section 94 is the
only legal mechanism by which Council is authorised to require the provision of
services and facilities pursuant to the provision of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act (EPAA).
In the absence of an amendment to the EPAA, the Development Agreement would be
deemed to be a commercial contract enforceable through the commercial division of
the Supreme Court.
Although this may be a perfectly suitable mechanism,
particularly in light of the present constraints which cover the administration of the
Section 94 Plans, we are not aware of any substantive precedent in the method of
administrating the delivery of services and facilities.
A further concern is the ability for the obligations of the agreement to be transferred to
subsequent purchasers/developers of the land.
Whilst there may be legal
mechanisms which can be written into the agreement to achieve that, the checks and
balances required to ensure that other parties inheriting responsibilities deliver the
required services and facilities in accordance with the agreement are likely to be quite
complex.
Given the scale of the site and its single ownership, there are benefits in pursuing a
form of development agreement to achieve outcomes for the community as well as a
means of binding the relevant government agencies and authorities in their provision
of required services and infrastructure.
A further issue which requires clarification is how changing trends in the demands for
community facilities and services in such a Development Agreement can be
accommodated. To be truly effective the Agreement needs to be flexible in terms of
the range and nature of facilities and services to be provided. This will be particularly
so when Council seeks to vary city-wide service and facility delivery through other
Section 94 Plans.
On balance, it would seem that there will still need to be a requirement to prepare a
parallel Section 94 plan which would, in an open and transparent way, provide a
recognised means of ensuring the timely delivery of facilities required by the new
development.
Council has previously requested that DUAP pursue an amendment of Section 94 of
the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act to recognise development
agreements. That request should be renewed.
Furthermore, we should seek from the Minister some assurance that the
Development Agreement mechanism is sufficiently flexible while offering certainty to
the services and facilities delivery.

8.4

Government Commitment

As it is intended that the development agreement will replace a Section 94
contributions plan, it is imperative that the agreement has full details of what services,
facilities and infrastructure are intended to be provided, their accurate costing, a
schedule of works indicating their timing of delivery and a clear understanding of
which group or agency is responsible for their provision.
Concern is raised about the lack of this detail in terms of the proposed Government
commitments. We have previously raised to DUAP the benefit in identifying individual
government departments or agencies rather than the generic reference to NSW
Government. The Outline Development Agreement also does not indicate what
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government commitments are proposed for recurrent expenditure to maintain and
manage the facilities which will be delivered, particularly the Regional Park.
The anticipated completion times of all the proposed transport upgrading works have
also not been specified in the Outline Development Agreement. The relevant State
Government agencies have not provided any comments on the funding level
attributable to the State Government for works such as upgrading of the Northern
Road, the Bus Transitway, upgrading to off-site intersections, regional bicycle
facilities, and Penrith Railway Station Bus Interchange.
Human Services and Facilities to be provided by the State Government are listed in
the development agreement, but no specific commitment to provide these is indicated
in the agreement. Instead, the State Government ‘acknowledges the need’ to
progressively provide services and agrees to monitor and revise priorities though the
Infrastructure Co-ordination Group.
What should be provided in our view is a clearer understanding and detailed schedule
of how this and other off-site services, such as emergency services, policing services
etc, will be managed in order to deal with the increased population demands arising
from the ADI site. The State Government will need to commit to ensuring that the
ADI development will not have any negative implications for existing services and
facilities in the region.

8.5

Regional Park Contribution

The proposed contribution towards the embellishment of the regional park of $500
per residential land lot sold. Concern is raised that this form of contribution gears
itself to lot yield, ie, the more development which occurs on the site, the more funds
are generated for the Regional Park. That approach may be contradictory to
achieving the optimal conservation outcome for the site and should be amended to
incorporate a lump sum which is related to the expected quantum of development as
all of the other developer contributions are geared.

8.6

Transport

The development agreement is to be signed between the Joint Venture, the State
Government, Blacktown and Penrith City Councils. It is intended to outline funding
responsibilities and timing of the recommended works to accommodate the proposed
urban development. Road works covered in the development agreement include:
•

upgrading of The Northern Road,

•

the bus transitway to Penrith and St Mary Railway Stations,

•

upgrading of off-site intersections,

•

regional bicycle facilities,

•

Penrith Railway Station bus interchange,

•

upgrading of Dunheved Road in the vicinity of the Werrington shops.

Timing: The anticipated completion times of all the proposed upgrading works have
not been specified in the document. To ensure that the recommended works are
carried out on time, the development agreement should specify a schedule of all the
proposed works.
Upgrading of The Northern Road and the Bus Transitway: This is to be funded
by the Joint Venture and the State Government. The relevant State Government
agencies have not provided any comments on the funding level attributable to the
State Government.
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Upgrading to Off-Site Intersections: The draft document indicates that the Joint
Venture has proposed a contribution of $250,000 each for the upgrading of the Great
Western Highway/Parker Street and the Great Western Highway/Mamre Road
intersections. The nature and scope of the proposed upgrading has not been clarified
in the document, and it would appear the Roads and Traffic Authority has not even
carried out a concept design for the proposed upgrading works. It is considered that
the nature and scope of the upgrading works should be defined and the contributions
by the State Government specified before the development agreement is signed.
Regional Bicycle Facilities: The Joint Venture proposes to contribute $430,000 for
regional bicycle facilities, with the remaining amount to be contributed by the State
Government. The quantum of works has, however, not been identified in the
document. The level of contribution has therefore not been clarified in the document.
It is considered that this level of contribution by the State Government (and/or
Councils) should be clarified before the document is signed.
Penrith Railway Station Bus Interchange: The development agreement has
proposed a contribution of $250,000 by the Joint Venture. The contribution by the
State Government has not been specified. The draft document indicates that the
contribution by the Government will be the balance of the cost of works less any
contributions by other developments, (ie, the North Penrith Urban Investigation Area).
It is considered that the cost of works and the contribution by the Government and
any other development should be clarified before the agreement is signed.
Upgrading of Dunheved Road in the Vicinity of Werrington Shops: In our
discussions with the Joint Venture, I understand the section of Dunheved Road in the
vicinity of the shops was to be widened to four lanes. The document has not
addressed the level of funding to be provided by either the Joint Venture or the
Government.
Promotion of Public Transport: A total of $300,000 ($150,000 each for the two
stages of the development) is allocated in the agreement. However, the nature of the
promotion has not been discussed in either the development agreement or the
detailed transport management study. It is considered that clarification should be
provided on the anticipated public transport promotion.
Provision of an Overpass at St Marys Railway Station: The document indicates
that the Joint Venture would provide 50% of the funding for the facility, with the State
Government providing the remaining 50%. Further investigation by the Joint Venture
on the need for the overpass is suggested in the document. It is considered that the
investigation should be carried out by Council and the Department of Transport,
rather than the Joint Venture (funding for such an investigation could be provided by
the Joint Venture).
The document has suggested the provision of a transit link along Forrester Road to
St Marys Railway Station in lieu of providing the transitway via the formal rail corridor
and the allocation of funds to the upgrading of Werrington/Dunheved Road from
Christie Street to the Great Western Highway. The document indicates that this issue
would be considered further at the time of the release of the eastern urban zone.
From the impact on Forrester Road/Glossop Street route and the Mamre Road/Great
Western Highway intersection, it is considered that the issue of the construction of the
Werrington Arterial from Christie Street to the Highway, and hence to the M4, should
be considered as part of the infrastructure work required to accommodate the
development.

8.7

Human Services and Local Open Space
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The Human Services & Open Space Community Plan Stage 1 Report (November
1998) clearly identifies additional health services including hospital beds. Mental
Health Services are also included. The Draft Development Agreement does not
specify mental health services and states that no additional capacity is required for
offsite health services, including hospital beds. More investigation as to the reasons
for the shift in the assessment of the impacts of ADI on health services is needed.
As mentioned earlier, the proposal for provision of district level active open space/
recreation facilities has not come forward in to the development agreement. There is
in our view, a likely demand which will emerge from the population which will
establish on the site for recreation opportunities at a broader district level, in addition
to the local on-site open space and recreation provision. In this regard, a range of
district level facilities remains to be examined and determined, and when that
investigation is concluded a Joint Venture responsibility should be assigned within the
agreement to its establishment and a relevant financial contribution.

9

Decontamination / Remediation of the site

Contamination of the site arose through both the test firing of smaller ordnance and
the destruction of off-specification or unserviceable munitions, which involved boiling
out the explosives and propellant and burning it at designated burning grounds.
Scrap metal was recycled.
The landowner commenced remediation activities in 1993 and these continued until
1997. The remediation process included stockpiling and disposal of contaminated
soils, including high temperature destruction of explosives. Subsurface imaging
surveys were then used to locate metallic items which were then excavated, identified
and appropriately disposed of.
The remediation works undertaken on the site were the subject of an independent
audit commissioned by DUAP. The audit occurred between February 1997 and June
1999 and was conducted by an auditor accredited under the Contaminated Land
Management Act. The audit concluded that the majority of the site was suitable for
any form of development, including low density residential. It is inevitable that some
residual risk remains, despite the thoroughness of the work, however the auditor has
estimated that the risk of harm to the public from explosive ordnance on the site is
less than 1 in 1,000,000.
One area of the site in the eastern sector of the proposed Regional Park has not
been remediated due to the impact the remediation works would have on a
threatened plant species present in this area. The risk to the public from explosive
ordnance in this area has consequently not been calculated. In addition, surveys
have not been undertaken on land under existing buildings, carparks, roads and large
stockpiles. The EPS includes specific strategies to deal with these areas. In
summary, the area within the eastern sector of the Regional Park is likely to be
fenced, and subject to only limited public access, restricted to marked walkways.
Areas around these walkways will be tested with a metal detector to locate any metal
items. Precise measures will be finalised as part of the preparation of the
management plan for the park.
Areas not tested under existing buildings etc. are to be tested once these buildings
are demolished as part of the overall development of the site. Separate certificates
must be provided for these areas, and the remediation works undertaken reviewed by
an independent auditor. In addition, precinct plans must include a Contamination
Management Plan which specifies procedures for the safe handling and disposal of
any items found during earthworks.
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Although the planning legislation provides Council with statutory protection against
liability attaching to the exercise of its planning functions in relation to contaminated
lands where Council has acted in good faith, Council has pursued the Commonwealth
Government in relation to seeking an indemnification for liability against future
unforeseen events. In essence, that indemnity would provide another level of
protection for Council for loss or liability relating to any claim for damage suffered as
a result of Council exercising its obligations under relevant planning and development
legislation. The Commonwealth Government has agreed to that indemnity and has
signed off on its content.
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PART C
COMMENTARY ON CLAUSES
DRAFT REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN
Clause 3 - The aims of the REP should be broadened to incorporate a strong
message about sustainable outcomes. Also, the aim of the plan referring to the EPS
should make it clear that the REP requires its implementation, rather than its
“support”.
In addition, the aim of the plan relating to conserving the significant heritage values of
the land should be expanded to encompass clear requirement for recognising and
conserving the significant biodiversity values of the sites natural assets.
The reference to “desirable” outcomes in subclause (e) should be amended to read
“best practice”.
Clause 4 – No reference is made to Penrith Local Environmental Plan No. 255 –
Exempt and Complying Development.
Clause 6 - The Structure Plan indicates major access roads traversing the proposed
Regional Park. That gives rise to concerns with regard to the impact of that
transportation corridor on the natural values of the bushland, and in particular the
movement of fauna.
Local retail or commercial premises are intended to be permitted within the
employment zones. An issue emerges in relation to the location of the major western
retail precinct in that the structure plan suggests its location within the employment
zone adjacent The Northern Road. Council has previously expressed the view to
DUAP that a more centrally located and more readily accessible retail centre location
should be established in the western precinct (urban zone). This is also relevant in
considering the implications and impacts on other external existing retail centres.
The need for a second commercial centre in the western precinct, as currently shown
in the north-western corner of the site, is questioned.
The current proposal does not indicate any buffer areas between development
precincts and the proposed Regional Park. In our view the structure plan should
provide for buffers to the bushland areas so that the impacts upon those areas is
dealt with external to them rather than be transmitted within them where their natural
values will be likely to be compromised.
Clause 7 – Whilst the principle of the Minister declaring release areas for the site is
not opposed, there should be a clearer indication of the criteria by which the Minister
will judge the suitability of areas to be released for development. In particular it would
be imperative that the Minister utilise the REP performance objectives and provisions,
the requirements of the EPS, as well as the Development Agreement in arriving at the
decision that the development had satisfactorily responded to and performed in the
terms of those plan requirements.
The Minister should not release the first area for development if there is not a firm
binding and legally sound development agreement in place which commits the Joint
Venture as well as the Government to the timely delivery of required facilities and
infrastructure.
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The consultation period of 28 days regarding the proposal to release land should be
increased to allow for the proposal to be formally reported to Council for
consideration.
Clause 10(n) – Require total remediation of the site prior to any land release by the
Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning.
Clause 15 - The provisions relating to draft precinct plans limit Council’s ability to
amend or refuse a draft precinct plan, without the concurrence of the Minister. This
requirement is at odds with the autonomy ordinarily afforded to Council in plan
making processes where the formulation and adoption of Development Control Plans
is solely at Council’s discretion. A parallel example is found in the Orchard Hills REP
where Council can produce more detailed requirements in a Development Control
Code (Plan).
Clauses 22 to 25 – Better define terminology used in clauses that deal with
conservation, heritage and ecologically sustainable development issues, so that the
intent of those clauses is more explicit and less open to interpretation.
Clause 28 – Should incorporate a reference to SREP 20 and its objectives for
improving water quality. “Minimal impact” should be defined. The clause should be
amended to read "Changes in local flow regimes due to development are to be
minimised for rainfall events up to the 1% AEP rainfall event. Treatment of frequent
events (50% AEP flood event) are to be specifically addressed."
Clause 30 – Consideration should be given to the impact of traffic noise and
appropriate road design given consideration to traffic noise guidelines by the NSW
EPA.
Clause 34 - Provisions relating to ESD do not provide enough substance to
substantiate claims that development of the ADI site will result in better urban
outcomes. In particular, the related performance objective for ESD needs clearer
direction in the areas in which it will produce more sustainable outcomes.
Clause 39(1) – The objectives of this clause includes a reference that land uses in
the employment zone are to be compatible with surrounding development. This
section needs to include specific references to noise control, particularly when
industrial or commercial development is located in close proximity to residential
development. The EPA recommends a substantial buffer zone between residential
and industrial developments.
Clause 39(2) – "Local retail or commercial premises" is not included as a prohibited
use in the employment zone. In the western precinct, it is argued that the
retail/commercial centre should be more centrally located to ensure that it is readily
accessible to the community in this precinct and that it does not unnecessarily
compete with other local centres. This land use is a permissible use in the Urban
Zone, and as a consequence should be excluded from the employment zone. The
compatibility of retain centres with many industrial related activities is also seriously
questioned.
Clause 43(5)(b) – The activities listed in this clause are industries which have the
potential to contaminate land. The list should include all the activities listed in the
Contaminated Land Planning Guidelines or the clause should be referenced to those
guidelines.
Clause 46 – Buffer zones adjacent to the Regional Park zone to minimise adverse
impacts of development on the Park should be included.
Clause 50 – Clause should be amended to achieve the result that filling of the
floodplain is prohibited.
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Clause 52 – This clause should be amended to be consistent with Penrith Council's
draft Flora and Fauna Conservation Plan.
Clause 59 - A reference should be made to the statement that “Retail and
commercial development on the land to which this plan applies is not to undermine
the regional and district retail and commercial hierarchy”. The clause should be
amended to restrict any opportunity to vary the maximum gross floor area provisions.
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Appendix 1 – DUAP & NPWS Review of AHC
Listing
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Appendix 2 – AHC Final Listing & S.22
Conservation Zone
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Appendix 3 – Report by Michael Doherty,
CSIRO Wildlife & Ecology Unit
Review of Biodiversity Issues in Relation to the
Proposed Re-Zoning and Development of ADI
Land, St. Marys, Sydney

Report Prepared for Penrith City Council

by Michael Doherty
Applied Resource Ecology Program
CSIRO Wildlife and Ecology, Canberra

March 2000
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1.0 Introduction
Penrith City Council requested that CSIRO Wildlife and Ecology undertake a review
of literature dealing with biodiversity issues in relation to the proposed re-zoning of
land owned by Australian Defence Industries (ADI) at St. Marys, in western Sydney.
The purpose of the study was to assist Council in its assessment of, and submission
in response to, the draft Regional Environmental Plan, Environmental Planning
Strategy and Outline Development Agreement for the site. Particular emphasis was
placed on assessing the appropriateness of the boundaries of a proposed Regional
Park which has been delineated, in theory, to protect conservation values on the site.
The boundary of the proposed Regional Park was evaluated in relation to recent
assessments which were undertaken by the Australian Heritage Commission in order
to resolve objections to the listing of part of the site on the Register of the National
Estate.

2.0 Aims and Objectives
The aims and objectives of the study as defined by Penrith City Council were:
•
•
•
•
•

To undertake a rigorous scientific analysis of all the biodiversity information
currently available for the ADI site;
To compare and contrast the results, conclusions and recommendations of
all biodiversity reports on the land;
To identify what biodiversity conservation limitations may apply to the future
development of the ADI land;
To identify if there will be a significant impact on a threatened species, or
endangered ecological community or their habitat as a result of development
envisaged by the draft REP and EPS; and
To recommend broad management strategies that will facilitate the
conservation of any threatened species and community identified for
retention.

To achieve these aims and objectives, the study was broken up into
the following six tasks, which form the basis of the report structure:
Assessment of Previous Biodiversity Studies
Threatened Species Assessment
Conservation Area Determination
Management Implications
Conclusion
Identification of Further Work and Recommendations
The report is a summary and interpretation of available information relating to
biodiversity on the ADI site which was available at the time of the review. Not all
reports relating to the ADI site where available for review, but the documents that
were available appear to adequately reflect the known available information base.

3.0 Assessment of Previous Biodiversity Studies
All available previous studies relating to biodiversity on the ADI site were critically
reviewed, particularly in relation to the conservation issues surrounding Cumberland
Plain vegetation and the appropriateness or otherwise of those areas identified as
having high, medium and low conservation value.
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In the earliest document obtained relating to proposed re-zoning and development of
the ADI land at St Marys, Kinhill Engineers Pty. Ltd. (1994) outline the biophysical
and heritage features of the ADI site, based on preliminary work for the Regional
Environmental Study. Regarding flora, it is stated on page 1 that: “Vegetation
communities and certain species on the ADI site have high conservation value and
require preservation and appropriate management. This will be a constraint on
potential development for large areas of the ADI site” and it is stated on page 2 that:
“Remnant vegetation on the ADI site is of high conservation value”. The report then
specifically states on page 4 that: “The patches of Grey Box woodland on the ADI site
are linked by less dense regrowth of Grey Box. Collectively, these patches represent
one of the largest remnants of this woodland type left on the Cumberland Plain. There
is also a significantly large area of woodland remnant on the Tertiary alluvium in the
west of the site”. It is clear from these statements that a high value is being placed
on Grey Box woodland irrespective of the apparent tree density. Indeed, the report
maps the contentious area in the north west of the ADI site as Grey Box – Forest Red
Gum Savannah (Fig 1.1 in the report). The report also maps strips of riparian
vegetation in South Creek as being River-flat Forest. The report summarises
Benson’s (1992) points in relation to the inadequacy of conservation of western
Sydney vegetation, particularly compared to the surrounding sandstone vegetation.
Regarding the potential for rehabilitation and restoration of areas currently grazed,
the document states on page 8 that: “It is possible that the flora will regenerate if the
existing grazing pressure were reduced on the ADI site.
With appropriate
management, this would further enhanced the ecological value of the site”
The Department of Urban Affairs and Planning (1995) draft Regional Environmental
Study states in its foreword that: “It is essential that future urban development
demonstrate innovative responses to issues such as community development,
transport, energy efficiency and water conservation” and further that “….if new
development is to occur, it must be considerably better than current practice”. It is
doubtful after reading through the draft RES that the proposed development of the
ADI site will be innovative or better than current practice, given the potential impacts
associated with the proposed development. The document contradicts itself from the
beginning, stating on page 1 that the ADI site provides an opportunity for a successful
urban development and yet claiming in the next paragraph that the purpose of the
RES is to investigate the site’s suitability for urban development. There does not
appear to have been any real consideration of a “no development” option for the ADI
site despite its obvious high value for the conservation of Cumberland Plain
vegetation which was already known from earlier work. The document states on
page 13 that: “There are two areas of Grey Box Woodland larger than the remnant on
the ADI site, but no areas of this community larger than the remnant on the ADI and
Shanes Park CAA sites combined”. In relation to fauna, the report also states on
page 13 that: “The ADI site provides an uncommonly large area of woodland/forest
habitat on the Cumberland Plain. This habitat is very different to the extensive
sandstone areas to the west of the Nepean-Hawkesbury River and the sand deposits
in the Agnes Banks area. Compared to other areas on the Cumberland Plain, the
relatively large area of woodland/forest and the diversity of species that have been
recorded there make the site one of the major areas of native fauna habitat in the
region. Loss of this habitat could therefore result in loss of biodiversity.” However, in
the whole 88 page document, only 2 pages deal with flora and fauna. The document
identifies flora and fauna conservation issues as being a constraint to development
and states on page 26 that: “As the plant communities on the site are diverse, in good
condition and represent some of the largest remnants of Cumberland Plain vegetation
types, they provide suitable habitat for a range of fauna including rare and
endangered species. Consequently, the management of the flora and fauna on the
site is a critical issue which requires resolution to enable detailed site planning to
occur”. The RES then presents four vegetation management options in relation to
vegetation retained versus urban development (Figs. 15-18 in report) and yet none of
these options identify the north west area as having any vegetation significance
despite the fact that Fig. 13 in the report identifies the area as Grey Box - Forest Red
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Gum Savannah as did the previous Kinhill report. Because of this, the vegetation
management options as presented in the draft RES and the subsequent constraints
analysis are fundamentally flawed and create a position whereby adoption of any of
the four options will lead to significant loss of Cumberland Plain vegetation.
Gunninah Environmental Consultants / ERM Mitchell McCotter (1997) respond to
issues raised by the Section 22 Committee in a detailed report which summarises the
biodiversity information available for the site to that date. Although most of the
methods used appear to be standard, it is somewhat alarming to read that part of the
information was obtained from “Aimless wanderings” which have been “…conducted
by F Dominic Fanning, over the years 1991 to 1997 inclusive”. If these observations
were truly “aimless” of what value are they in assessing the conservation value of the
site ? Interestingly, the report discusses the proposed Eastern Creek, South Creek
and Ropes Creek corridors in relation to areas of Cumberland Plain Woodland that
will be protected and more importantly, the potential of these corridors to be
“….rehabilitated to support Cumberland Plain Woodland communities” and their
potential to provide “…..significant areas for future regeneration of Cumberland Plain
Woodland and allied vegetation” (page 8). Yet their assessment of the ADI site does
not place a similar value on areas within the site which could be similarly rehabilitated
or regenerated. A case of transferring the responsibility for ecological restoration off
the ADI site and onto other publicly owned lands. The report then goes on to discuss
the fact that most of the site is post 1947 regeneration. Ironically, this reinforces the
fact that the north west corner of the site has good rehabilitation potential, even
without human intervention. The report even identifies the fact that: “A large portion
of the northwestern corner of the ADI site supports a Grey Box savannah in which
moderate-sized trees have been retained whilst the understorey has been mown or
regularly slashed, grazed and modified by structures and roads.” (page 13). All
through the report, it is stressed that the site consists of regrowth vegetation, such as
on page 15: “It should be noted that essentially all of the vegetation on the ADI site is
regrowth, and that a substantial proportion of it has also been subjected to ongoing
impacts (such as slashing, grazing and occasional clearing).” yet it is clear that the
site still has high conservation value as noted on page 16: “Despite previous clearing
activities on the ADI site, and ongoing management and use of the site, a number of
plant species of conservation interest are known to be present.” and “These species
are present on the site despite the high level of modification of the site, although they
generally are located in areas of regrowth vegetation.” The report details the
conservation status of these species and provides valuable information on their
distributions. Although the endangered species Pimelea spicata has not been
recorded from the site, the report states that: “Moderately large areas of suitable
habitat for Pimelea spicata (Grey Box/Ironbark woodland) are present in the western
portions of the ADI site. Suitable woodland communities, dominated by Grey Box and
Ironbark and with a grassy understorey, including occasional patches of Blackthorn,
are located in the north of the ADI site in the central southern portion and in the
southwest.” Searches have failed to locate populations but the report does suggest
that these areas may provide suitable habitat for transplantation of individuals from
other threatened populations. While these populations of threatened flora are
significant and warrant full protection, the report has biased conservation toward
these areas which are in Castlereagh woodland and neglected significant areas of
Cumberland Plain woodland which also warrant protection.
After assessing
threatened fauna issues , the report then assess the conservation value of the site
using detailed comparative protocols, citing such authors as Margules and Usher
(1981) and Usher (1986).
However, although Gunninah site Margules and Usher (1981) as a basis for their
methodology, Margules and Usher actually state that for small sites, ecological
fragility, threat, and both species and habitat rarity were the most important criteria
whereas
representativeness,
size,
naturalness
and
position
in
an
ecological/geographical unit were the most important for large sites. I think it can be
reasonably argued that the ADI site, while being a large remnant by Cumberland
Plain standards, is not a large site in terms of conservation evaluation and hence
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habitat rarity and threat become major considerations in assessing the vegetation
found on the site.
If Margules (1986) six criteria for estimating conservation value (representativeness,
diversity, rarity, naturalness, area and threat of interference) are used to assess the
Cumberland Plain vegetation as a whole, it is clear that three of the criteria – rarity,
area and threat of interference - will all place a high value on any remnant of
Cumberland Plain Woodland simply because over 90% of its former extent has been
cleared. And because of extensive modification, it cannot be readily proved that any
particular remnant is more representative or more “natural” than any other remnant.
Because of this, diversity within remnants will be very heterogeneous and reflect a
variety of historical; influences. A diverse remnant cannot necessarily be said to be
better than a less diverse remnant – both will be important in the case of Cumberland
Plain vegetation.
The methodology used by Gunninah to assess the conservation value of vegetation
within the ADI site is inappropriate when assessing conservation value at a fine (small
patch) scale. The approach that they have used is a regional or even continental one
and one that has been used by others to design and plan conservation reserves over
large areas to capture minimal examples of vegetation or species populations.
Gunninah compare one small patch with another within the ADI site in an attempt to
find the larger/most intact/more species rich patches and patches that contain the
greatest number or largest populations of threatened plant species and then attempt
to show that these are representative of the vegetation on the site. However, when
vegetation types such as occur on the Cumberland Plain are reduced to the tiny
disturbed representation that is left, all patches become important, so long as they
have some existing value for flora and/or fauna or the potential to obtain such value in
the future via regeneration processes. When dealing with a greatly reduced and
highly fragmented vegetation type, no patch or cluster of patches can be expected to
realistically represent all values or be “representative” and it is the sum total of what is
left that becomes important. The Gunninah approach will only lead to further
fragmentation and loss of Cumberland Plain vegetation types. It is appropriate to
quote from Doherty (1988) on this topic:
“In the case of the Cumberland Plain, because the disturbance history of any
given remnant stand of native vegetation may be unique, the concept that
any given stand can be representative is probably erroneous. It is therefore
inappropriate to try and allocate priorities to tiny patches of these vegetation
types based on perceived notions of naturalness or their state of degradation.
Effectively, a threshold point has been passed beyond which any area of
remaining vegetation of that type must assume at least initially some
conservation value. This could relate as a first approximation to those
vegetation types which are represented by less than the nominal 15% of
original extent recommended for the Comprehensive, Adequate and
Representative (CAR) reserve system currently being put forward as part of
the Comprehensive Regional Assessment (CRA) process. In the case of
such poorly protected vegetation types as exist on the Cumberland Plain, it is
the sum total of what is left that will contribute to long term conservation of
plant species and communities, so assigning priority amongst what little is
left, seems a misdirected exercise and one that will inevitably lead to further
clearing and degradation of these vegetation types. Hence, establishing a
hierarchy of conservation significance may be appropriate for widespread
vegetation types but amongst small remnants of uncommon vegetation types,
this approach is likely to be unproductive.
There are many factors to consider when determining the relative
conservation value of a vegetation remnant and apart from condition, the use
of vulnerable species may also be of use. However, the remaining areal
extent of the vegetation type in question is of primary importance as a factor
because beyond some lower limit, the presence of vulnerable species in one
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remnant versus their absence in another becomes less significant than the
fact that the vegetation type generally has been so extensively cleared that
any remnant assumes some importance simply because it is a remnant of the
original vegetation.
What is important is adequate representation of the vegetation type in terms
of area and species composition and this may be achieved by larger or
smaller areas.
However, no one area can be expected to be fully
representative of the vegetation type, given stochastic factors such as fire
and other disturbance and the natural variation of vegetation with
environment. What needs to be avoided is the implied assumption that
greater species richness is ‘better’, that is, that the site with the largest
number of species overall or the largest complement of vulnerable species is
‘better’ than a possibly less diverse neighbour and that therefore the less
diverse remnant is of no importance. This is not to say that a large number of
regionally significant species found on a site is not significant, but that,
logically, further subdivision of a remnant into smaller and smaller parcels for
comparative purposes will always result in one area that is less ‘diverse’ than
another and so on ad infinitum. There is often no clear benchmark to
compare back to, to gauge what is in fact representative and what is
anomalous. This is also a particular problem when a comparison is made
between vegetation types where one may be inherently more species rich
than another.
Hence, in the case of the Cumberland Plain Woodlands and Castlereagh
Woodlands the lower limit of comparison has probably been reached such
that all remnants are important and have some, probably high, conservation
value. Given that the gradual attrition of what is left on private land still
continues, remnants remaining on Commonwealth or State land for example
assume an even greater importance, although the Threatened Species
Conservation Act, 1995 now affords greater protection to species and
communities regardless of tenure. However, prioritising within these larger
remnants, beyond the most grossly physically disturbed areas – that is, fully
cleared and/or cultivated with no regeneration - is an exercise that
guarantees further loss of these already threatened vegetation types and the
restriction of populations of plants and animals to only a few key areas with
attendant problems with the long term maintenance of these populations.”
Austin and Margules (1986) re-enforce this view by stating (page 46) that:
“Representativeness does not refer simply to some notion of typicalness but rather
that a reserve or system of reserves should contain biota which represent the range
of variation found within some land class or region. Thus, land classification and
regionalisation become central problems in clarifying the idea of representativeness.”
Further, Margules (1986) page 310 states that: “Because it is unlikely that any one
habitat fragment will represent the range of that habitat type fully, it may not be
appropriate to apply representativeness to particular habitat fragments.
As
representativeness is based on the idea that a system of reserves for conservation in
a given region should encompass the range of natural variation in that region it is a
criterion that can be applied more easily to a group of sites”.
Gunninah have inappropriately applied the methodology to patches within a site.
These types of evaluations are generally made across tenures, rather than within a
small tenure, in order to set, for example, acquisition priorities for a large region.
Regarding fragment size and long term viability, Simberloff (1986) argues that the
Equilibrium Theory of Island Biogeography as espoused by Macarthur and Wilson
has been an ecological red herring and that the view of pre-equilibrium research
planners that the major consideration is conserving enough habitat for the target
species has been, ironically, confirmed by subsequent research on the equilibrium
theory. Hence, dismissing fragments as too small or isolated misses the whole
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biological point of habitat availability for a species and the cumulative effects of the
destruction of small habitat patches scattered over a landscape.
Department of Urban Affairs and Planning (1997) details the report of the Section 22
Advisory Committee for the ADI Site. The report makes some interesting points and
notes that: “… the site has much resilience and should be considered as having good
regeneration potential”. It also states that: “….ideally, all extant remnants of
Cumberland Plain Woodland and Castlereagh Woodland communities should be
protected and conserved”.
The report questioned some of the Masterplan’s
methodology, for example: “… the Masterplan’s comparative assessments of the
significance of communities seemed not to recognise the inherent differences
between the ecosystem structures of the Castlereagh Woodland and Cumberland
Plain Woodland communities” and advocated further refinement. However, after
further work was done on the comparative values between patches, the Section 22
Committee agreed to the inappropriate comparison protocols used by Gunninah and
critiqued above This appears contradictory given the Committees comments as
quoted above. Interestingly, although some emphasis has been given to vertebrate
fauna, no mention seems to be made of the value or potential value of the site for
invertebrates. The document also discusses management issues and whether the
conservation areas should be a Nature Reserve or Regional Park. Even though
Cumberland Plain vegetation and its associated threatened species is inadequately
protected, the Committee recommended that the conservation area should be a
Regional Park rather than a Nature Reserve, based on the false notion that a Nature
Reserve would need to be greater in area and could not include recreational uses.
This is patently not the case. Two Nature Reserves from the Southern Highlands
provide pertinent examples – regarding size, Robertson Nature Reserve is only 5
hectares in area yet protects the largest remnant example of the Yarrawa brush;
regarding recreational use, Barren Grounds Nature Reserve of 2024 hectares
provides a variety of walking tracks and bird watching activities and has a high usage
for passive environmentally based recreation.
ERM - Mitchell McCotter / EDAW (Aust) Pty. Ltd. (1998) provides detailed
documentation on the South Creek and Ropes Creek corridors in terms of
conservation and recreation potential. The report is based on the Section 22
Committee boundaries only and does not consider how appropriate these are. The
main point to emerge from reviewing this document is that ample recreational
opportunities as well as limited conservation potential exists in the South Creek and
Ropes Creek Corridors, which re-enforces the point that the ADI lands would be more
appropriately managed as a Nature Reserve.
Department of Urban Affairs and Planning (1998) is a summary of comments
received on the above document and does not differ in its conclusions from that
document on anything other than minor points.
Dray, S.; R. Bali and J. Yugovic. (1998) and Ian Perkins Consultancy Services (1999)
provided detailed assessments of both the objections to, and areas in dispute arising
from, the interim listing of parts of the ADI site by the Australian Heritage Committee.
Of particular relevance is the assessment of objections to the listing of the north west
area of the site. Although this area was claimed to be lacking many species that
“typify Cumberland Plains woodland”, the assessors disagreed and found that the
Gunninah plots closest to the area were indeed characterised by Cumberland Plain
species. The assessors noted that fewer plots were located in the western area of
the site. Indeed, only one Gunninah plot was located in this entire north western area,
which implies that it was grossly under sampled. Further detailed plot work by Ian
Perkins confirmed that the area does fulfil the criteria of being Cumberland Plain
Woodland and additional full floristic plots were completed in this area to provide
comparable information for its assessment. Even in the treeless areas, the species
composition is still predominantly native. Dray et al. (1998) state: “The vegetation in
this area has been subject to localised soil disturbance and filling; however the topsoil
remains and the overstorey retains the woodland structure. Therefore according to
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Giddins (1997), the remnant vegetation has not been altered to a state no longer
considered as Cumberland Plain Woodland. The vegetation therefore meets the
definition of a “modified” community as opposed to a “destroyed” community.” They
also note that: “It was noted that during the site visit that regeneration was occurring
in areas that weren’t mown (for example along/in drainage lines), and that eucalypt
species were coppicing at ground level in the mown areas, indicating that a higher
density of canopy species would be present if mowing ceased.” Most importantly,
they conclude that: “The ecological systems present extend beyond the Section 22
boundaries and areas have been considered in this Objection Assessment as
components of the whole. The contiguous nature of the vegetation communities
present on the site (Cumberland Plain Woodland, Castlereagh Woodland and
Riverflat Forest) contributes to the integrity and viability of the site.” Perkins notes
that the results of his on the ground surveys in the north west corner: “…..indicate
that several significant areas of remnant Cumberland Plain Woodland (as defined by
the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act (1995)) occur within the disputed
areas. It appears that the assumption, made at a previous stage of flora surveying on
site, that the entire north-west sector was so heavily degraded that it no longer
contained species or communities of significance or sufficient diversity to be
significant was unjustified. Accordingly, the conclusions of the Section 22 assessment
process may have been adversely influenced by the lack of data collection in the
north-west sector.” The potential for natural regeneration in the area is also noted
given the amount of topsoil still remaining and the number of suppressed eucalyptus
seedlings. Overall, these two reports supply valuable information that highlights the
importance of the previously neglected north west sector. Australian Heritage
Commission (1999a) details the resolution process for the objections to the listing and
Australian Heritage Commission (1999b) details the final listing for the ADI site as a
result of the work undertaken.
Department of Urban Affairs and Planning / National Parks and Wildlife Service
(1999) underlines the fact that NSW NPWS has given priority to management issues
rather than the actual biodiversity values of the site in their dealings over the issue.
Their support of the Section 22 boundaries is unfortunate and appears to be based
on a lack of detailed knowledge of the site or of vegetation dynamics in general. For
NPWS to state that the Section 22 boundary captures a representative sample of
vegetation communities and threatened species across the site indicates a lack of
appreciation as to how little Cumberland Plain vegetation is left in total, how little is
and can be formally protected and the potential for regeneration of these communities
in some areas, if given a chance. Their contention that extra values which would be
protected by the AHC boundary are considered to be already well represented and
conserved is patently not the case.
Department of Urban Affairs and Planning (1999a), (1999b) and (1999c) are all based
on the Section 22 boundaries and do not take any account of subsequent information
gathered by the Australian Heritage Commission. In relation to conservation
outcomes, the draft St. Mary’s Environmental Planning Strategy and draft Sydney
Regional Environmental Plan – St Marys differ in only minor ways from the draft
Regional Environmental Study completed in 1995 by the same Department. Although
much discussion by advocates of the Section 22 boundary is directed toward
achieving a “balanced” planning and conservation outcome for the site, these
discussions have always presumed that urban development will proceed. The
development of Precinct Plans for the ADI site in relation to the subsequent
submission of Development Applications for particular works remains unclear in terms
of an overall framework for assessing the environmental impacts of development on
the site. These documents simply re-enforce the long held view by the Department
that urban and retail development of the ADI site will proceed, under the guise of
sustainable development. These documents do not provide adequate detail as to
how any proposed development can be guaranteed to be ecologically sustainable
and the planning process for the site has lacked and still lacks an overall guiding
vision for how development and conservation could be integrated.
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In summary, urban development of the site has been assumed to be an appropriate
use from at least the early 1990’s. The joint venture between ADI and Lend Lease by
its very nature assumes urban development will proceed. Biodiversity values have
only been considered as an afterthought and have been dealt with in a inadequate
fashion. The methodology used for assessing the values is inappropriate and will
result in further loss of significant areas of Cumberland Plain vegetation. The
biodiversity values of the site should have been fully assessed before any joint
venture was undertaken to propose urban and retail development of the site. The
role of the Department of Urban Affairs and the Section 22 Committee in the whole
process remains ambiguous. It can be readily argued that the Heritage Commission
listing boundary represents an already compromised minimum for protection of the
biodiversity values of the site. Further areas in the west and north west and some of
the riparian strips should also have been included. If the re-zoning as proposed in
the draft REP goes ahead, and urban and retail areas are developed as proposed,
there will be a significant impact on Cumberland Plain communities. The whole
process appears to have been lacking in public and scientific input and is rolling on
inexorably toward further destruction of Cumberland Plain vegetation. Alternative
uses for the most heavily disturbed parts of the site, such as the provision of regional
sporting or other community facilities, should be considered rather than consigning
these areas to urban and retail development. This would also complement the usage
of the South Creek and Ropes Creek corridors for recreational and sporting facilities.
A summary table of the documents reviewed is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Main Findings and Strengths and Weaknesses of Reports Reviewed
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FINDINGS
General biophysical description
of site, but does stress
conservation importance of Grey
Box Woodlands, irrespective of
tree density and points out
potential for
rehabilitation/restoration
Constraints are not sufficient to
prevent urban development, but
there is a conflict between the
conservation of flora and fauna
and the provision of housing and
jobs
Hierarchy of conservation value
for remnants

STRENGTHS
Useful early summary
of information

WEAKNESSES
Not enough detail unclear where
information has come
from

Useful background
information on a
variety of topics
relating to any
potential development
of the site
A lot of detailed survey
work undertaken and
useful information
acquired

Ignores N.W. corner;
little effective weight
given to biodiversity

High biodiversity value areas to
be conserved which form basis
for conservation zone

Some attempt made to
protect biodiversity

ERM - Mitchell
McCotter / EDAW
(Aust) Pty. Ltd.
(1998)
Department of
Urban Affairs and
Planning (1998)
Dray, S.; R. Bali
and J. Yugovic.
(1998)
Ian Perkins
Consultancy
Services (1999)

Need for conservation of natural
and cultural heritage and the
provision for recreational
facilities.
Supportive of above document

Detailed assessment
of conservation and
recreation potential
-

Superficial consideration
of additional issues

Areas of contention do contain
significant values and are
Cumberland Plain Woodland
Areas of contention do contain
significant values and are
Cumberland Plain Woodland

Detailed assessment
of objections

No additional site data
gathered

Australian
Heritage
Commission
(1999a)
Australian
Heritage
Commission
(1999b)
Department of
Urban Affairs and
Planning /
National Parks
and Wildlife
Service (1999)
Department of
Urban Affairs and
Planning (1999a)

Background information only

Detailed assessment
of objections plus
additional site data
gathered
-

Perhaps too
conservative with
boundary in north
western sector
-

Background information only

-

-

Supports Regional Park
encompassing Section 22
Committee boundaries

-

Accepts Section 22
boundary unmodified.
No critical analysis

Supports Regional Park
encompassing Section 22
Committee boundaries

-

Section 22 Committee
boundary supported
despite findings of
Australian Heritage
Commission

Kinhill Engineers
Pty. Ltd. (1994)

Department of
Urban Affairs and
Planning (1995)

Gunninah
Environmental
Consultants / ERM
Mitchell McCotter
(1997)
Department of
Urban Affairs and
Planning (1997)
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methodology used and
hence assessments of
conservation values
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Agreed to Gunninah
methodology. Ignored
N.W. corner because of
this
Based on Section 22
Committee boundaries
only
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Urban Affairs and
Planning (1999b)

Supports Regional Park
encompassing Section 22
Committee boundaries

-

Department of
Urban Affairs and
Planning (1999c)

Supports Regional Park
encompassing Section 22
Committee boundaries

-

March 2000
Section 22 Committee
boundary supported
despite findings of
Australian Heritage
Commission
Section 22 Committee
boundary supported
despite findings of
Australian Heritage
Commission

4.0 Threatened Species Assessment
The ADI site has considerable conservation value and supports populations of
significant species and communities present under the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act. The work done on site by Gunninah has provided useful
information on the distribution and abundance of these species, even though their
assessment of the overall conservation value of individual patches of significant
communities is questionable. Significant species and communities on site are:

a) Flora
Schedule 1 (Endangered) Part 1
Persoonia nutans - 2ECi (Important populations east of Ropes Creek)
Pultenaea parviflora - 2E (Important populations east of Ropes Creek)
Pimelea spicata – 3ECi (Possible)
Pterostylis gibbosa – 2E (Possible)
Schedule 1 (Endangered) Part 3
Cumberland Plain Woodland Community
Sydney Coastal Riverflat Forest Community
Schedule 2 (Vulnerable)
Acacia pubescens – 3VCa (Possible)
Dillwynia tenuifolia – 2RCa (Important populations east of Ropes Creek)
Micromyrtus minutiflora – 2V (Important populations east of Ropes Creek)
All of these species are also listed under the Commonwealth Endangered Species
Protection Act as endangered or vulnerable as the case may be, except for Pultenaea
parviflora, which is listed as vulnerable rather than endangered at the Federal level.
Cumberland Plain woodland is also listed as Endangered at the Federal level under
this act. In addition, there are 68 other regionally significant plant species present on
the site.

b) Fauna
Schedule 1 (Endangered) Part 1
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Bush Stone-Curlew (Possible)
Green and Golden Bell Frog (Possible)
Schedule 2 (Vulnerable)
Black Bittern
Common Bent-wing Bat (likely all over site)
Greater Broad-nosed Bat (likely all over site)
The impact of rezoning as proposed in the draft REP is likely to be significant,
particular in relation to the Cumberland Plain Woodland endangered ecological
community. A Species Impact Statement would also be necessary for any proposed
development given the potential impact on endangered and vulnerable species and
endangered ecological communities. However, the proponent of any development
would be responsible for providing a detailed assessment of impact. Whether this
should be done at the Precinct Plan stage or the Development Application stage is
unclear and needs to be resolved in the draft REP. Ideally, impact should be
assessed earlier rather than later in the planning and approval process so that areas
which form fundamental constraints to development can be identified.
Doherty (1998) provides a review of the conservation value of regrowth native
vegetation. It is important to stress that just because an area is regrowth, its
conservation value is not necessarily low, as evidenced by the work Gunninah have
done on the ADI site. The regenerative potential of areas outside the proposed
Regional Park, based on evidence gathered by the Australian Heritage Commission
is high for the north west area, and possibly high for the western area in general.
Areas to the east also have high potential and areas around South Creek probably
medium to low potential. This needs to be investigated. Nonetheless, many areas
outside proposed Regional Park have capacity to regenerate naturally and therefore
have high conservation value. The long term survival of the species and communities
which are not formally protected cannot be guaranteed. It must be kept in mind that
development pressures on remnant Cumberland Plain vegetation is great and if areas
are bargained off one against the other, much less than 10% of Cumberland Plain
woodland will be left in another 10 years time. While large reserves are preferable,
small patches also contribute to conservation and a small remnant patch cannot be
dismissed as being of low conservation value simply because it is small.

5.0 Conservation Area Determination
Based on the review of available documentation, an appropriate conservation zone
for the ADI site would be comprised of the final Australian Heritage Committee
boundary plus additional areas on the western part of the site, the eastern part of the
site and along South Creek. These modifications would protect additional areas of
Cumberland Plain Woodland and Riverflat Forest. Additionally, the conservation
zone should preferably be a Nature Reserve rather than a Regional Park given its
high conservation value. Some recreation is feasible within Nature Reserves and the
proximity of the South Creek and Ropes Creek corridors takes pressure off the ADI
site to accommodate all of these other recreational values.
The conservation area delineated in the draft REP is inadequate to protect the
important conservation values contained on the site, particularly as regards
Cumberland Plain Woodland and Sydney Coastal Riverflat Forest. The boundary in
the draft REP effectively corresponds to that of the Section 22 Committee and has
stood unchanged if not unchallenged for many years. Unless additional patches of
vegetation are added to the conservation area, significant impact will be likely if retail
and urban development proceeds.

6.0 Management Implications
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It is very difficult to assess the proposed level of funding required for the long-term
management of the proposed conservation area. The document gives a figure of 2.5
million dollars over at least 3 years plus $500 per residential lot sold on an annual
basis to be used for these purposes. In the absence of a detailed break down of how
the money is to be used, it is difficult to determine if this amount of funding is
adequate or not. NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service would be in a better
position to evaluate these figures. Essentially though, the more money that is
provided, the greater the flexibility of management. Unfortunately though, NPWS
appear to be assessing the value of the ADI site simply in terms of management
issues and the possibility of monetary assistance to tackle these, rather than
evaluating the area initially solely on its inherent value for conservation.
The fact that conservation values have been retained on the ADI site despite
disturbance and lack of management implies that management of the ADI site should
not be approached too hastily. In the absence of a clear strategic and tactical
approach to weed management and other issues, a great deal of money may be
spent with little apparent gain for conservation. At present, the conservation area is
being proposed as a Regional Park and there may well be a conflict between money
spent on conservation works and money spent on recreational facilities.
Given that there are some very disturbed areas on the site, it should be considered
that these areas may best be stabilised and rehabilitated for public recreation facilities
for the region, rather than as retail or urban areas. Use of these areas for low key
activities would be far more compatible with nature conservation than a situation
where urban and retail areas are situated adjacent to and amongst important stands
of remnant Cumberland Plain vegetation.

7.0 Conclusion
Throughout the whole process of considering the ADI site for urban development,
there appears to have been no serious consideration of a no development option
which would protect the whole area for nature conservation purposes. Although
detailed biodiversity survey work was only undertaken after 1995, the Department of
Urban Affairs and Planning draft RES of 1995 had already delineated what was to
become the proposed Regional Park. Despite subsequent detailed Australian
Heritage Commission reports on the areas of contention, both NSW National Parks
and Wildlife Service and the proponents have not re-considered the suitability of the
original Section 22 Committee boundary for the proposed Regional Park.
Additionally, there has been no peer review or independent assessment of the
suitability of the methodology used by Gunninah for their conservation assessment of
vegetation. The reason for this may partly be attributed to the fact that there appears
to be some confusion surrounding the intent of Benson’s 1992 vegetation map for the
Penrith 1:100000 sheet. Because it is a regional map, not all small patches of
vegetation could be mapped. Hence, areas such as the north west corner of the ADI
site where vegetation is more open were not mapped as discrete polygons.
However, subsequent mapping by NPWS has identified these areas as Cumberland
Plain vegetation. The planning process for proposed development of the ADI site has
not been adaptive and has failed to adequately respond to new information as it
became available. The process has not adequately addressed the fact that the high
value of the Cumberland Plain vegetation on the site poses a fundamental constraint
to any proposed development.
Very little information exists on the conservation value of regrowth native vegetation
(Doherty 1998). However, in one of the few experimental approaches identified,
Johnson (1997) summarises the results of a long term study begun in 1964 (Johnson
1981) in which an area of brigalow regrowth has been monitored for 30 years after
pulling and burning. The resultant sucker regrowth of 28000 brigalow stems per
hectare 9 months after burning has now halved, with a significant loss of stems at 27
to 32 years post clearing (4000-6000 stems per hectare was noted pre-clearing).
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Most of the pre-existing understorey and canopy species are present in the regrowth
but at lower densities and all ground species recorded in untouched surrounding
areas have been recorded at some stage in the regrowth. He states:
‘I have little doubt that given time mature communities that arise from
remnant suckers will be indistinguishable from uncleared communities.’
He advocates that large areas of brigalow sucker regrowth be conserved as the
existing reserves have concentrated on small, virgin remnants and these alone will be
inadequate for long term conservation. However, he stresses that brigalow is among
the most resilient communities and that what applies for plant species conservation
may not apply for animal species conservation. This is the only Australian paper
found that specifically assessed the conservation value of regrowth native vegetation
and found a high value in regrowth stands. In this instance, the regrowth has high
value not only because 95% of the brigalow belt has been cleared but because the
regrowth retains a high floristic similarity to virgin brigalow, notwithstanding short term
structural differences.
I believe it can be convincingly argued that in a vegetation type with less than 90% of
its former distribution extant, any patch however small will have high conservation
value. Indeed, I would be concerned for a vegetation type that had less than 50% of
its distribution still extant. In the case of the ADI site, the opportunity arises to sample
a full Cumberland Plain topographic sequence of vegetation from shale hills on the
western side, through riparian vegetation, to the Tertiary terrace on the eastern side
of the site – a unique opportunity given the patchiness of the remaining remnants and
their general small size.
The detailed work by Gunninah on the site has, ironically, shown the remarkable
regenerative capacity of Cumberland Plain vegetation on the site and hence it can be
readily argued that most of the site has high conservation value either in its present
state or as vegetation that has a high regenerative capacity. Hence the site provides
an ideal opportunity to protect a relatively large, diverse and dynamic patch of
Cumberland Plain vegetation. Urban and retail development as proposed will have a
significant impact on this vegetation.
It remains unclear why the area has only been proposed as a Regional Park and not
a Nature Reserve, given its obvious high conservation value.

8.0 Identification of Further Work and
Recommendations
It is clear from observations and detailed work undertaken on the site and in
surrounding areas that there is a marked potential for the further regeneration of
Cumberland Plain vegetation in areas which are currently only sparsely vegetated.
Areas of the ADI site which are undergoing regeneration have been undervalued in
the studies undertaken by the proponents of urban development on the site and
inadequate value has been assigned to those areas, such as the north west corner.
It is recommended that:
1) as the conservation area delineated in the draft REP is inadequate, a more
appropriate conservation zone for the ADI be delineated which would
comprise the final Australian Heritage Committee boundary plus additional
areas on the western part of the site, the eastern part of the site and along
South Creek. The conservation zone would preferably be a Nature Reserve
rather than a Regional Park
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2) a long term study on the regenerative potential of
Cumberland Plain vegetation communities be undertaken by an
independent scientific team on the ADI site in relation to:
release of areas from cutting, mowing or other forms of vegetation
‘management’;
release of areas from grazing by kangaroos and emus;
regeneration on decontaminated areas

3) alternative uses other than housing and retail be considered
for the most heavily disturbed areas, such as community
facilities
These recommendations require action before any serious consideration is given to
re-zoning for urban and retail development on the ADI site.
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Executive Summary
The Penrith City Council Greenhouse Reduction Strategy has been developed to address
issues relating to the Greenhouse Effect. It provides a framework for actions to reduce CO2
emissions for Council’s operation in its buildings, vehicle fleet, and streetlights. This plan
also provides a strategy for the City of Penrith to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions in the
residential, commercial, industrial, transport and waste sectors.
The Greenhouse Reduction strategy is an evolving process, which takes into consideration
new, and emerging technologies in the field of energy efficiency and further scientific
research that addresses the greenhouse effect.
Global warming is one of the biggest challenges facing humankind. On February 7, 2000
Penrith City Council showed its commitment to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
improving local air quality by joining the Cities for Climate Protection ™ Program (CCP).
This is an international program initiated by the International Council for Local Environmental
Initiatives (ICLEI) and has over 300 councils involved from around the world. In Australia
there are currently 103 Councils involved in the CCP program.
Emissions Profile, Forecasts and Reduction Goal
The City of Penrith produced 2,478,551 Tonnes of CO2 in 1995. This figure includes
emissions from the commercial, industrial, residential, transport and waste sectors of the
community of Penrith. Greenhouse gas emissions forecasts were based on average
population growth for the residential, commercial and industrial sectors. This showed that
Penrith City will release 3,263,946 Tonnes of CO2 into the atmosphere if no CO2 reduction
measures are put in place. This is called the “business as usual scenario”.
The Council’s emissions for 1995 were 15,081 Tonnes, and are expected to reach 18,366
tonnes by 2010. Corporate sectoral analysis has shown that the streetlights group made up
41% of the Council CO2 emissions in 1995 and 42.8% in 2010. Council buildings made up
42.6% of emissions in 1995, and it is expected that in 2010 Council buildings will account for
41.8% of Council CO2 emissions. In 2010 15.1% of emissions will come from Council’s
vehicle fleet and water pumping will account for 0.2% of Councils greenhouse gas
emissions.
On October 30, 2000 Penrith City Council completed milestone 1, a greenhouse gas
inventory and forecast of CO2 emissions for the Council and the Community sector
(residential, commercial, industrial, waste and transport).
Priority Actions
It is difficult to estimate the exact time by which Penrith City Council can meet its
greenhouse reduction target, because many of the measures require further investigation to
give accurate estimates of CO2 savings. Nevertheless, there are many actions currently in
place that show that reductions are possible and are being implemented now. Some of
these measures had been initiated before Council joined the Cities for Climate Protection ™
Program. These include notable achievements in the reduction of electricity used in the civic
centre due to a change in the operating hours of the air conditioner and the adoption and
implementation of the Residential DCP which, requires all new houses, and for all
applications involving existing dwellings, to have a minimum 3.5 star energy rating under the
NatHers system (developed by SEDA).
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To achieve a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, Penrith City Council will need to give
priority to reducing its electricity consumption in its buildings, and streetlights, reduce its fuel
consumption for Council vehicles and reduce waste. Council will also need to put measures
in place to reduce the electricity consumption of the commercial and residential sector and
reduce reliance on cars in the Penrith City.
Monitoring, Evaluating and Reporting on the strategy
Regular reporting on the effectiveness of the implemented measures will occur, with
performance indicators conforming to those agreed in the CCP campaign. Individual
measures will be reviewed and modified as necessary to reflect developments relevant to
the particular sector and respond to performance evaluation.
The Strategy in whole will be reviewed in 2002 in light of progress in achieving the
greenhouse gas reduction goal. Annual reports will be provided to detail specific actions for
emissions reductions.

Consultation
Sustainability is best achieved through collaboration amongst a range of stakeholders individuals, businesses, community groups, institutions and government.
To be successful in progressing the CCP program Council’s role should be one of a catalyst,
fostering public and private partnerships, stimulating interest and communicating the
importance of achieving sustainable development. Council has a strong leadership role in
fostering that collaboration through its own actions, organisational response and way of
doing things.
Consultation with the community is proposed to continue throughout the life of the plan and
educational material will be made available to raise awareness and stimulate discussion on
greenhouse issues and energy efficiency measures.
Active participation in community forums and consultation addressing specific actions within
the plan will seek to promote a greater understanding of issues relating to greenhouse such
as energy efficiency, air pollution and land clearing and to promote initiatives undertaken.
Council recognises the achievements and initiatives of industry, the community and research
organisations. The CCP program provides an opportunity for Council to act as a catalyst to
engender interaction amongst stakeholders and to form strategic alliances aimed at
promoting sustainability initiatives and demonstrating positive ways of moving forward.
A “Greenhouse Strategy” Group, incorporating representatives across the community,
business, environmental groups, education, and government agencies is proposed. The
group would provide a valuable forum for discussing and promoting issues relating to energy
efficiency and greenhouse issues, evolving opportunities for advancing projects
incorporating sustainability principles. Importantly, it can also assist in the monitoring and
review of the success of initiatives.
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Background
What is the Greenhouse Effect?
The greenhouse effect is a natural phenomenon that describes the trapping of heat from the
sun by gases in the atmosphere such as water vapour, carbon dioxide and methane to form
a blanket over the earth. This occurs when radiant energy from the sun reaches the earth
and warms it. Some of this heat is re-radiated back into the atmosphere but “greenhouse
gases” absorb some of this heat which heats the lower layers in the atmosphere. Figure 1
illustrates the greenhouse effect. Part of the sunlight reaching the Earth's atmosphere is
reflected back to space. The remainder contributes to heating the planet's surface, which in
turn leads to longer wavelength radiation from the Earth back towards space. However, the
atmosphere is much less transparent to this longer wavelength radiation with trace gases
(known as greenhouse gases) absorbing and re-emitting this radiation that otherwise would
be lost to space. This natural warming gives the planet an average temperature of 15 oC
instead of -18oC. However it is now clearly recognised that human activities have increased
the concentration of greenhouse gases.
The most abundant greenhouse
gas is water vapour, though
humans do not directly affect its
concentration. The main gases
that are influenced by human
activity include carbon dioxide
(CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous
oxide (N2O). Though these gases
(excluding water vapour) make up
just 1 per cent of the atmosphere,
they are very effective in trapping
radiation.
This is called their
greenhouse potential. Methane
has a very high greenhouse
potential (20 times higher than
CO2) and nitrous oxide has a
greenhouse potential of 310
higher than carbon dioxide. Due
to the higher concentrations of
CO2 in the atmosphere, it is the
gas that is targeted to be reduced
to slow down global warming.
Concerns over the greenhouse
effect have arisen due to human
activities
increasing
the
Figure 1. This figure shows the different forces and how they
concentration
of
greenhouse
interact to enhance the greenhouse effect. They include
gases such as CO2 in the
deforestation and increased level of CO2 in the atmosphere.
atmosphere leading to global
(Illustration taken from www.seda.nsw.gov.au)
climatic changes. The exponential
growth of these greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere has been observed to occur over the last 200 years. This coincides with
the industrial revolution, which has increased the CO2 levels in the atmosphere by 30%
since 200 years ago. Some other causes of the greenhouse effect include the burning of
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fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural gas) and land clearing. Some carbon sinks (carbon dioxide
being absorbed) are terrestrial and marine plants.
There has always been speculation about the validity of the claims regarding the
greenhouse effect. But there is now a general agreement between the scientific community
and businesses, such as insurance companies, that disproportionate volumes of greenhouse
gases will result in the depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer, create smog and
accelerate global warming. The increase of between 1ºC to 7ºC will occur over the next 100
years.
State of Knowledge Regarding Greenhouse
Research into the greenhouse effect has been in progress for a number of years. In 1988
the United Nations established the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
which brings together hundreds of scientific and technical experts to review and integrate the
findings of climate change research programs to reduce an overall assessment of the state
of knowledge.
In 1990 the IPCC its first Assessment Report which formed the basis for the development of
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) that was signed by
155 countries including Australia, in June 1993. Another report produced in 1995 is
regarded as representing the current state of knowledge regarding greenhouse science.
The Third Assessment report is now due.
The findings of the Second Assessment Report as summarised in the Ministerial Declaration
of the second Conference of the Parties to the FCC in 1996, were:
♦ The balance of evidence suggests a discernible human influence on global climate and
without specific policies to mitigate climate change, the global average surface
temperature relative to 1990 is projected to increase by about 2°C (between 1° and
3.5°C) by 2100; average sea level rise is projected to rise about 50 centimetres (between
15 and 95 centimetres) above the present level by 2100; and stabilisation of greenhouse
gas concentrations at twice pre-industrial levels will eventually require global emissions
to be less than 50 per cent of current levels.
♦ The projected changes in climate will result in significant, often adverse, impacts on
many ecological systems and socio-economic sectors including food supply and water
resources and in human health (and in some cases the impacts are potentially
irreversible: developing countries and small islands are more vulnerable to climate
change).
♦ Significant reductions in net greenhouse gas emissions are technically possible and
economically feasible by utilising an array of technology policy measures that accelerate
technology development, diffusion and transfer.
The potential impacts of Climate Change
Human activity in the last century has resulted in a global temperature rise of approximately
0.3°C to 0.6°C and a sea level rise of 10 to 25 centimetres. Although every country in the
world may not feel these impacts, there is a general agreement that sea levels are rising and
there are changes in global temperatures.
The science of climate change is very complicated as it is influenced by general weather
patterns, water current patterns amongst other factors. However, the CSIRO’s Division of
Atmospheric Research has produced predictions on some likely scenarios in Australia. By
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2030 it is predicted that temperatures in the northern regions of the country will increase by
1°C and the southern coastal areas will experience a 1.3º C warming. Inland areas are
predicted to warm more than the coastal areas and Australia will experience more extreme
higher temperatures and less extreme lower temperatures
Rainfall is expected to drop by 4-8% by 2030 for the south-east of Australia. In areas that
experience more rainfall this will come in the form of heavier and more frequent rainfall and
in areas that receive less rainfall it is expected to become drier. This will have economic
impacts for example, on agricultural production, insurance companies and tourism. Due to
the shift in the climatic zones viruses may be introduced such as malaria and impacts
experienced on the distribution of plants and animals. Due to the accelerated rate of
warming many plants and animals may become extinct as they are not able to adapt to the
new conditions. Another additional hazard is the increased risk of fire in areas that become
drier.

Responses to the Greenhouse Effect
The International Response
The Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) came into force in March 1994.
Australia has ratified the Convention and is bound to comply with its obligations. The main
objective of the Convention is to:

§

Stabilise greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere that prevents adverse
impacts by humans to the earth’s climatic system. This should be achieved within a time
frame that allows ecosystems to naturally adapt to the climate change, for food
production to not be affected and for economic development to continue in a sustainable
manner.

To achieve this objective the Convention provides a number of guiding principles and
commitments including requirements to
♦ Prepare national inventories of greenhouse gas emissions and sinks
♦ Develop, implement and report on national programs to mitigate climate change and
develop strategies to adapt
♦ Co-operate in development and transfer of technologies, practices and processes that
control, reduce or prevent the emissions of greenhouse gases
♦ Take climate change considerations into account in relevant social, economical and
environmental policies and actions.
The Convention focuses actions on what are also known as Annex 1 parties (OECD and
European countries, including Australia) to implement policies addressing the greenhouse
issue and to report regularly to the Conference of the Parties (COP) on the policies and
measures taken.
Many of the details on how to implement policies are left with the COP. These Protocols to
the Convention can be legally binding; one example is the Kyoto Protocol of which Australia
is a signatory. The Kyoto Protocol which was agreed to in December 1997 addressed the
Annex 1 countries to collectively reduce their greenhouse emissions by at least 5 % below
1990 levels by the period 2008-2012.
Within this target, individual countries have agreed to differentiated targets ranging from an
8% reduction to a 10% increase, depending on their economic circumstances and differing
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capacities to make emissions reductions. Australia’s target is to reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions in the target period to no more than 8% above 1990 levels. There is great
flexibility in achieving their targets, countries can take account of emission reductions, sink
enhancement, and changes in land clearing.
The Kyoto Protocol will enter into force once 55, covering most of the Annex 1 countries,
have ratified the Protocol.
The Australian Response So Far
Australia contributes just over 1% of global greenhouse gases, but its per capita emissions
are one of the highest in the world. Current trends show that if no action is taken to mitigate
global warming then Australia’s emissions will rise by 28% from 1990 to 2010. To reach the
emission target of the Kyoto Protocol (8% increase between 1990 and 2010) then Australia
needs to reduce its emissions by 2% each year.
The Commonwealth, State and Territory Governments recognised the need for a nationally
co-ordinated approach to climate change and in 1992, before the Kyoto Protocol, endorsed a
National Greenhouse Response Strategy (NGRS). In the interim they agreed to a decrease
of 20% below 1998 levels by 2005, this has now been over-ridden by the Protocol target of
8% increase on 1990 levels.
The NGRS’s goal is to contribute to effective global action to limit greenhouse gas
emissions, to improve knowledge and understanding of the enhanced greenhouse effect and
to prepare for future impacts of change. It contained a range of measures within a “no
regrets” framework which means that the measures had to have other benefits apart from
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and not have net adverse economic impacts.
Some priorities of the NGRS are:
♦ To prepare a national greenhouse inventory;
♦ Micro-economic reform in the electricity and gas sectors to promote competition between
suppliers and the promotion of greenhouse-friendly energy sources;
♦ Increased energy efficiency within the residential and commercial sectors through energy
labelling and minimum energy performance standards; and
♦ More efficient transport system through travel demand strategies and improved fuel
consumption in the national vehicle fleet.
The Commonwealth Government announced further greenhouse measures in 1995. One of
the new strategies was the establishment of the Greenhouse Challenge. This program
encourages businesses to take voluntary action to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions.
Another measure that was taken by the Commonwealth is the provision of $180 million over
5 years.
Cities for Climate Protection ™ Australian Campaign
It was at the First Municipal Leaders Summit on Climate Change held at the United Nations
in New York that the Cities for Climate Protection ™ Campaign began. The International
Council for Local Environmental Initiatives responded to widespread scientific evidence of
the impacts of global warming by an increase in the levels of CO2 in the atmosphere as a
result of human activity by initiating the CCP project.
This program began as the Urban CO2 reduction program and later revised as the
Worldwide Cities for Climate Protection program with regional offices in North America,
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Africa, Europe and South America. In Australia, the program has grown in collaboration with
ICLEI and the Australian Greenhouse Office (AGO).
Municipalities are the focus of this project because most of the population live in urban areas
and due to the burning of fossil fuels are major emitters of greenhouse gases. Local
governments are in a unique position where they can directly influence policies and activities
that produce these high emissions.
The CCP program is divided into five steps. They are:
1. Establish a base year emissions inventory and forecasts for the communities emissions
(residential, commercial, industrial, transport and waste) and corporate (Council’s
buildings, vehicle fleet, waste, water/ sewerage and streetlights)
2. Set a greenhouse reduction goal
3. Develop and a greenhouse reduction strategy- the Local Action Plan
4. Implement the Local Action Plan
5. Monitor and report on emissions and implementation of actions and policies
Penrith City’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions
The greenhouse gas inventory showed that Council’s operations released 15,081 tonnes of
CO2 the forecast of Council’s emissions showed that this is expected to rise to 18,366
tonnes showing a predicted rise of 19%. Figure 2 shows the CO2 emissions from Council’s
operations in 1995 and 2010 and the reduction goal of 25% below 1995 levels by 2010.
Council will need to reduce its CO2 emissions by 7,055 tonnes to reach its greenhouse gas
reduction goal.
Figure 2: Council Reduction Goal

♦

The graph shows the CO2 emission increase between 1995 and 2010 and the reduction needed
to reach the reduction goal of 25% below 1995 levels by 2010.

The main source of CO2 for the Community sector of Penrith was the industrial sector and
this is expected to be the main contributor of CO2 in 2010. The inventory showed that the
Community sector released 2,478,551 tonnes of CO2 in 1995 and this is predicted to rise to
3,263,946 tonnes of CO2. This shows a predicted rise of approximately 32%. A 989,392
CO2 reduction is needed to meet the Community sector greenhouse gas reduction goal of
25% below 1995 levels by 2010.
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Figure 3: Community Reduction Goal

Strategic Framework for the Greenhouse Strategy for Penrith City Council
Council has continued to recognise the principles of ESD in the development of the Council’s
Strategic Plan Penrith City Council 2000+. The Strategic Plan, which is the principal policy
document and defines Council’s four year program, highlights a full range of environmental,
social and economic issues affecting the life and well-being of the City and its communities.
As identified in the Strategic Plan, Council will undertake a number of key initiatives over the
next four years in the areas of the environment, social justice, and economic management.
Existing initiatives such as Penrith Food Project, the Rural Lands Study, and Management
Planning Consultation forums, are setting new benchmarks and leading the way in quality
management and integration of sustainability.
All initiatives identified in the Strategic Plan are directed at moving Council towards greater
sustainability in the provision of services, and in the undertaking of its business. The Cities
for Climate Protection™ (CCP) is a key initiative currently being progressed as part of the
strategy for a Sustainable Penrith.
In February 2000, Council joined the CCP Program. The program consolidates and
integrates much of the work already undertaken by Council with regard to energy efficiency
and ecologically sustainable development. The CCP program will enable Council to
determine and implement actions that relate to Federal, State and Local environmental
policy. Participating in CCP allows Penrith to respond to initiatives such as the “National
Greenhouse Strategy” and “NSW Greenhouse Action Plan, 1998”.
The CCP program:
♦ Provides community education opportunities.
♦ Documents Council’s commitment to protecting the environment and therefore is linked
to ‘Sustainable Penrith’.
♦ Links to other greenhouse emissions programs such as those run by SEDA. (Penrith
joined the SEDA Energy Smart Homes Program in 1998.)
♦ Provides another avenue to promote and recognise our Residential Policy.
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Reduction Strategies to Reduce Council’s CO2
Emissions

The energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions from Council’s operations includes CO2
emissions from Council’s buildings, vehicle fleet, and streetlights. A study of Council’s
energy bills showed that in 1995, Council released 15,081 tonnes of CO2 into the
atmosphere (the annual equivalent of 3,142 cars on the road). There is an expected rise to
18,336 tonnes of CO2 - the annual equivalent of 3,820 cars on the road. Council buildings
and streetlights account for most of the Council CO2 emissions. The Civic Centre accounts
for 23% of the CO2 emissions.
Emission reduction strategies provide Council with a unique opportunity to
♦ Showcase renewable energy sources and efficient technology
♦ Demonstrate Council’s commitment to sustainability, greenhouse gas reduction and
provide a target for undertaking initiatives to empower and influence staff, the
community, business and industry
♦ Improving the liveability of our city and enhancing the quality of life for residents through
the improvements in local air quality
♦ Make financial savings on energy bills
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Energy Performance Contracting
High
Civic Centre, St Mary’s office, St Mary’s Memorial Hall, the Depot, Penrith
Swimming Centre and Ripples, and Penrith Regional Gallery
Buildings and facilities
Buildings
1 to 5 years
Building Construction and Maintenance; Recreation and Cultural Services

Purpose
To put in place energy efficiency measures in Council buildings that have high energy
usage.
Background
When equipment or facilities are upgraded to improve energy efficiency under an Energy
Performance Contract, the energy savings that result are guaranteed by the contractor for
the term of the contract. If they fall short, the contractor makes up the difference.
Because the savings are guaranteed, they can be used to pay off the capital cost of the
project with very little risk, even over longer payback periods of five, six or even ten years.
The benefits of the upgrades are realised immediately – better comfort or lighting levels,
reduced greenhouse gas emissions, often lower maintenance costs – future savings are
used to pay for them.
Energy Performance Contracting will work if there are enough potential energy-saving
opportunities to interest a contractor. The contractor needs to be able to guarantee a level
of savings that is at least equal to the repayments required on the capital cost. The
Sustainable Energy Development Authority (SEDA) provide support for this initiative.
Energy Performance Contracts can help Council reduce its energy use by between 5 to
60%. Studies of other businesses that have undertaken energy performance contracting
show that there is on average a 30 to 35%reduction in energy consumption. It is estimated
that reductions in CO2 may be achieved for the following facilities
♦ civic centre approximately 1,500 tonnes
♦ the depot approximately 120 tonnes,
♦ Swimming centres by up to 190 tonnes each, and
♦ Penrith Regional Gallery by up to 130 tonnes.
The overall CO2 reduction from these actions may provide an estimated 27% of the
reduction goal (Council needs to reduce its CO2 emissions by 7,055 tonnes to meet the
reduction target).
Actions
Put together a team to explore the possibilities, including building and maintenance staff as
well as financial, legal and procurement staff. Assess projects through SEDA’s Energy
Performance Contracting Suitability Checklist and initiate discussions with SEDA..
Cost to Council
Payback Period
CO2 Tonnes saved
Percentage of Reduction Goal

To be investigated
To be investigated
At least 2,000
27% of reduction goal
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Local Air Quality Management Initiatives
High
To improve local air quality and reduce greenhouse gases
Planning, policy, education
Residential, commercial, industrial and transport
1 to 2 years
Building Approval & Environmental Protection

Purpose
To improve local air quality and reduce CO2 emissions by developing a plan that is
compatible with regional air quality strategies and to assist in the improvement of air quality
in Western Sydney.
Background
The local air quality management plan (LAQMP) was developed to improve the role of
Council in protecting the environment and the community from pollutants and to show
Council’s leadership in addressing this problem.
The LAQMP addresses six main areas: vegetation, education- information and public
education, energy efficiency, land use and transport planning, vehicle emissions and source
control.
The section dealing with energy efficiency includes recommended measures such as
adopting energy efficiency measures in Council operations, ensuring that Council officers
have training in energy efficient subdivisions and the promotions of energy efficiency
alternatives. The implementation of these measures should result in lower CO2 levels for
Council and the Community sector.
It is difficult to estimate the CO2 savings from this measure, as there are no specific details
on target of emission reductions. However, as the measures in the plan address a number
of areas, if an estimate of a 5% reduction in CO2 levels is used, the potential CO2 savings
from this measure is 163,200 tonnes.
Actions
To implement the draft LAQMP and to record implemented measures and the estimated
tonnes of CO2 saved. This will help in monitoring the plan and its successes and
shortcoming in reducing CO2 emissions.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

Use current resources
To be investigated
Potentially save 160,000
17%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Purchasing Greenpower for Streetlights
High
Purchase of renewable energy for streetlights
Streetlights
Streetlights
1 to 2 years
Financial Services; and Works, Construction and Maintenance

Purpose
To reduce CO2 emissions from streetlights and support the renewable energy industry.
Background
The purchasing of Green Power for Council’s streetlights represents a simple way that
Council can reduce CO2 emissions from its streetlights. The purchasing for example, 10%
Green Power will result in a CO2 saving of 790 tonnes of CO2.
Actions
See “Purchasing of Green Power” for buildings for information on processes of this action.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

An additional $900 per month (based on 10% Green
Power and predicted energy cost of streetlights in 2010)
NA
790
11%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Integrated Land Use and Transportation Plan
High
To improve access to alternative modes of transport and improve local air
quality
Policy, partnerships, education, planning
Transport
Identified in Council’s Management Plan
Environmental Planning and Building Approval and Environmental Protection

Purpose
To reduce private car use by improving public transport and bicycle facilities.
Background
Increasing levels of private car use is making it necessary to provide alternative options to
addressing transport in Penrith City. Good shopping and other community facilities (such as
doctor’s) attract a lot of people, with most arriving to their destination by using private
vehicles. When addressing transport issues it is important to have a regional approach as
the problems are not restricted to one area as people travel to Penrith City from other LGA’s.
Some ways to approach this, are to look at land use zoning and ensuring that transport is
one of many issues that need to be considered when developing, providing an educational
kit to the community (including residents and staff of businesses) outlining current transport
options. Where there are gaps in the transport network, Council needs to lobby public
transport providers for better services.
Council can also lobby both private and state public transport companies to provide users
with an integrated ticketing system, whereby the user can use the same ticket to board a bus
or train. This aims to reduce the difficulty some people face when there are no linkages
between the different transport options.
Council can work with commercial and industrial businesses that do not have access to
public transport, look at providing a shuttle bus service that would pick up workers from a
train or a bus stop (such as Penrith train station) and drive the bus to the location of their
destination (place of employment). This would reduce the reliance on private cars and will
improve transport options for many employees leading to a reduction in CO2 emissions.
Other ways to reduce private car use includes a bicycle plan and promotion of walking. A
bicycle plan should include routes from other Council areas and provide information such as
general location of showers, lock up facilities and links to public transport. As well as
reducing fuel consumption, there are added health benefits, reduced traffic congestion and
improved air quality.
This plan has the potential to reduce CO2 emissions by 15 to 20%, leading to an overall
reduction in approximately 99,500 tonnes of CO2. In order for this action to work, Council
also needs to promote past and future actions.
Actions
To prepare a regional Land Use and Transportation Plan that addresses the point above.
To promote the plan and educate public transport users to ensure success.
Cost of implementation
To be investigated
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
99,500
Percentage of reduction goal
10%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Revolving Sustainability Initiatives Fund
High
A proportion of savings made as a result of energy efficiency measures are
diverted into a fund for sustainability initiatives and energy efficient actions
Policy
All
6 months
Financial Services

Purpose
A proportion of the savings that are made as a result of energy efficiency measures are
diverted to fund future sustainability initiatives and energy efficiency actions.
Background
The revolving sustainability initiatives fund is a financial mechanism, whereby a proportion of
the savings that are made as a result of energy efficiency measures are diverted into a fund
for future sustainability initiatives and energy efficiency actions. Newcastle City Council has
had a revolving energy fund since 1995 which, they use for their greenhouse reduction
initiatives. They have been able to reduce their annual energy bill from $1 million to
approximately $700,000, a saving of $300,000 per year by implementing energy efficiency
measures. An internal loan was used to pay for initial energy efficiency measures. So far
they have made an accumulated saving of $600,000 in energy cost.
A proportion of the savings made from energy management should be placed in the
revolving sustainability initiatives fund. These savings should go directly into further energy
saving measures and other sustainability initiatives.
Actions
♦ Determine how much will be saved from implemented efficiency measures.
♦

Established an account where the savings can be deposited.

♦

Funds to be used to implement sustainability initiatives including strategies identified in
this Local Action Plan.

Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

Staff time to investigate and establish the revolving
sustainability initiatives fund
NA
Will fund future projects that will lead to savings in CO2
Will assist with the implementation of other actions
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Greenhouse Education Kit for Residents
High
To make residents aware of greenhouse issues and educate them to
become energy efficient
Education
Residential and waste
1 to 2 years
Environmental Planning, Building Approval & Environmental Protection

Purpose
To reduce CO2 emissions through community education and awareness of greenhouse
issues.
Background
A community education and awareness program is an essential component of the strategies
to reduce CO2 emissions from the Community Sector. The education program needs to
address the residential, sector, which is predicted to account for 28% of CO2 emissions for
the Community sector.
The outcomes for the program should include changing purchasing decisions, acceptance of
energy efficient products and renewable energy sources. Some of the specific actions
include the development and distribution of an education kit for residents, production of
fliers, fact sheets on energy efficiency and greenhouse issues and the promotion of the
SEDA “Energy Smart Allies” directory.
Community workshops addressing specific
components of reducing CO2 emissions such as renewable energy sources, and energy
efficient appliances will be held enabling the community to participate in Penrith City’s
greenhouse reduction goal.
Council should also work alongside schools and the state education department on a
“greenhouse” or “energy efficiency” curriculum. Council can also promote the “Smogbusters
way to School Kit” and the “Walking Bus”. This program will increase awareness in school
children, lessons they will hopefully pass on to others such as their parents or guardians.
The curriculum will also have the added benefit of educating a young generation that will
carry the lessons they have learnt throughout their lives.
Actions
Compile information such as SEDA and AGO rebates, and information on energy efficient
appliances for the production of the education kit and make this available to all residents.
To promote involvement of residents Council can hold workshops to inform residents on how
they can save money on their energy bills. Council can investigate providing incentives such
as an Energy Efficient light bulb for all participants in the workshops. This will also give
Council data on the CO2 saved from the light bulbs alone.
When implementing this action it is important to involve all community members. To reach
the ethnic community Council can work with the community services to reach these
community members by providing information in different languages and to conduct the
workshops with the aid of an interpreter.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

Cost of Education kit (to be investigated) and staff time
NA
Will help in implementation of other actions
To be investigated
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Greenhouse Education Kit for Local Businesses
High
To reduce CO2 emissions from the commercial and industrial sectors
Education
Commercial and industrial
1 to 2 years
Environmental Planning and Building Approval and Environmental Protection

Purpose
The commercial and industrial sectors are predicted to account for 66% of all CO2 emissions
from the Community sector by 2010. Significant CO2 reductions are possible by reducing
CO2 emissions for these sectors.
Background
The compilation of a greenhouse education kit is very important in helping local businesses
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. There are many initiatives that Council can
promote to achieve this. They include the Greenhouse Challenge program, and the
Greenhouse Allies program. They are Commonwealth initiatives that whereby the business
makes a voluntary agreement to reduce its CO2 emissions. The Greenhouse Challenge and
Greenhouse Allies program aim to achieve a CO2 reduction while maintaining a competitive
edge.
Other business programs that can be promoted include the SEDA Energy Smart Business
Program and Energy Performance Contracting. Monitoring of this action will determine the
level of uptake of the program and the tonnes of CO2 saved. However, if the implemented
action achieves a 5% reduction, this will result in a reduction of 107,900. When
implementing this action it is important to highlight to businesses the high financial gains
they can make (overall reduction of 20% on energy bills per annum).
Actions
Compile data for the education kits. The information will include both SEDA, AGO and other
relevant contacts, fact sheets and case studies of energy efficiency measures that other
businesses have implemented, such the Panthers Leagues Club.
Council can also investigate interested businesses to hold one-on-one meetings where
Council can share its successes and point out challenges when implementing energy
efficiency actions and how these can be overcome.

Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

Cost of education kits (to be investigated)
and staff time
NA
107,900
11%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Staff Education
High
All Staff
Education
All Staff
1 to 2 years
Building Approvals & Environmental Protection

Purpose
To make staff aware of efficiency measures proposed and taking place; to promote energy
efficiency measures within Council and to build support amongst Council staff about the
positive steps Council is taking to address greenhouse issues.
Background
Employee support and encouragement is essential to implementing actions. Raising
awareness will support the implementation of complementary programs such as the
Residential DCP, which integrates an Energy Smart Homes Policy, and Councils Waste
Reduction Strategies. Raised awareness may also affect behavioural change and
purchasing decisions. Employees will be encouraged to have input into the process and
recognition given for innovative ideas and identifying ares for improvement.
CO2 savings can be made through awareness of using office equipment and lighting when
for instance staff work after hours. Council can also save money from reduced energy costs.
Actions
Report on actions identified in Council’s Management Plan to staff and investigate ways to
promote energy efficiency and greenhouse gas issues internally.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO 2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

Staff time
NA
Will lead to support for reduction strategies
Difficult to quantify
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Power Factor Correction Units
High
Buildings and facilities with high energy usage
Financial services, infrastructure, property
Buildings
1 to 2 years
Buildings, Construction and Maintenance, Recreation and Cultural Services

Purpose
To save money on energy consumption for Council buildings and to place a proportion of the
financial savings into the revolving sustainability initiatives fund.
Background
The aim of Power Factor Correction units is to ensure that the electricity supplied to a
building is utilised effectively. Improving the factor can reduce energy costs by reducing the
peak demand of electricity. When electricity is supplied to a building, some is lost through
the circuit. The power factor correction units work to avoid this loss and ensure that
electricity that is supplied to a building is used.
This action is a good way to provide funds for the revolving sustainability initiatives fund.
This action does not significantly reduce energy use, instead it works to ensure that the
incoming energy is used more effectively. Hornsby Shire Council has investigated the use of
power factor correction units and estimated the cost at being approximately $3,600 each
with a payback period of 1 to 2 years. The amount saved each year is estimated to be
$1,300 to $1,700. The installation of the units can be staggered over several years with the
savings made from the initial installations paying for the following ones.
A power factor correction unit has been installed at the Penrith Whitewater Stadium.
Actions
A review of the effectiveness of the power factor correction unit at the Penrith Whitewater
Stadium council and identification of other suitable sites for installation of the power factor
correction units be undertaken. Possible locations being the Civic Centre, St Mary’s Office,
St Mary’s Memorial Hall, the depot, Penrith Swimming Centre and Ripples, Penrith
Whitewater Stadium and Penrith Regional Gallery.

Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

$18,000
1 to 2 years
To be investigated
To be investigated
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Public Transport Reimbursement Program
Medium
All staff
Policy
All sectors
Currently undertaken in some departments
All Departments

Purpose
Encouraging Council staff to use public transport to and from work related meetings by
providing financial reimbursement.
Background
Council will reimburse staff for travel by bus and train that is used when travelling to and
from work related meetings. The objective is to support those who use public transport and
to provide an incentive to those that are not. Staff will be encouraged to travel by public
transport (where practicable) to meetings outside the LGA. This action will help towards
reducing traffic congestion, improve local air quality and increase the use of public transport.
It is difficult to quantify the CO2 savings made from this greenhouse gas reduction measure,
as it depends on the number of staff that would use it. However to assist in CO2 emissions
the staff should be encouraged to use public transport when travelling to and from work
related meetings outside the LGA.
Actions
To conduct a survey to establish how many people are currently using public transport to
and from work related meetings outside the LGA and how many staff would be willing to
change their travel habits if Council reimbursed them for their fare.
Once the program has been established Council should quantify the CO2 savings and
monitor the progress of the program.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO 2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

To be investigated
To be investigated
To be investigated
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Energy Efficient Luminaire for Streetlights
High
Installation of energy efficient, luminaire, streetlights in residential areas
Streetlights
Streetlights
1 to 7 years
Financial Services; and Works, Construction and Maintenance

Purpose
To reduce CO2 emissions and operating costs from streetlights in residential areas.
Background
Streetlights account for approximately 42% of Council’s greenhouse gas emissions. The
luminaire that is being developed, is an alternative to the 80watt mercury lanterns used
currently in residential streetlights. These energy efficient globes have the potential to
reduce CO2 emissions by 50%, which could lead to a potential saving of 2,700 tonnes of
CO2.
Fairfield Council is currently undertaking a trial of these energy efficient globes. They
estimate a saving of $195,000 per anum (their annual energy cost for streetlights is currently
$1.6 million) and a 2,300 tonne reduction in CO2 emissions.
The calculated CO2 savings could be promoted to the community raising awareness
regarding new technology, energy efficiency and greenhouse gas issues.
Actions
Partner Integral Energy in the installation of this technology in residential areas. Integral
Energy will monitor the performance of the equipment and keep Council informed of the
findings. Undertaken and investigation of the conversion of all streetlights in residential areas
to the new fluorescent luminaires.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

$270 per light fitting (cost includes installation and new
fittings)
Based on figures from Fairfield Council, the payback
period is estimated to be 13 years
2,700
38%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Energy Star Office Equipment
High
All computers and office equipment
Purchasing and office equipment
Buildings
3 to 6 months
Information Technology, Financial Services

Purpose
The enabling of Energy Star on Council’s computer monitors can save Council over $9,700
on energy bills and save 140 tonnes of CO2.
Background
The Environmental Protection Authority in USA first launched Energy Star in 1992. It was in
1996 that Energy Star was launched in Australia by SEDA.
Office equipment is often left on when there is no user. During these “Stand by” times, it is
using as much energy as when it is being used. This also applies to “screen savers” which
actually do not save any energy. Office equipment that has “Energy Star” can power
manage itself. The computer goes into “Stand by” mode when the computer is inactive for a
specified length of time, for example 15 minutes. The screen becomes blank until the user
touches the mouse or a key, ”waking up” the computer, making it ready to be used again.
Energy Star can also be activated on printers, faxes and photocopiers, leading to greater
financial and CO2 savings.
Actions
Council needs to investigate the enabling of its computers with Energy Star. A trial of
Energy Star should be conducted on a number of computers. This will highlight the benefits
of Energy Star and will allow problems to be rectified before implementation of all computer
monitors. A proportion of the money saved from this action should be placed in the
Revolving sustainability initiatives fund.
Council also needs to investigate the enabling of Energy Star on other office equipment.
The purchasing of Energy Star compliant office equipment needs to be included in the
purchasing policy.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

Staff time to activate Energy Star
NA
140
2%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Natural Gas and Renewable Energy Promotion
High
10% of residential, commercial and industrial customers
Partnerships and education
Commercial, residential, industrial
1 to 3 years
Environmental Planning, Building Approval & Environmental Protection

Purpose
To reduce the Community sectors CO 2 emissions by promoting alternative and low CO2
emitting sources of energy.
Background
Council can encourage residents and business owners to use natural gas or subscribe to
‘Green Power’ rather than using electricity, which is derived from burning coal. By promoting
energy efficient products as discussed in the other actions Penrith City residents and
businesses can lower their energy bills and from these savings may be encouraged to
purchase green energy. Council can build partnerships with energy suppliers and lead by
example by purchasing green power for its own buildings.
The success of this action depends on the interest of residents and business owners and
their willingness to subscribe to green power. Green power can be purchased at different
rates between 10 to 100% of energy coming from renewable sources. If 2% of households
subscribed to 100% green energy in 2010, and if an additional 3% of household subscribed
to 50% green power the total CO2 savings of approximately 17,500 tonnes.
If 2% of commercial businesses and 1.5% of industrial businesses subscribe to 100% green
power this will result in a reduction of 20,600 tonnes of CO2.
Actions
Using SEDA data establish the number of households that may already subscribe to green
power in Penrith City and the rate of uptake.
It is recommended that Council work with the green power department at SEDA and the
local energy supplier, Integral Energy on their green power scheme as a way of promoting
green energy and monitoring the number of additional people joining as a result of the
action. From this the more accurate calculations of CO2 savings can be made.
Council can promote this information to the Community and in the residential and business
education kits. Before implementing this action it is important for Council to purchase Green
Power for its own facilities, as this will show leadership and the willingness of Council to
implement similar actions.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO 2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

To be investigated
Approx. 38,100
4%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Purchasing Green Power
Medium
At least 50% of all Council buildings
Purchasing
Buildings
1 to 5 years
Financial Services; Recreation and Cultural Services, Building, Construction
and Maintenance and Work Construction and Maintenance

Purpose
To reduce CO2 emissions generated in the operation of Council buildings by purchasing a
percentage of Green Power for the operation of Council buildings. This action supports the
investment by Council’s energy supplier into renewable energy sources.
Background
Subscription of Green Power involves purchasing of renewable energy from an accredited
renewable energy source. Green Power is purchased between 10% and 100% of the
energy requirements of a building. Green Power is available Australia wide through energy
suppliers. SEDA is the government agency that accredits Green Power suppliers for
consumers.
Green Power draws on a number of sources such as solar power, wind, hydro and biomass,
where for example methane is captured from landfill and converted into electricity. This
energy is administered through the usual grid system.
Moorland City Council is the first Council in Australia to purchase 100% Green Power for its
buildings. It used the contestability of seven sites to purchase electricity at lower prices.
They used the money saved from this process to purchase 100% Green Power for seven
sites. They saved an estimated 4,261 tonnes of CO2.
Some Council buildings that are recommended for the purchasing of 100% Green Power
include the Civic Centre, the Penrith swimming centres, the Penrith Regional Gallery and the
Depot. Due to the contestability of energy from energy suppliers, Council may be able to
negotiate with the Green Power supplier, which may reduce the additional cost to purchase
Green Power. Energy efficiency will also reduce energy consumption, which will also lower
the price of energy for Council. To make further CO2 reductions and incorporate renewable
energy sources in all of Council’s buildings, the purchase of 10% Green Power is
recommended for remaining Council buildings.
This actions has the potential to save an estimated 6,000 tonnes of CO2 (approximately 80%
of the reduction goal).
Actions
Review the contract that Council currently has with its energy supplier and prepare a tender
document outlining Council’s needs and establishing an optimal rate for energy consumption
would need to be prepared.
Cost of implementation
Payback period

Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

Approx. an additional $16,625 (based on predicted
energy cost in 2010)
This is an additional cost which can be funded from
energy savings made through implementation of other
actions
6,000
80%
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The Council vehicle fleet emitted approximately 16% of Council’s CO2 emissions in 1995.
Actions to reduce Council’s CO2 emissions from its vehicle fleet, are also aimed at improving
local air quality and reducing reliance on the car.
Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Alternative Fuels for Council Vehicles
Medium
Conversion of vehicle fleet
Policy
Council vehicle fleet
1 to 5 years
Works, Construction and Maintenance

Purpose
To investigate alternative fuel sources which are less polluting. A study by the NSW Roads
and Traffic Authority shows that by using natural gas vehicles:
♦ Reactive hydrocarbons are reduced by 56%
♦ Carbon monoxide is reduced by 52%
♦ CO2 emissions are reduced by 23%
♦ Oxides of nitrogen are reduced by 25%
♦ Fuel economy is improved by 23% and fuel costs are reduced by 70%
Background
In order to reduce CO2 emissions from vehicles the Commonwealth Government has
provided funding of up to 50% of the cost needed to convert vehicles to low polluting
alternatives. The funding will go towards the cost of converting conventionally fuelled
vehicles to CNG (Compressed Natural Gas) or LPG (Liquefied Petroleum Gas), upgrading
fuel systems for vehicles currently using CNG and LPG and the price difference between
conventionally fuelled vehicles and new CNG or LPG vehicles.
Liverpool City Council has made a commitment to convert its entire vehicle fleet to CNG by
2002 and estimates a $100,000 saving from its passenger and light commercial vehicles and
a saving of $1 million for its heavy trucks such as the garbage trucks over 10 years. CNG
and LPG is estimated to save up to 3 cents per kilometer when compared to conventional
vehicles and Liverpool City Council have estimated that the CO2 saved from converting
vehicles to CNG are 1.5 tonnes per passenger vehicle.
Penrith Council’s vehicle fleet includes 128 passenger vehicles, 40 light vans and utilities
and 135 specialised equipment and heavy machinery. The passenger vehicles account for
most of the CO2 for the vehicle fleet, followed by heavy machinery. If 25% of these vehicles
were converted the CO2 saved would be 84 tonnes with an additional cost of approximately
$2,500 per vehicle to convert to LPG. There will be greater CO2 savings by converting light
vans and trucks, heavy trucks and specialised machinery. Overall there could be a saving of
at least 160 tonnes of CO2.
Council is currently trialling a LPG powered vehicle.
Actions
Investigate converting Council’s vehicle fleet to alternative fuels such as CNG or LPG and
seek external funding for the conversion.
Cost of implementation
Payback Period
Tonnes of CO 2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

To be investigated
To be investigated
At least 160 tonnes
2.2%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Greenfleet
Medium
All passenger vehicles
Purchasing
Council vehicle fleet
1 to 2 years
Works, Construction and maintenance and Financial Services

Purpose
To support a program which involves the planting of trees to act as greenhouse sinks,
offsetting the CO2 released by vehicles.
Background
Greenfleet is an initiative that is run by the Foster Foundation and is available to car owners
on an annual membership, which is $25 per car, per year. The money is used for the
planting and caring of at least 7 native trees (approximately absorb the same amount of CO2
that the vehicle will release) per membership. So far 4,000 memberships have been sold
and 200,000 trees have been planted. The trees are planted in the same state or territory as
the memberships and Greenfleet is happy to work with Councils on planting to support
biodiversity or other initiatives.
Actions
This program gives Council the opportunity to offset its CO2 emissions and support
biodiversity. Greenfleet has the potential to offset 950 tonnes of CO2 at a cost of $3,200
which makes this a very cost-effective way of reducing CO2 emissions, and for Council to
meet its reduction goal.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction goal

$3,200
NA
950
7%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Carbon Sinks, Tree Planting and Open Space Management
Medium
To sequester CO2 through tree planting and protection of bushland
Policy, planning
All
1 to 3 years
Building Approvals & Environmental Protection, Recreation and Cultural
Services

Purpose
To establish a vegetated open space facility to be used for carbon sequestration as well as
provide the community with an open space facility.
Background
This action looks at the protection of flora and fauna by linking vegetation corridors, and
planting vegetation to sequester CO2. Other benefits include, the provision of open space,
educational and recreational provision, improved air and water quality through better
catchment management, as well as improving the visual amenity of the area.
An international example of a Council undertaking this action is in Durban, South Africa. The
park in Durban also contains health facilities and community gardens, and thus provides
employment opportunities.
The CO2 saved from this action depends on the number of trees planted per year, however if
Council plants approximately 500 trees the tonnes of CO2 absorbed by the trees is estimated
to be 2,000 tonnes. When the tree-planting program is established it is important to include
locally indigenous species and preferably species that may currently be under threat or
those that support threatened fauna species. Council can also involve local schools and the
community in the tree-planting program. This will also instil a sense of ownership of the park
and a sense of community pride.
Council can use this park as an educational tool by providing signage (for example the trees
panted, the flora community and the species of fauna found in the park) and by conducting
guided walks throughout the park. Council can also investigate selling the carbon credits
from the park to businesses and interested parties.
An example of a multi functional energy park is the Centre for Education and Research in
Environmental Strategies (CERES) in Brunswick, Victoria. This park is 4 hectares and
includes community gardens, permaculture gardens, a sustainable energy house, renewable
energy systems such as wind farms, solar and photovoltaics, an animal farm and displays on
composting and worm farming. They also conduct Greenhouse walks around the park. To
find out more about the park see their website at http://www.ceres.org.au
Actions
♦ Identify a site suitable for the park.
♦ Council consider community consultation to seek input from the community to see what
they hope the park can achieve.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction goal

To be investigated
To be investigated
2,000
0.2%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Photovoltaic Cells and Cogeneration on Council Buildings
Medium
To place Photovoltaic cells on the Civic Centre or another high profile
community building and investigate cogeneration for Penrith Swimming
Centre and Ripples, and Penrith Whitewater Stadium
Infrastructure
Buildings
Apply for funding in 2001
Financial Services; Recreation and Cultural Services Building, Construction
and Maintenance, Construction and Maintenance

Purpose
To reduce CO2 emissions by using an alternative energy source to that provided by fossil
fuel generated electricity
Background
Photovoltaic cells (solar cells) provide Council with the opportunity to reduce its CO2
emissions by using an alternative energy source to that provided by fossil fuel generated
electricity. The Civic Centre is an ideal site to showcase renewable energy sources such as
photovoltaic cells. The number of staff and visitors to the building increase the visibility and
promotional opportunities of new technologies.
“Cogeneration is a high-efficiency energy system that produces both electricity and valuable
heat from the one fuel source. Cogeneration systems offer major economic and
environmental benefits by turning otherwise wasted heat into energy, thereby cutting carbon
dioxide emissions by up to 40% compared to a conventional coal-fired power station.”
(http://www.seda.nsw.gov.au)
The Australian Greenhouse Office, which is a federally funded initiative, is currently offering
a rebate on photovoltaic systems. The Sustainable Energy Development Authority also
offers a cash back rebate on PV systems that have been installed at a rate of $4,800 per kW
for installations that are seen as promotional tools, such as installations on a Council
building, community hall or swimming pools. SEDA offer a $24,000 rebate when a
photovoltaic system of over 5,000-watt size is installed and actively promoted within the
community.
Actions
Make contact with a supplier of photovoltaic cells, seek advice, and assess a suitable site for
this technology. SEDA has a list of renewable energy suppliers. Once a supplier has been
chosen, with their help Council may be able to apply for a photovoltaic cells rebate from the
AGO and SEDA.
Council should also investigate funding options for cogeneration from the AGO and SEDA.
Should Council proceed with these technologies promotional opportunities should be sought
to raise awareness on renewable energy sources.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

To seek external funding. Actual costs
will then be determined.
To be determined
To be determined, as it depends on the
size of the PV system installed
As above
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Waste Reduction Strategies in Council’s Operations
Medium
To reduce Council’s waste going to landfill
Policy, planning, education
Waste
Trials under way - refer to Council’s management plan
Safety, Emergency and Waste Services

Purpose
To reduce Council’s waste going to landfill and gain organisational support.
Background
Data for Council’s greenhouse inventory for the base year of 1995 was not available for the
waste sector. As recognised in Council’s current Management Plan waste reduction
strategies are an important way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and conserve
resources.
There are many ways that Council can reduce its waste, some examples include recycling of
office paper, using double sided photocopies, trial of worm farming in Council’s kitchens,
recycling printer ink cartridges, using electronic mail to communicate with other staff
members reusing vegetation as mulch. Council is currently taking steps to reduce its waste
by recycling office paper. The CO2 savings (methane is produced but is converted to a CO2
equivalent value for the purposes of the CCP program) from this will be determined once an
audit is undertaken which reveals how much waste Council produces and how much is
recycled.
Council plays an important role in waste reduction strategies. Some ways that Council can
influence external organisations to reduce waste is through its purchasing policies and
contracts. The current purchasing policy gives consideration to products that are recycled,
have minimal packaging and do not contain any toxic products. It is recommended that
Council provide more specific guidelines such as a minimum percentage of recycled content
for paper and for the product to be biodegradable. When Council uses a contractor, the
tender document should outline Council’s commitment to the CCP program and specify that
applicants demonstrate a waste management plan. This can be applied to Council leased
properties, cleaners and as part of festivals such as a street fair.
It is difficult to calculate the CO2 saved from this action as further investigation is needed to
establish how much waste Council’s operations produce. Once this is established, a CO2
saving, can be calculated.
Actions
♦ Undertake a waste audit of Council’s operations
♦ Write a waste plan of action
♦ Implement the actions in the waste plan, which should include additions to Council’s
purchasing policy and contract documents.
♦ Establish the tonnes of CO2 saved.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

To be investigated
To be investigated
To be investigated
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Redevelopment of Community Buildings
Medium
To incorporate energy efficiency principles in the development of Community
buildings
Property, infrastructure
Buildings
1 to 5 years
Building, Construction and Maintenance Works, Construction and
Maintenance; Property Development and Community Development

Purpose
To incorporate Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) principles in the redevelopment
of community buildings, for example Londonderry Community Centre. This will include
energy efficiency measures and CO 2 reduction actions.
Background
The closure of the Castlereagh Waste Depot provided Council with funding for a community
project. The Londonderry Community Hall, which is scheduled for upgrading, was chosen
as the site for the redevelopment of a community building. This building has a number of
uses such as a childcare centre and hall for community events; hence it has a high
community profile.
The redevelopment of this site provides Council with an exciting opportunity to work
alongside the community to showcase ESD principles.
Energy efficiency strategies for the building will reduce CO2 emissions from this building. In
1995 the Londonderry Community Hall emitted 7 tonnes of CO2. Although this is expected
to remain stable energy efficiency measures have the potential to reduce energy
consumption by 20%, saving 1.4 tonnes of CO2.
Actions
♦ Investigate Energy Performance Contracting
♦

Incorporate energy efficiency measures in the requirements for the upgrade of the
Community centre

♦

Incorporate ESD principles in future redevelopment’s of Council buildings.

Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

To be investigated
To be investigated
1.4
0.02%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Waste Development Control Plan
Medium
To reduce waste from building operations as well as commercial and
industrial premises
Policy, education
Waste
1 year
Building Approval & Environmental Protection

Purpose
To reduce waste going to landfill and improve recycling and waste recovery from new
developments and from current industrial and commercial businesses.
Background
This development control plan will require that all new developments prepare a Waste
Management Plan outlining ways that waste will be minimised during and post construction.
The development control plan will also require that all current businesses, both commercial
and industrial have waste minimisation strategies in place, such as recycling facilities.
The waste data in the greenhouse gas inventory included waste collected by Council’s waste
management services, residential and some commercial properties. Thus, the tonnes of
CO2 saved from this plan, which applies to new developments and all commercial and
industrial businesses, is not able to be calculated. It is expected that as the waste
management plans for the specific sites are prepared this information will become available
to Council and will enable Council to calculate the tonnes of CO2 saved from this action.
Actions
To implement the Waste Not DCP and assist in implementing the plan.
To collect data on tonnes of waste going to landfill from businesses and new developments
and to calculate the tonnes of CO2saved from this action.

Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

Within existing resources
Will be calculated once data becomes
available
To be investigated
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Reduction Strategies to Reduce the Community
Sector’s CO2 Emissions
The Community sector, which includes the
residential, commercial, industrial transport,
and waste sectors is predicted to emit over
3.2 million tonnes of CO2 by 2010.
Sustainability is best achieved through
collaboration
amongst
a
range
of
stakeholders - individuals, businesses,
community
groups,
institutions
and
government.
To be successful in progressing the CCP
program Council’s role should be one of a
catalyst, fostering public and private
partnerships, stimulating interest and
communicating the importance of achieving
sustainable development. Council has a
strong leadership role in fostering that
collaboration through its own actions,
organisational response and way of doing
things.
Consultation with the community is
proposed to continue throughout the life of
the plan and educational material will be
made available to raise awareness and
stimulate discussion on greenhouse issues
and energy efficiency measures.
Active participation in community forums
and consultation addressing specific actions
within the plan will seek to promote a
greater understanding of issues relating to
greenhouse such as energy efficiency, air
pollution and land clearing and to promote
initiatives undertaken.
A Greenhouse Strategy Group is proposed
to
be
established,
incorporating
representatives across the community,
business, environmental groups, education,
and government agencies is proposed. The
group would provide a valuable forum for
discussing and promoting issues relating to
energy efficiency and greenhouse issues,
evolving opportunities for advancing
projects
incorporating
sustainability
principles.
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Energy Smart Homes Program
High
All new houses, dual occupancies and units and major renovations
Planning, policy, education
Residential
Currently in place
Environmental Planning, Building Approvals & Environmental Protection

Purpose
To reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the residential sector, which is expected to
contribute 16% of the Community sector’s CO2 emissions by 2010.
Background
Penrith City Council joined the Energy Smart Homes Program in 1998 and the Residential
DCP adopted in September 2000 integrates an energy smart homes policy which applies to
all new dwelling houses, dual occupancies, residential flat buildings and all major
renovations.
The DCP requires a minimum 3.5 star rating for single dwelling, dual occupancies and major
alterations and additions to dwellings. This 3.5 star rating must be certified under the
NatHERS Accreditation Assessment. The 3.5 star rating can be achieved in a number of
ways through sensible design and the use of AAA rated water efficient showerheads and the
use of energy efficient appliances.
The star ratings have the potential to achieve a 20 to 40% reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions per household and a 20% reduction for commercial and industrial buildings.
Council predicts that there will be an additional 5,250 lots released between 2000 and 2010.
As a result of the Energy Homes Program all new dwelling built will need to be energy
efficient. Based on the savings predicted by SEDA per household (20-40%- for the purpose
of calculating CO2 savings a 30% reduction per household is used). Hence, the predicted
CO2 saved from this action is 13,900 tonnes. This is the minimum CO 2 saved from this
action as it does not include reductions as a result of major renovations.
Action
Support implementation of the Residential DCP through promotion and training of staff,
developers and the community.
Seek opportunities to raise awareness and develop partnerships with stakeholders.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO 2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

Within existing resources
> 14,000
1%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Promotion of AGO and SEDA Photovoltaic Rebates for Residents
High
All residents
Promotion, education
Residential
Currently on offer by the AGO and SEDA
Environmental Planning and Building Approval and Environmental Protection

Purpose
To educate the public on alternative energy sources and to promote the cash rebates that
SEDA and the Australian Greenhouse Office provide.
Background
Householders wanting to install a 1.5 kW solar photovoltaic system on their home may
currently receive a rebate of up to 50% ($8,250) from the AGO. The Commonwealth rebate
system offers residents a $5,500 rebate for a 1kW stand-alone or grid connected system.
The minimum peak installation is 450w and the rebate is capped at $8,250.
The NSW State Government through SEDA also provides funding to assist in the installation
of a PV system greater than 1.5kW by offering a $2,400 rebate per kW over 1.5kW. PV
systems over 5 kW receive a rebate of $8,250 from the AGO and $8,400 from SEDA.
Another form of funding available to residents is a $500 rebate on all solar hot water
systems. The rebates aim to reduce CO 2 levels from residential homes and to support the
renewable energy industry. They also provide financial assistance to those that want to
install PV systems onto their homes.
Actions
Promote the rebates through the local media such as “Penrith Press”, and community radio
stations, and the Council website.
By monitoring the applicants Council can establish how many PV systems are installed, the
CO2 reductions made and promote the scheme. Promotion of households that have
installed the PV systems may also encourage others to follow suite and install a PV system.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO 2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

Seek external funding and staff time to promote
To be investigated
To be investigated
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type:
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Industrial Energy Parks
Medium
Local industrial businesses
Education, planning, policy
Industrial
5 to 10 years
Environmental Planning, Building Approval & Environmental Protection, and
Recreation and Cultural Services

Purpose
This action aims to reduce CO 2 emissions from the industrial sector, which is the highest
emitter of CO2 emissions for the Community sector (predicated to account for 56.6% of
emissions by 2010).
Background
In order to reduce CO2 emissions from the industrial sector, an Industrial “Energy” park looks
at reducing energy consumption, reduce transportation requirements, waste reductions,
promote cleaner production of goods and conserves water.
Ipswich Shire Council has proposed a concept where the co-location of compatible
industries leads to efficient fuel use and waste minimisation. One of the suggested actions
is to have a centralised cold storage and distribution unit for the food and beverage
industries. A cogeneration plant is a way of eliminating the need for individual boilers or
refrigerated units. Cogeneration units can increase efficiency from 30 to 50% to 50 to 80%.
This action can reduce CO2 emissions from the industrial sector by 15%, which will result in
a 277,100 tonnes saving of CO2 emissions.
An example of an Industrial Energy Park is the Australian Technology Park, where
businesses that specialise in Information Technology are located within the same area. It
has the only commercial fuel cell (fuel cell technology converts natural gas into electricity
and heat through chemical reaction. In this case electricity is supplied for the site’s needs
and will provide heat for use in a hotel located on site that is under construction) in the
Southern Hemisphere, thus reducing CO2 emissions at a rate of 100 tonnes per month
(1,200 tonnes per year).
The strategy can have other benefits to businesses such as improved environmental
performance, job creation and economic gains through reduced waste disposal costs
reduced costs for water and energy use.
Actions
Look at current land zoning to find a suitable site for an Industrial Energy Park . This action
relies on Council to build partnerships with local industries. Once partnerships are built,
Council can look at specific actions based on the types of businesses and industries present.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

To be investigated
To be investigated
>200,00
28%
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Action Plan
Priority
Target
Type
Sector
Timeframe
Department

Waste Reduction Strategies
Medium
To reduce the tonnes of waste going to landfill
Education and policy
Waste
Refer to Council’s management plan
Safety, Emergency and Waste Services and Building Approvals &
Environmental Protection

Purpose
For the Community sector of Penrith City to reduce its waste going to landfill and therefore
reducing the CO2 emissions from the waste sector.
Background
Council has been actively working to reduce the tonnage of waste going to landfill. The
current system of waste collection includes the collection of paper and cardboard for
recycling, glass, plastic such as PET bottles and milk bottles for recycling. Council is
currently investigating the distribution of smaller garbage bins to encourage composting,
worm farming and thus reducing waste going to landfill.
Education of residents and business owners in Penrith will also reduce waste going to landfill
and therefore CO2 emissions.
Actions
Continue to implement waste reduction strategies.
Cost of implementation
Payback period
Tonnes of CO 2 saved
Percentage of reduction target

Within existing resources
1,000 (if Council achieves a 40% reduction in
waste going to landfill by 2010)
0.4%
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Actions outlined in the Council section, which are also relevant opportunities for the
Community sector to participate in the greenhouse gas reduction program are listed below:
♦

Energy Performance Contracting

♦

Revolving sustainability initiatives fund

♦

Greenhouse Education Kit for Local Businesses

♦

Power Factor Correction Units

♦

Public Transport Reimbursement Program

♦

Purchasing Green Power
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Performance, Implementation and Evaluation
In order for the greenhouse gas reductions strategy to be successful, a number of Council
departments and sections need to become actively involved, to either to carry out work, or to
provide advice on certain components within this plan. A Greenhouse Action Team involving
staff from across Council will be necessary in the carrying out of specific actions within this
plan and to gain organisational support in achieving Council’s CO2 reduction goal.
This program will periodically review projects to assess effectiveness in how they meet the
required targets. Council needs to assign a person to implement, monitor and review the
actions within this plan. This review process will ensure the success of the project. It is
expected that new technologies and research into the field of energy efficiency and CO2
reduction will reveal other ways to reduce the Community sector’s and Council’s CO2
emissions. Once evaluated, they should become part of this plan.
Some indicators that can be used to measure the effectiveness of this program are:
♦ Reduction in Council’s and the Community sectors CO 2 emissions
♦ Council and community support for the listed initiatives
During the implementation of the action in the strategic local action plan (Milestone 4), there
should be further development of indicators specific to that action. This will help to assess
the success of the action and whether it has reached its objective. The indicators should
include quantitative as well as qualitative measures.
Many of the actions listed in this plan will yield financial savings and some need funding to
start the projects. These will need to be evaluated on a case by case basis and funds may
be allocated through the normal budget process. There are however other ways that funding
can be obtained for example:
♦ Seeking funding from the Commonwealth or State Governments.
The federal
government has announced funding to Councils that have endorsed Milestone 3
(Emissions Reduction Incentive Program)
♦ Transferring risk to the private sector with energy efficiency investment such as through
Energy Performance Contracting
♦ Establishing the Revolving sustainability initiatives fund by the end of the 2001 financial
year (June 30, 2000)
Milestone 4, which is the implementation of the local action plan, requires that Council
provide ICLEI with the following:
♦ A contextual statement about the Local Action Plan
♦ Explanation of each action to be implemented
♦ Identification of the emission reduction to be achieved by implementing the specific
actions
♦ A timeframe for each specific measure to be implemented
♦ Identification of resources needed, both staff and financial resources, for implementation
of the specific actions
♦ The method used to measure CO2 reductions
♦ Format for the monitoring and review of the implementation process
Much of the details for this are provided in this action plan. However, as more investigations
are made into specific actions, information should become available for those measures for
which there was little information. This will make quantification easier and will help Council
achieve its milestone 4 requirements. It is recommended that Council work with ICLEI on
this process by the end of the financial year. This will link the actions to the budget process
and will ensure that this plan is implemented.
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